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Abstract

The physical world represents a large and diverse set of information sources,

such as light, temperature, motion, seismic waves, and many more others.

Capturing the various states of the environment is crucial to improve the un-

derstanding of the environment. Wireless sensor networks provide an easy

to deploy infrastructure capable of capturing multiple data sources and exe-

cuting an incredibly diverse collection of applications. Despite the many op-

portunities wireless sensor networks provide, utilising this type of networks

comes with great challenges. In particular, detecting large-scale events is

beyond the sensing and processing abilities of any individual sensor node.

The second problem is that event monitoring needs to be performed while

using the least amount of communication, memory storage, and processing,

generally due to the constraints of the on-board resources of sensor nodes

and mainly due to the limited energy power available to perform the various

tasks. Moreover, replacing or recharging the nodes’ batteries is infeasible

due to the sheer number of sensor nodes and as a result of deploying the

nodes in inaccessible locations. Third, unlike traditional pattern recognition

systems which are implemented on stable wired networks, the performance
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of sensor network applications is influenced by the dynamics of the wire-

less network and the changes in the conditions in the physical environment.

Such problems have motivated the research conducted in this thesis.

The aim of this research is to propose approaches to enable efficient and

effective event recognition. The results obtained from this thesis may serve

as a basis for developing pattern recognition approaches, for designing sup-

porting infrastructures and protocols to perform pattern recognition using

sensor networks, and for evaluating the performance of sensor network event

monitoring and detection techniques. The research essentially employs two

techniques to perform event recognition using resource-constrained sensor

nodes, namely node collaboration and energy conservation techniques.

This thesis presents light-weight distributed pattern recognition ap-

proaches to recognise the occurrence of events of interest in the physical

environment whilst prolonging the lifetime of the sensor network. Patterns

which depict the various states of interest of the environment and pattern

matching algorithms are utilised to detect and classify the environmental

events. The approaches utilise node collaboration to transform local

insignificant results of individual sensor nodes into meaningful event

recognition. Moreover, the node collaboration allows the network to

operate autonomously without depending on any base-station.

Prolonging the longevity of the network is essential to event monitoring

and detection using sensor networks. In addition to the energy conserva-

tion attained by reducing the amount of communication by collaboratively

processing sensory data within the network, the thesis proposes to conserve

energy by using sleep mode and node selection schemes. These schemes
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conserve energy by enabling the elimination of redundant processing and

communication whilst preserving the event recognition performance.

The thesis proposes variability tolerance techniques and MAC protocol

enhancements to enable the operation in dynamic networks. Variability

caused by noise and network dynamics results in event patterns comprising

incorrect sensory data, and thereby deteriorates the event recognition ap-

proaches’ ability to recognise events. In this thesis, variability is tolerated by

adopting an inexact pattern matching technique that recognises event pat-

terns according to their similarity to a set of patterns of interest. Wireless

communication is utilised in the collaboration amongst nodes. The thesis

shows that the event recognition approaches are further improved and life-

time of the network is prolonged by adjusting the various MAC protocols’

parameters.

Finally, in addition to classical evaluation metrics, an energy metric is

proposed to evaluate pattern recognition approaches in terms of their energy

consumption. The proposed event recognition approaches were evaluated

theoretically and empirically. The results show that large-scale events can

be recognised through node collaboration by wirelessly exchanging local

sensory data amongst nodes and converting them into meaningful event

recognition results whilst conserving the network’s energy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preamble

In our era of technological advancements, the current information tech-

nology progress has proven to be is in proportion to Moore’s law: “The

complexity for minimum component costs has increased at a rate of roughly

a factor of two per year. Certainly over the short term this rate can be

expected to continue, if not to increase.”[Moo65]. The computer technol-

ogy evolution went one step ahead by facilitating the control of devices in

our surroundings. Embedded systems are small, specific purpose computers

that can be found in countless applications and devices, such as traffic lights,

cars, medical equipments, and even game consoles. As a consequence, we

are approaching a ubiquitous computing era, of which Marc Weiser - the

father of ubiquitous computing - said: “The most profound technologies are

those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life

until they are indistinguishable from it.” [Wei91]. He envisaged computers

to be seamlessly involved in almost all of our daily activities and integrated

in our surroundings without even noticing their existence.
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Today, we are blessed with a new technology, namely wireless sensor

networks (WSN). The use of distributed and interconnected transducer net-

works of small, inexpensive sensor nodes is one of the fundamental concepts

of ubiquitous computing. A wireless sensor network, or a sensor network

for short, is a large-scale network comprising of wirelessly interconnected

transducer devices called sensor nodes. A sensor node, as the name implies,

may have one or more sensor modules, for sensing light, temperature, hu-

midity, pressure, and sound. Additionally, each sensor node includes four

other components, namely: memory, processing, communication, and bat-

tery modules. The first use of sensor networks can be traced back to the cold

war, when a distributed network of radars, and hydrophones were deployed

to monitor the skies and oceans, respectively [CYK03]. On the contrary,

contemporary monitoring networks use tiny and resource-constrained sen-

sor nodes. The smallest wireless sensor node is of microscopic dimensions

[CYK03].

In addition, wireless sensor networks research has drawn a lot of at-

tention as a result of the possibility of coupling these devices with their

surroundings. Well beyond their direct use, such as surveillance and envi-

ronmental monitoring, sensor networks can help us actually pursuit one of

the ultimate goals in information technology, namely ambient intelligence

(AmI) [DBS+01], [Boe02], [LMB+03]. Not only are we able to install sen-

sors networks in the physical world around us, their small size and wireless

communication provide the flexibility to have them integrated deeply within

building material, fabrics, and embedded in inaccessible or hostile locations

in the real world. For example, by using wireless sensor networks we may
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be capable of creating innovative devices and building bridges that can co-

operate with each other to exchange information concerning their internal

states and the conditions of the physical environment around them in order

to seemingly make intelligent decisions that can improve their performance,

their services to users, and that can assist in preventing disasters without

any human intervention.

The sensor networks evolution extended the computing horizons from

desktop computers to include the physical surroundings. By being con-

nected to other computers around the world via the Internet, users are

now connected to the environment around them as well. Additionally, this

evolution is transforming the way information is presented and entered into

computers. The user-driven model of traditional computing has shifted to a

generally event-driven model in sensor networks. Markedly, the event-driven

model entails that the volume of data generated by stimuli of environmental

phenomena exceeds the rate of any user input by multiple folds.

Conveying large volumes of sensory measurements stimulated by a phe-

nomenon is one of the distinguishing benefits of sensor networks. In-network

processing of sensory data with the aim of finding interesting information

about the environment is fundamental to the applications in sensor net-

works. Their cooperative operation is necessary to effectively perform com-

plex tasks far beyond the capability of any individual sensor node. More-

over, it must be done in an efficient way to ensure the longevity of the

network’s lifetime. These sensor devices are desirable for environmental

monitoring and event detection applications, including: disaster monitor-

ing, industrial control, wild life monitoring, and structural health monitor-

ing [BGS00], [AML05], [MCP+02], [JOW+02], [KPC+06], [PCC+05].
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1.2 Observation of the Environment

One of the most important factors driving the wireless sensor networks

research is their sensing ability that enables them to record sounds, take

temperature readings and sense motions in the physical world. Using satel-

lites for observation purposes has its merits; for instance a satellite’s ability

to construct a continental weather map in real-time is remarkable. However

satellites cannot be envisaged for recording sounds inside caves, temperature

of offices or stress levels of building structures. On the other hand, sensor

nodes can be placed deeply within the environment, close to all events of

interest.

Although today’s sensor applications are dominated by wired sensors,

wireless sensor nodes are envisaged to replace them [ZG04]. Wired sensor

networks can incur high deployment costs and are ineffective for extempo-

raneous data collection. Moreover, they are impractical for deployments

in hostile and sensitive locations within the physical environment as they

require intensive human accessibility and interaction. That is why wireless

sensor nodes are deemed to replace wired sensors. In this thesis, we will use

the terms wireless sensor nodes and sensor nodes interchangeably.

One of the earliest and most cited examples of sensor network appli-

cations is the Great Duck Island project (GDI) [MCP+02]. This project

showed the usefulness of using sensor networks for ecosystem monitoring in

general and birds-nesting grounds observation in particular. In the past,

scientists had to literally visit every bird nest and record their observations;

a process which involved a lot of labour and disturbance to the environ-

ment. The GDI project involved deploying shoe-box size sensor nodes in

bird nests to stream useful live data onto the web. Scientists were able
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to remotely create on-the-fly experiments and collect data from locations

previously inaccessible.

While sensor networks are renowned for their applicability to biodiver-

sity monitoring and observation applications, they are also used in a diverse

set of applications. These applications can be categorised according to the

location of deployment of sensor nodes as indoor or outdoor applications.

Besides environmental monitoring, there are many outdoor applications in

which sensor networks are highly sought after, for instance: object classi-

fication, object tracking, and micro-scale surveillance [MNR02],[LWHS02].

Using sensor nodes fitted with various light, temperature, moisture, chemi-

cal, and biological sensing modules can revolutionise the agricultural sector

by providing a real-time high detailed visual representation of the condi-

tions of farms, detecting early stages of crop diseases and utilising water

resources optimally [EHC03]. Although sensors are already used in indoor

applications (e.g. smoke sensors), sensor networks are envisioned to be

able to assist in guiding people throughout hazardous locations to safety

[ASS03]. Furthermore, for example, the sensor network’s ability to take

light and temperature measurements will help in finding the optimal util-

isation and in controlling the indoor environment to attain higher energy

conservations. Embedding sensor nodes in building material will help con-

struction engineers to assess damages in building structures beyond typical

visual inspections.

Moreover, network applications can be organised into human-centric ap-

plications. In human-centric applications, sensor nodes are directly involved

in observing, detecting, and assisting people in their daily lives. The Health

Sciences and Health Care systems are a fertile ground for the employment
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of such technology, with applications ranging from assisting Alzheimer pa-

tients to monitoring child behaviour and also observing human organs by

implanting sensors in them [ASS03][SCD+05][EHC03].

The most predominate model utilised in sensor network applications

involves sending sensory data to a base-station for analysis [ZLGR03],

[ASSC02], [CYK03]. Following their deployment in the environment, sensor

nodes collect data about their respective locations either continuously,

periodically, driven by events, initiated by users, or by hybrids of the

previous methods [TAGH02]. Then, the collected data are locally processed

before being sent in the network. Intermediate sensor nodes convey sensory

data throughout the network and may be involved in further processing of

the data. Finally, the sensory data is integrated to infer the status of the

observed environment at the base-station.

1.3 Challenges in the Development of Sensor

Network Applications

Sensor networks are usually compared with ad hoc networks, such

as Mobile Ad Hoc Netowrks (MANET) [ASSC02], [TGC02], [RMGS02],

[YYCH06], [IM05]. Like the MANET nodes, sensor nodes are battery

powered and communicate wirelessly over limited bandwidth with the

communication channel being prone to errors. Sensor networks, however,

have many characteristics that distinguish them from ad hoc networks.

First, sensor nodes are densely deployed in the environment over a

vast geographical area to achieve a single goal, which is to sense the

environment and communicate sensory data. Highly dense deployment
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leads to significant amounts of redundancy in sensory readings, and thus

sensor network designs usually incorporate redundancy removal methods.

Moreover, sensor networks adopt data-centric approaches, in which they

emphasis on finding techniques to efficiently deliver data without using

node identifications (IDs). Using the nodes’ ID to route sensory data may

not be reliable or efficient as a result of the dynamics of nodes, as nodes

may unexpectedly go offline as a result of depleting their energy resources

and data aggregation techniques can be utilised to reduce the amount

of communicated sensory data in the network [KEW08]. Second, unlike

point-to-point communication in ad hoc networks, in sensor networks

sensory readings are broadcast to the base-station. Hence sensor networks

have a many-to-one data flow. Third, although both networks are battery

powered, replacing or recharging sensor node batteries is not possible.

Finally, in contrast to user-driven ad hoc networks, sensor networks are

highly coupled with the physical environment and are usually driven by

events stimuli of the environment.

The factors that uniquely challenge the design of sensor networks are

described in the following:

• Ad hoc deployment: Although sensor nodes can be deployed in

deliberately chosen locations, most sensor applications deploy sensors

randomly, with no clear structure [BP08], [RM04], [AKK04]. Sensor

nodes are installed in full in the environment at the initial stages of

deployment, as more nodes are added later to the network, to increase

coverage and quality of measurement [RM04].

• Lifetime: Sensor networks are envisaged for long-term deployment

in remote, sensitive, and inaccessible locations in the environment.
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Providing power sources or replacing nodes is infeasible and hence the

sensor nodes operate until they deplete their batteries.

• Unattended operations: Sensor nodes are required to operate inde-

pendently without any reliance on human intervention or supporting

infrastructure due to the large number of nodes and hostility of the

environment [BP08], [ECPS02].

• Dynamic changes: Sensor networks are prone to network changes

such as the addition of nodes or node/link failure. Furthermore, event

occurrence can be unpredictable and random. Thus, the network

dynamics and changes of the environment affect the operation and

longevity of the sensor network [ASSC02].

• Scale: There can be a sheer number of sensor nodes comprising a

sensor network to support large scale temporal and spatial sampling.

Moreover, the network may have to convey information about many

events occurring simultaneously over a vast geographic area [ECPS02].

1.4 Motivation

A sensor network is designed to perform event-driven information

processing tasks. Their highly distributed wireless ad hoc infrastructure

enables sensor nodes to perform unattended long-term sensing tasks in

large geographical areas. Though simple events can be detected by a

single sensor node, this can only provide spatially local information. More

complex detection tasks can be attained by collecting sensory information

from multiple sensor nodes.
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The information is processed in either a centralised or distributed man-

ner, at base-stations or within the sensor network, respectively. Tradition-

ally, a simplistic model is used which involves relaying raw measurements

from sensor nodes to a base-station which performs optimal detection and

tracking based on conventional signal processing methods. This model,

however, suffers from many limitations which make it impractical in terms

of the resource-constraints and the limited bandwidth of sensor networks.

Depending on a base-station for data processing reduces the flexibility and

reliability of the network as it creates a potential processing bottleneck

and causes total system failure if the base-station should fail. Further-

more, relaying all sensory data of geographically dispersed sensor nodes to

a centralised base-station is generally ineffective as it requires a significant

communication overhead which may lead to resource depletion and shorten

the lifetime of the network.

Processing sensory data within the network, on the other hand, is known

as in-network processing in which sensor nodes are exploited beyond their

basic functionality of sensing and forwarding sensory data to actually being

involved in processing data en-route within the sensor network [KEW08],

[MFHH02], [BGS03], [MSFC02], [CPS06], [GGHM07]. In dense sensor net-

works, in-network processing can minimise the amount of redundant sensory

data. In spite of these redundancies in sensory data, in-network processing

approaches are more robust against individual sensor node or link failures.

Moreover, in-network processing techniques are generally designed in a dis-

tributed manner to improve the scalability of the network. Finally, the com-

munication reduction attained by using in-network processing techniques
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yields better resource and bandwidth utilisation, and overall increases the

longevity of the network.

Moreover, collaborative processing is another essential paradigm in sen-

sor networks. Collaborative processing approaches in sensor networks em-

ploy selective collaboration and efficient exchange of information amongst

sensor nodes to process spatially distributed sensory information and inter-

pret the physical world status [LWHS02], [LRZ03], [KZS02]. Applying col-

laborative processing approaches, complex tasks can be processed within the

network by means of local processing and information exchange among sen-

sor nodes without the need for a central coordination entity. Collaborative

processing approaches have been used in data compression, target detection,

classification, and tracking applications [ZLGR03], [MNR02], [LWHS02],

[PKR02], [PR03], [OM06]. Designing collaborative processing approaches

is more challenging than traditional approaches in distributed and parallel

processing research because sensor networks are naturally dynamic, driven

by environmental events, and resource constraints. Collaborative process-

ing approaches are desirable in sensor networks for the following features

[LWHS02], [BRS03], [ZSR02], [KW05]:

• Survivability: Information is collaboratively processed within the

sensor network in a decentralised manner. Hence, the collaborative

processing approaches result in an information processing paradigm

achieving high fault-tolerance, which means detection tasks are highly

robust and less prone to node or link failures.

• Scalability: Unlike traditional models where information is flooded

in the network, collaborative processing approaches distributively

process and produce results en-route. As a result, the amount of
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information propagated in the network does not increase with the

increase of the number of sensor nodes.

• Network longevity: The amount of power dissipated whilst per-

forming a task determines the lifetime of the sensor network. Col-

laborative processing approaches incorporate on-demand processing

methods in which informed selective collaboration among nodes is

achieved. Sensor nodes with useful information that can enhance the

information processing are activated while other sensor nodes remain

inactive. Moreover, efficient information communication is utilised;

instead of communicating raw sensory data, sensory data summaries

and decisions are communicated. As a result, collaborative process-

ing approaches improve power and bandwidth utilisation in sensor

networks.

• Detection quality: Detection response latency is improved as a re-

sult of having less congestion in the network and fewer sensory data to

report, and thus detected events can be reported quicker. In-network

and collaborative information processing and increase the detection

accuracy as the final decision attains higher accuracy unachievable by

any individual node. Moreover, in addition to the classical quality

metrics mentioned earlier, particular to sensor networks is measuring

detection quality in terms of the amount of energy used to perform

event detection tasks. Significantly less energy and resources are con-

sumed for detection tasks since events can be detected closer to their

source owing to the collaboration of sensor nodes and to the local

processing of sensory data.
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Generally, event detection using collaborative processing approaches has

been discussed in light of detecting, localising and classifying one or more

objects. In these applications the set of sensor nodes participating in the

detection tasks belong to the region where the environmental activities took

place. For instance, when a moving object travels over a region of sensor

nodes, sensor nodes in that region will be invoked and start to collaborate

to perform their event detection tasks [ZLGR03]. Therefore, this makes the

existing collaborative processing approaches restricted to detecting events

that primarily affect a certain area of the sensor network, such as a path

of a moving object. Non-local events are events that occur over the whole

network and change the global status of the network, for example, weather

patterns and material stress in building structures.

Detecting the occurrence of global events in large sets of sensory data is

a challenging task; the solution to this problem has to improve the detection

quality and reduce the amount of data that needs to be transmitted over

the network. Instead of employing the network to process individual data

sources, the network should be utilised collectively to build responses to the

occurrence of global events. Sensory data from the sensor network can be

represented in patterns that depict events of interest. Pattern recognition

systems can be used for distinguishing and matching event patterns specified

by users or learnt by the system.

Event patterns can be recognised by means of exact or inexact pattern

matching approaches [Kon00], [Tub89b]. Exact pattern matching mecha-

nisms require all sensory readings to be identical to the pattern of interest,

whereas inexact pattern matching mechanisms use a more robust criterion

in which sensory data are approximately matched to the pattern of interest.
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Each of these approaches has its own merits and drawbacks, and selecting

the optimal approach to use it for detecting events in the sensor network

depends on factors such as accuracy, tolerance to noise, similarity of event

patterns, energy consumption, etc.

In contrast to traditional computing systems, the performance of event

detection approaches is influenced by the underlying infrastructure, the

availability of resources, and the conditions of the physical environment.

Executing applications or services on sensor nodes is not trivial. There are

high interchanging dependencies between the event detection requirements

and the different hardware components of the sensor node and network

factors. For example, the event detection performance can be restricted

by network parameters such as latency, collision, contention, and topology.

Thus the delay that the event recognition can tolerate is dependent on the

network condition. Moreover, the rate of operation at which the sensor

modules of a sensor node are able to function can also affect the recognition

performance. Additionally, sensor network application designs commonly

apply energy conservation and awareness techniques. Therefore, as part of

the event recognition solution, it is necessary to co-design networking pro-

tocols and information processing approaches to preserve the functionality

and availability of the sensor network applications.

1.5 Objectives

Advances in information processing in sensor networks have alleviated

sensor network capabilities beyond the initial anticipation of their possible

usefulness. Generally, event detection techniques are modelled based on

renowned machine learning and pattern recognition mechanisms to address
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event detection problems while mitigating the limitations of sensor networks

similar to network dynamics, resource-constrains and network scalability.

Event detection approaches in sensor networks predominately use clas-

sical machine learning and pattern classification methods, such as Bayesian

filters, Kalman filters, maximum likelihood, and k-nearest neighbour algo-

rithms [ZSR02], [LWHS02], [LRZ03]. These methods were not primarily

designed for distributed, resource-constrained, and dynamic infrastructures

such as in the sensor networks. Furthermore, the performance of these tech-

niques is evaluated using classical metrics, e.g. accuracy measurements,

which may not depict actual performance factors in sensor networks. We

believe that event detection techniques in sensor networks need to take into

consideration networking parameters and methods to prolong the sensor

network’s lifetime. The following factors need to be considered when de-

signing event recognition techniques for sensor networks:

• Communication overhead: Communication is one of the largest

consumers of energy in sensor nodes. Sensor nodes are generally bat-

tery operated and replacing sensor nodes as a result of energy de-

pletion is infeasible due to the immense scale of deployment and in-

accessibility of many of the deployment sites. Consequently, event

recognition techniques can be evaluated based on the volume of com-

munication needed to recognise an event.

• Sleeping time: Allowing sensor nodes to switch into the sleep mode

may improve the longevity of the sensor network. Not all sensor nodes

always provide useful information. Hence event recognition techniques

need to activate a subset group of sensor nodes with information useful
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to the event recognition and switch off as many nodes as possible to

conserve their energy.

• Accuracy: Obtaining information accurately from sensor nodes is

one of the primary goals of sensor networks. For instance, variability

may occur in sensory measurements as a result of: malfunction of the

sensors hardware, transmission errors, etc. Recognition performance

can be measured using classical accuracy metrics, like minimizing the

probability of misclassification and calculating the error rate [DHS00],

[Bis95].

The main objective of this research is to investigate the proposal of novel

collaborative processing approaches and pattern recognition approaches to

perform event recognition whilst conserving energy. The proposed ap-

proaches in this thesis are designed to recover the global status of the phys-

ical environment while maintaining the optimality of the communication

overhead, sleeping time, and accuracy. Furthermore, the approaches are

designed to protect the operation of the sensor network against network

dynamics such as node and link failures.

In addition, this thesis will specifically investigate a pattern recogni-

tion model for event recognition in sensor networks, in which information

exchange, distributed storage, node selection, implosion reduction, and de-

centralised operation will be considered. The model emphasizes the optimal

interplay between information processing, networking parameters, energy

conservation, and pattern recognition operations to attain efficient and ef-

fective event recognition in resource-constrained sensor networks.
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1.6 Contributions

This thesis seeks the solution to how a group of resource-limited sensor

nodes can recognise physical world events in a distributed, real-time, and

energy-efficient way. Part of the solution lies in decentralised processing and

the storage of sensory data within the network. We propose to convert event

detection into pattern matching that is particularly efficient with regard

to the design factors mentioned above. What distinguishes this work from

other event detection models in sensor networks is that some of the physical

world phenomena can trigger events that have non-regional effects on the

sensor nodes. The proposed approach is capable of recognising large-scale

event patterns. Furthermore, unlike traditional pattern recognition systems,

this study adopts mechanisms to conserve energy whilst performing event

recognition. The main contributions of this thesis are:

• New approaches for event recognition in sensor networks are pro-

posed. The use of traditional pattern recognition and neural network

approaches is not practical in sensor networks. Real-world events

need to be recognised using geographically distributed and resource-

constrained sensor nodes. Novel event recognition approaches based

on pattern matching and performed in a distributed manner whilst

conserving energy are proposed to capture the occurrence of events

in the physical environment. Local information processing and col-

laboration amongst sensor nodes techniques are adopted to construct

high-level global inferences of occurring events within the sensor net-

work.

• A new way to describe events in sensor networks is explored. Unlike

current event detection models for sensor networks which use simple
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value thresholds for identifying the occurrence of events, operating

on patterns of the sensory data is proposed. This information is ab-

stracted onto patterns of events and later utilised to detect the oc-

currence of events in the monitored environment. Moreover, these

patterns need to be stored in a distributed manner with the network.

• Traditionally, pattern recognition systems are evaluated according to

their capability to recognise patterns based on their accuracy. In sen-

sor networks, however, the ability the match patterns is dependent on

the network’s resources, such as the number of nodes, the energy con-

sumption, and radio communications. Thereby, in addition to using

the accuracy metric, we propose energy metrics to evaluate the pat-

tern recognition approaches in respect of their energy consumption.

• Although the events taking place in the physical world have global

context and generally necessitate collecting sensory information from

all sensor nodes, detecting this type of events can be achieved using

fewer nodes to conserve energy while maintaining acceptable recogni-

tion accuracy and resource utilisation is demonstrated. It is shown

that efficient and effective event detection can be attained by inte-

grating pattern matching methods with dynamic node activation and

selection techniques. These techniques are necessary to prolong the

lifetime of the sensor network.

• Sensor networks are deployed over geographically sparse areas. Gener-

ally, data from the network are collected and processed in centralised

nodes, namely base-stations. The proposed model adopts a decen-

tralised mode of operation in which the requirement for a central
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processing authority or communication facility is abolished. More-

over, sensor nodes operate in (semi)-autonomous mode to increase

the system’s tolerance to physical world dynamics.

• Network topologies and MAC layer protocols are not typically consid-

ered in the design of classical pattern recognition or neural network

systems. In contrast to traditional networks, sensor network designs

are highly coupled with the physical environment and need to take

into consideration the consumption of the limited on-board resources.

This proposed research combines pattern recognition approaches with

energy conservation approaches and networking considerations to per-

form event detection in sensor networks. The event recognition is im-

proved by enhancing the concurrency of operations and increasing the

utilisation of local information.

1.7 Organization of this Thesis

There are six chapters in this thesis. A background on energy conser-

vation techniques and event detection techniques using wireless sensor net-

works is provided in Chapter 2. The energy conservation whilst using sleep

mode-based and information processing-based approaches are presented.

The use of threshold-based and in-network processing approaches for event

detection is detailed in this chapter along with definitions of event patterns

that will be dealt with in this thesis. Moreover, existing frameworks for

enabling distributed pattern recognition and their emerging problems are

also presented.

In Chapters 3 and 4, we present two novel approaches for exact and

inexact event detection in sensor networks, respectively. In the former, a
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solution is suggested for event recognition using exact pattern matching

methods. The event detection is transformed into a pattern recognition

problem in which sensor nodes collaborate to match stored patterns with

sensory inputs from the environment by means of voting. The operation and

pattern storage are attained within the network in a decentralised manner.

Nodes dynamically collaborate amongst each other to reach global detec-

tion and improve the conservation of battery power of sensor nodes. This

dynamic mode allows the sensor nodes to switch on and off depending on

the significance of their votes to the detection process. The second method

extends the first method to incorporate inexact pattern matching capabil-

ities. Many sources for noise are present in event patterns, but they are

mainly traced to erroneous sensory reading, information loss due to com-

munication instability, and loss of sensor nodes. Therefore, inexact pattern

matching can be used to effectively mitigate the noise effect by performing

approximate pattern matching. Additionally, the inexact pattern matching

method is combined with a node selection approach to control the number

of nodes participating in the detection process and thus prolong the lifetime

of the sensor network. These two methods are validated using mathematical

analysis and simulations.

The physical deployment and the hardware component capabilities of

sensor nodes introduce certain constraints on the ability to detect events in

the physical world. Chapter 5 studies the exact and inexact pattern match-

ing performances under various networking parameters. In particular, the

mechanisms are studied using the sensor networks’ medium access control

(MAC) protocols, specifically under contention-based and schedule-based

protocols. The results of this study show the performance of the proposed
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event recognition approaches whilst using various MAC protocols. This

allows the understanding of the actual requirement of conducting event

recognition and helps estimate the required resources in sensor networks.

Finally, Chapter 6 is a summary of the contributions in this thesis and

a presentation of ideas for possible future research.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Preamble

Sensor networks are envisioned to extend existing networks to the phys-

ical world. Deeply embedded sensor nodes within the physical environment

provide a new source of information; the sensory data convey information

about the physical world status, and the information gathered from the

physical environment is typically of much higher dimensionality and com-

plexity than the data produced by end-users or even computer systems.

This chapter presents the ways events in the physical environment are

detected using sensor networks. There are two major parts in this chap-

ter: (i) energy saving taxonomy and (ii) environment sensing. The energy

saving taxonomy classifies the various methods used for energy conserva-

tion in sensor networks and provides a rationale to the energy conservation

strategies employed in this research. The section related to environment

sensing discusses the methods used for detecting and monitoring events in

the real world, and highlights their problems. Contrary to classical appli-

cation designs and requirements, energy is an important factor in sensor
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networks; sensor network applications need to be energy efficient. Incorpo-

rating energy conservation approaches within sensor network applications

is of similar importance to providing the application services. In this the-

sis, the occurrence of events in the physical world is detected and classified

by means of pattern recognition while incorporating energy conservation

strategies to prolong the lifetime of the network.

The subsequent sections of this chapter are organised as follows: a pre-

liminary section which provides a general overview of sensor networks is

presented in Section 2.2, and energy consumption of various operations of

sensor nodes is presented in Section 2.3. Energy savings and conservation

approaches are central to the design of sensor network applications; Section

2.4 classifies the energy savings approaches employed to prolong the lifetime

of sensor networks. Finally, Section 2.5 of this chapter presents the current

methods used for event detection in sensor networks.

2.2 Sensor Networks

In this section, an overview of sensor networks is outlined in order to

understand the characteristics and interactions among engaging parties in

sensor networks.

The recent advances in Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) and

wireless communication technology make it possible to envisage dense sen-

sor networks (DSN) comprising of small untethered, battery powered, and

resource-constrained sensor nodes [ECPS02], [MCP+02]. There is a large

variety of sensor node platforms. Table 2.2 shows some of the platforms
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used in sensor network research and the capabilities of sensor nodes. Gen-

erally, in respect to the type of applications, data flow, and network scale,

sensor networks can be categorised as a special class of ad hoc networks.

Table 2.1: Assorted types of sensor nodes and their respective specifications.

MICA2 [Cro08c] TolesB [Cro08g] SunSPOT [Mic08] BTnode[Zur08]

Memory
128KB Prog. Flash
512KB data Flash
4KB EEPROM

48KB Prog. Flash
1024KB data Flash
10KB RAM
16KB EEPROM

512KB RAM
4KB Flash

64+180KB SRAM
128KB Flash
4KB EEPROM

CPU ATmega128L MSP430 ARM920T ATmega128L
Battery 2xAA 2xAA 750 mAh LiON 2xAA
Vendor CrossBow CrossBow Sun MicroSystems BTnode

OS TinyOS TinyOS Squawk(J2ME) TinyOS

Sensor applications are event-driven applications used for inferring the

physical world’s status from sensory data. A sensor network is a special

purpose network in which sensor nodes, or motes, are used to take sensory

measurements of the physical environment. A sink node or base-station is

an interchangeably used terminology in the literature known as the sensor

node responsible for collecting the sensory measurements from sensor nodes

deployed in the physical environment. A typical sensor network consists of a

base-station and a collection of sensor nodes. Although sensor networks are

anticipated for dense deployment of thousands of nodes, current projects

use from ten to hundreds of sensor nodes. Generally, in sensor network ap-

plications, e.g. environmental monitoring and surveillance, a phenomenon

of interest is characterised by occurring rarely and suddenly. Therefore, the

network traffic is typically very low. The traffic in the network, however,

erupts when large amounts of sensory data from various sensor nodes are

conveyed to the base-station in the event of a phenomenon of interest. Con-

sequently, the network traffic follows a many-to-one traffic pattern; from

various sensor nodes to a common base-station.
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Sensor nodes are densely deployed to increase the sensing and commu-

nication coverage. Besides this, densely deploying sensor nodes is an impor-

tant technique to tolerate node failures. Deploying sensor nodes relatively

within each other’s proximity results in causing sensing and communication

coverage of nodes to overlap, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Consequently,

sensory measurements may contain high correlations and redundancies. For

instance, when the sensing rage of two nodes covers the same area, both sen-

sor nodes are likely going to transmit identical sensory data. Although this

enables the sensor network to be robust to node failure and noisy sensory

measurement, it causes the sensor nodes to consume their precious battery

resources to convey redundant data. One way to control data redundancy

is by adjusting the sensor nodes’ physical locations to minimise the overlap

in their sensing ranges. However, choosing the location of sensor nodes may

not be always possible, especially when using sensor nodes for applications

that require ad hoc and random deployment, e.g. battle field and emergency

applications. Therefore, preferably, redundant data have to be detected and

removed.

Sensor nodes use multihop communication to minimise their energy con-

sumption. Communicating sensory data to neighbouring nodes and so on

until it reaches the base-station is usually better in terms of energy con-

sumption than using the maximum radio range to deliver data directly to

the base-station. Moreover, multihop communication is used since not all

of the nodes have the base-station within their respective communication

range. As a result, sensory data is conveyed in a mesh multihop network

to the base-station. In addition to routing tasks, a sensor node can process
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Figure 2.1: Network diagram illustrating sensing ranges of sensor nodes and
sensory data flow to a base-station.

sensory data, e.g. to remove data redundancy or combine data. This node

behaviour is known as in-network processing.

Two design strategies can be inferred from the above description. First,

the sensor network’s longevity needs to be maximised by switching off idle

nodes, since usually events occur rarely, sensor nodes are located in inac-

cessible locations and nodes are battery powered. Second, the processing

capability of sensor nodes can be effectively employed to reduce the volume

of data transmitted in the network.

2.3 Energy Consumption in Sensor Nodes

An overview of energy consumption in sensor nodes is presented in this

section. Before being able to propose any energy conservation approaches

for sensor networks, it is necessary to understand the energy consumption
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rates of various hardware components and operation modes of sensor nodes.

The overview presents the importance of energy resources to sensor network

applications.

One of the main motives driving sensor network research is the ability

to operate sensor networks in an untethered and unattended manner. A

sensor node continues to provide sensory data from the physical environ-

ment until it depletes its own on-board battery. Primarily, the battery’s

energy is consumed by the hardware components of the sensor node. Un-

like handheld devices used in MANET, sensor nodes are generally smaller

in size, static, carry a smaller battery, and have limited processing capabil-

ities [HSWC00],[CSR04]. Furthermore, replacing or recharging batteries is

not possible in sensor networks as a result of the sheer number of deployed

sensor nodes and the sensitivity and inaccessibility of the physical environ-

ment. Therefore, since energy consumption is inversely proportional to the

longevity of the sensor network, endorsing energy conservation mechanisms

is vital to sensor network applications.

Usually no tethered energy supply is available, and energy required by

the hardware components is supplied by on-board battery(s), for instance

AAA and AA-sized batteries. The voltage and leakage of the battery de-

pends on the batteries’ material which can be zinc-carbon, alkaline-based,

nickel-based and lithium-based [Til07]. Choosing which battery to use de-

pends on the size of the sensor node, energy of the battery (W/cm3), cost of

battery, and deployment duration. Besides the energy consumed by various

hardware components and applications of a sensor node, the deployment

duration of the sensor node is affiliated with the lifetime of its battery
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which is a function of the leakage or the discharge rate (the amount of cur-

rent drawn from the battery) [RSSPS02]. For example, for a short period

deployment, zinc-based batteries are preferred since they are high energy

batteries but also with high leakage [ECPS02]. The selection of batteries

is crucial, as they determine the lifetime of the node, the sensor node’s

performance boundaries, and the total design of the sensor application.

In order to predict the energy costs of different algorithms and protocols,

it is important to have an accurate understanding of the amount of energy

consumed by the various hardware components of sensor nodes. Hardware

energy requirements are either described in terms of the electrical current

or the rate at which electrical energy is consumed, by Ampere (A) and Watt

(W) respectively. At the node level, energy consumption can be categorised

based on the sensor operations as energy consumed in sensing, processing

and communicating. However the rate at which these categories consume

energy is different.

There exists a diversity of sensor hardware modules that measure en-

vironmental parameters. A typical sensor node, such as the Mica node

[Cro08b], may include temperature, photoresistor, barometric pressure, hu-

midity and passive infrared sensors. There are several sources of power

consumption in a sensor, including: i) sensor start up power, ii) signal

sampling rate, iii) physical signal-to-electrical conversion, iv) signal condi-

tion, and v) analog-to-digital conversion [MCP+02], [RSSPS02]. In general,

these sensors consume negligible power relative to the energy consumed in

processing and communication. Figure 2.2 shows the energy requirements

for each sensor type. However sensors such as sonar rangers, array sensors,

and sensor nodes equipped with cameras can be large consumers of energy.
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Figure 2.2: Energy consumption of various sensor hardware modules of the
Mica sensor node [MCP+02].

The central hardware module to the sensor node design is the process-

ing or microcontroller unit. The processing unit runs the operating system,

executes the application, processes the information and coordinates the var-

ious hardware components of the sensor node, e.g. the memory and radio

components. There are several microcontroller units used in sensor nodes,

for instance MPR300CB, MPR400, MPR500CA, and MPR2400CA of the

Mica, Mica2, and Mica2Dot sensor nodes, respectively [Cro08a], [Cro08c],

[Cro08d]. The choice of the processor is application dependent, and is as-

sociated with the load levels of the application. To manage the power

consumed by a processor, sensor node processors support several operat-

ing modes, including active and sleep modes. Table 2.2 shows the power

consumption under the active and sleep modes of various Berkeley motes.

In the sleep mode a sensor node completely withholds all its activities and
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shuts down almost all of its components. The sleep mode is an essential

mechanism to limit the leakage of energy during long idle periods. Although

the power management modes of the sensor node are useful for energy con-

servation purposes, transition between operating modes may incur a transi-

tion cost which may involve time and energy overheads [RSSPS02], [SC01],

[MBSHCI+02].

Table 2.2: Power consumption in active and sleep modes of Berkeley motes.

Sensor node

Mode Mica [Cro08a] Mica2Dot [Cro08d] Mica2 [Cro08c]

Active 8.0 mW 8.0 mW 33.0 mW
Sleep 75.0 µW 75.0 µW 75.0 µW

Communication is regarded as the largest energy demanding operation of

a sensor node. Although many issues may rise in regard of energy consump-

tions and savings in a sensor network as a whole, the energy consumptions

and solutions are initiated at the sensor node level. A sensor node wire-

less communication is enabled by a radio hardware component. Generally,

there are four categories that depict the various communication modes of a

sensor node: transmit, receive, idle, and sleep modes. Each category has its

own energy consumption levels. First, in the transmit mode, data packets

are to be sent into the wireless medium. In some sensor nodes, e.g. WINS

[RSSPS02] and TmoteB [Cro08f], the transmission power can be adjusted,

for example, to provide flexibility in the transmission range as more power

input to the radio components yields better coverage. The applications of

these types of sensor nodes can change the transmission power to achieve

transmission and energy cost balance. The maximum data rates achievable

by Berkeley sensor nodes are 40kbps, 38.4kbps, and 250kbps of the Mica,
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Mica2, and Telos sensor nodes, respectively [PSC05]. Other factors associ-

ated with the power consumption and performance of a radio component

include the type of modulation scheme used, choice of antenna, and duty

cycle [RSSPS02], [PSC05].

Second, the receive mode is the second largest energy consumer amongst

the communication modes, as shown in Table 2.3. Finally, the idle and

sleep modes are designed to deactivate the radio components during the

time that a sensor is waiting for an event, processing sensor data, or just

sensing the environment; the overall network performance is improved when

sensor nodes are in idle and sleep modes in doing so problems such as

collision, overhearing and idle listening can be avoided [GHPB02], [YHE02].

Regardless of that the radio component is inactive in either the idle and

sleep modes, there is a significant difference in the power consumptions

in these modes. In contrast to the idle mode, the sleep mode completely

shuts down the radio hardware and shows higher energy saving. In the idle

mode, a sensor node may switch off all of its components except the receive

radio antenna. Similar to the energy state transition of the processors, the

advantage of going into the idle mode instead of the sleep mode is that the

later incurs higher time and energy overhead to switch back to the active

state. Furthermore, Table 2.3 shows that the receive and idle modes of the

Mica2 sensor node are comparable and there is a considerable difference

between the idle and sleep modes of both the MicaZ and Mica2. Therefore,

it is necessary to ensure that a sensor node switches to the sleep mode

whenever possible and for the longest time possible.

It is clear that communication is considerably more energy demanding

than sensing and processing, as depicted in Figure 2.2, Table 2.2, and Table
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Table 2.3: Power consumption of the receive, transmit, idle, and sleep modes
of the radio component of the MicaZ and Mica2 sensor nodes.

Communication modes

Sensor node Receive Transmit Idle Sleep

MicaZ [Cro08e] 19.7 mA 11.0 mA - 17.4 mA 20.0 µA 1.0µA
Mica2 [Cro08c] 7.9 mA 5.3 mA - 26.7 mA 7.0 mA 1.0µA

2.3. In applications which require complex computations or continuous

sensing, simply ignoring the energy consumed by the sensors or processors

can severely affect the lifetime of the sensor network.

The energy consumption of the various hardware components of a sen-

sor node is based on their make and manufacturer, having a generalised en-

ergy consumption model is difficult to define. Sensor network applications

are coupled with the capabilities of the hardware components’ capabilities

and energy consumption. Consequently, the design of sensor network ap-

plications needs to take into consideration the application energy require-

ments, and should incorporate energy awareness and energy conservation

approaches.

2.4 Energy Saving Approaches

The aim of this section is to present a taxonomy of energy saving ap-

proaches by defining the main concepts, and covering the most important

and recent work in the field. The main objective is to understand the var-

ious energy conservation strategies employed to maximise the longevity of

sensor networks.

Analysing energy saving is a crucial aspect of sensor network application

design. There has been a wide variety of energy saving metrics proposed for

sensor networks. Since many sensor network applications are event-driven,
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the energy is generally measured in terms of energy per correctly received

bit of information or reported event. Evaluation metrics include the average

and total energy consumption at all intermediate nodes involved in deliver-

ing one bit or reporting an event, and the energy cost per correctly received

bit or uniquely reported event, respectively [WX06], [PPK03], [KW05]. An-

other broadly used energy metric is the lifetime of a sensor network. The

lifetime is generally defined as the time where the network is operational

[EHC03], [XHE01]. However the lifetime of a sensor network can have many

interpretations, including the time that the first node stops operating, the

network half-life and the time until the network topology disconnects. Other

energy metrics are more application-specific and describe the ability of an

application to function under node/link failure and network dynamics. For

example, metrics used in surveillance applications are the time any loca-

tion is no more under monitoring and the time until the network fails to

identify/detect events [CTLW05], [LWY+05].

Minimising the energy consumption at each node maximises the overall

system performance. Sensor applications and operating systems dictate the

ways and rates at which energy is consumed. Energy saving approaches can

be categorized into sleep mode-based and information processing-based ap-

proaches. The sleep mode-based approaches conserve energy by keeping as

many nodes as possible for the longest time in the sleep mode. In the infor-

mation processing-based approaches, energy saving are attained by means

of reducing the amount of data communicated in the network. A taxonomy

of these approaches, as depicted in Figure 2.4, is discussed in Sections 2.4.1,

and 2.4.2.
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Figure 2.3: Energy saving directions in sensor networks.

2.4.1 Sleep Mode-based Approaches

One of the best methods for conserving energy is to switch off as many

hardware components of an individual sensor node and sensor nodes them-

selves for as long as possible. In many sensor node applications, sensor net-

works are deployed to detect rare events. Thus, the nodes remain inactive

for long periods of time until an event of interest actually occurs. Accord-

ing to the way the sleep mode is employed to improve the lifetime of the

network, three categories can be identified: energy-performance trade-off,

coverage, and scheduling approaches. It should be noted that these cate-

gories are intertwined; hence some approaches may belong to more than one

category.
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Energy-performance Trade-off Approaches

An energy-performance trade-off approach allows the sensor network to

remain at a certain level of vigilance for as long as possible. The trade-

off between the system output, such as detection quality, and the network

energy resources allows the sensor network to maintain the desired quality

of performance. In general, energy-performance trade-off approaches study

the selection of parameters to control the network performance against the

available energy resources of the network.

For example, Geographical Adaptive Fidelity (GAF) [XHE01], reduces

energy consumption in the network by identifying nodes that are equivalent

from a routing perspective and then turning off unnecessary nodes -keeping

a constant level of routing and connectivity fidelity. GAF divides the sensor

network into cells or virtual grids. Each cell contains one or more sensor

nodes depending on the deployment density of the network. The location

information and virtual grid are used to select the nodes that guarantee

maximum connectivity. GAF reconfigures the virtual grid by exploiting

node redundancy to conserve energy while preserving the fidelity of the

network. GAF only keeps one node awake in each cell. A node in GAF

can be in one of the following states: sleep, discovery or active. A node in

discovery or active states can change its state to sleep mode when it deter-

mines that some other equivalent node can handle routing. Node ranking

is used to control the nodes’ membership to the virtual grid and to attempt

to balance energy usage across nodes. As a result, GAF is able to manage

the number of nodes in the virtual grid to attain constant level routing per-

formance. The drawback in GAF is that it is designed for rare event which

result in having a large number of redundant nodes at any instance.
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Another example is Gui et al.’s approach [GM04]. The approach pro-

poses a quality of surveillance (QoSv) metrics for object tracking systems.

A new scheme to manage sleeping time of nodes is also proposed. Usually a

sensor network deployed for target tracking remains inactive for long periods

of time before an object of interest is detected. The network lifetime and

the QoSv are two conflicting requirements of this class of applications. The

QoSv improves with the increase of active nodes to provide better quality of

surveillance while reducing the power consumption. Two schemes are pro-

posed. First, the pre-scheduling scheme allows each node to setup its own

sleeping schedule based on the random independent sleeping (RIS) scheme.

The scheme ensures the QoSv by managing the ratio of sleeping nodes to

active nodes at any given time. Second, the neighbourhood cooperative

sleeping (NCS) scheme selects a subset of all nodes for surveillance. In this

scheme, immediately after waking up, a node starts sending a probe message

to discover whether any node is active. When the probing node receives an

acknowledgment it goes back to the sleep mode, otherwise it starts to work.

It is necessary, however, in energy-performance trade-off approaches to

avoid consuming significant amount of energy with the schemes utilised to

attain the energy conservation. For instance, the energy consumed in the

grid formation and discovery of the GAF approach and the sleep mode syn-

chronisation utilised in the QoSv approach should not deprive the network’s

energy gains. Moreover, other factors, such as the delay and throughput of

the network, should not get disadvantaged by the energy conservation. Al-

though alternating nodes between the active and sleep modes may improve

the energy consumption in the network, it may introduce additional delays

as a result of waiting for nodes to wakeup to convey their information.
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Coverage-based Approaches

The coverage-based approach examines the relationship between the

number of sensor nodes and their respective targets. The objective is to

organise the sensor nodes into the maximum number of disjoint sets, such

that every set completely covers all the target points and these sets are

activated successively. Nodes from the current activated set perform the

target monitoring and data collection, while the node in the remaining sets

are switched off.

In [CAHS05], Cao et al. developed a protocol to minimise the surveil-

lance delay while maximising the sensor network’s lifetime. The sleep mode

is employed to manage the coverage and node rotation such that all targets

are monitored with a bounded detection delay. The essence of the protocol

is to report an event within a time limit of its occurrence. The protocol

optimises end-to-end delivery latency using a localized heuristic that pro-

vides partial synchronisation without impacting the detection performance.

The protocol divides the time required to synchronise the wake up schedule

into iterations. Before the iterations start, each node chooses a wake up

time independently. In each iteration, a node can make at most one adjust-

ment to its wake up time to reduce the average detection delay. Scheduling

iterations are continued until no further scheduling improvement can be

attained. A node reaches an optimal schedule when it cannot make any

further adjustments to its schedule and receives no schedule updates from

its neighbours. Furthermore, the protocol synchronises the active node duty

cycle to minimise the event delivery time to base-station.

Cardei et al. [CTLW05] modeled the coverage problem as a maximum

set cover (MSC) problem. MSC defines the set of sensor nodes and the set
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of targets such that each sensor node covers a subset of targets. The au-

thors propose two solutions, linear programming-based heuristic (LP-MSC)

and greedy heuristic (Greedy-MSC). LP-MSC maximises the network life-

time by transforming the search for optimal set configuration into a linear

programming model and uses a relaxation technique. The runtime com-

plexity for the LP-MSC heuristic is O(p3n3), where p is the number of sets

and n is the number of sensor nodes. In Greedy-MSC, the heuristic recur-

sively builds set covers from the set of available sensor nodes. At each step

a critical target and the sensor nodes with the greatest contribution that

cover this critical target are selected, and added to the current set of active

nodes. A set is finalised when all targets are covered. The lifetime of each

sensor node is updated every time it is used in a coverage set. Sensors are

removed from the set of available sensors when their batteries are depleted.

The complexity of this greedy approach is O(dm2n), where d is number of

sensors that cover the most sparsely covered targets, m is the number of

targets and n is the number of sensor nodes. In both approaches at least k

nodes monitor the targets.

Coverage-based approach has several challenges that limit it utilisation.

This approach depends on the ability to form disjoint sets of sensor nodes

and alternate the monitoring tasks amongst the formed sets. However creat-

ing these sets is considered in many cases an NP-complete problem solvable

in polynomial time which may require to be computed out side the network

[CJMP05]. Moreover, the approach makes a number of assumptions, such

as the need of synchronisation, knowledge of the sensing range of sensor

nodes, and having fixed sensing range. Therefore the overhead to maintain
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the functionality of the network may overwhelm the network’s resources and

the network’s dynamic may affect the formation of the sensor groups.

Schedule-based Approaches

The task in schedule-based approaches is to alternate sensor nodes be-

tween active and sleep modes to maintain performance and maximise the

lifetime of the sensor network. Nodes stay in the sleep mode and periodically

wake up to perform sensing and coordination tasks.

Keshavarzian et al. [KLV06] proposed a synchronous wake up scheduling

scheme that prolongs the sensor network’s lifetime while maintaining a de-

sired level of end-to-end delay. Each node in the network is assigned parents.

Instead of creating a tree structure, the multi-parent technique exploits the

full connectivity of the network to assign multiple paths and multiple par-

ents with different wake up schedules for each node in the network. The

solution for the parent assignment problem reduces the scheduling prob-

lem from a 3SET problem to an instance of graph colouring problem. The

authors evaluate the delay in various wake up schemes and propose to inte-

grate them with multi-parent techniques to significantly enhance the delay

and lifetime of the network.

Wireless Communication in sensor networks can be enhanced by con-

trolling the number of sensor nodes contending to access the shared com-

munication medium. For instance, S-MAC [YHE02] is a medium access

control (MAC) protocol designed for wireless sensor networks. The proto-

col employs sleep mode scheduling to achieve good scalability and collision

avoidance. The scheduling technique assists in reducing energy consump-

tion due to collision, overhearing, idle listening, and control packet overhead.
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Although the energy improvement causes a reduction in both the per-hop

fairness and latency and the overall end-to-end fairness and latency is main-

tained within acceptable limits. The scheduling technique uses a periodic

listening and sleep mechanism. Each node sleeps for some time and wakes

up to see if any other node wants to communicate with it. Periodic syn-

chronisation, and timestamps are used to solve common scheduling problems

such as clock drift and synchronisation errors, respectively. Nodes maintain

a schedule table and exchange it with neighbouring nodes to improve the

latency in the network.

In addition to the energy consumption incurred to keep the network

synchronised, the network topologies created as a result of the schedule-

based approach may introduce delays. Longer routes may need to be used

to forward information in the network. Moreover, the network robustness

may significantly be reduced as a result of reducing the number of redundant

nodes.

In this subsection we presented systems that attempt to save energy by

using approaches to alternate between the sleep and active modes. Instead

of remaining idle for long period of times, sensor nodes enter the sleep

mode by shutting down redundant hardware components, such as sensing

and radio hardware. In addition to extending the lifetime of the sensor

networks, in the aforementioned approaches, the performance of the network

has been at least maintained if not improved as a result of employing the

sleep mode-based approaches.

One of the main design aspects for sensor network architecture is energy

efficiency to prolong the lifetime of the sensor network for as long as possible.
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Therefore, energy conservation techniques are an essential building block,

as they aim to reduce energy consumption.

The foremost advantage of the sleep mode-based approaches is in energy

saving attained by completely switching off as many sensor nodes as possible

for the longest interval possible. All of the aforementioned subclasses of the

sleep mode-based approach attempt to maximise the lifetime of the sensor

network by managing the sensor nodes’ sleep intervals. A common problem

that occurs in applying sleep mode-based approaches is the time and energy

overheads associated with the transition from sleep mode to active mode and

vice versa [SC01]. The sensor node’s operations remain suspended during

the mode transition interval. Moreover, there is a non-negligible amount of

energy needed to switch on hardware components. Therefore, as a general

strategy, sleep mode-based approaches should avoid short sleep time periods

and seek to switch off sensor nodes for the longest possible time.

Although sleep mode-based approaches are designed to conserve energy

in sensor networks, the overheads, and requirements associated with the

approaches may diminish the energy gains. Therefore, energy conservation

approaches should be attained within the network capability and with the

least amount of overhead. The following factors need to be considered while

designing sleep mode-based approaches.

First, as a general rule, the energy overhead associated with sleep mode-

based approaches should not exceed the energy gains. Node synchronisa-

tion and centralised coordination are commonly used mechanisms in sleep

mode-based approaches to optimise the sleep intervals of sensor nodes. The
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energy consumption, communication and time overheads for these assump-

tions need to be considered to accurately depict the actual energy consump-

tion of the design.

Second, sleep mode-based approaches should be designed within the

system capability boundaries of sensor networks. Assuming to have spe-

cialised hardware components, which may consume a considerable amount

of energy, is not practical. For example, GAF assumed the use of a global

positioning system (GPS) embedded within sensor nodes to provide the

node’s geographical coordinates. Moreover, the design assumption needs to

be realistic or achievable. The sensing range, for instance, can vary from

a node to another. Although in deterministic node deployment, nodes can

be positioned in locations that maximise the coverage, the sensing ranges

of these nodes are affected by the various environmental parameters and

conditions. Assuming the knowledge of the sensing coverage range and the

targets that can be detected by each node may not be constantly valid in

coverage problems of the approaches in [CAHS05], [CTLW05]. Moreover,

sleep mode-based approaches are conceptually founded on having redun-

dant sensor nodes as a result of dense deployment. However very dense

deployment of sensor nodes results in higher demand on the wireless com-

munication channels and can result in larger delays, more re-transmissions,

and high collision rates.

Third, a sensor node’s duty cycle, active and sleep intervals, should not

degrade the performance of the network or impose additional constraints on

the network. For example, the sleep schedules applied in S-MAC protocol

may affect the latency and throughput of the network. Using long sleep
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periods results in increasing the delay of delivering detected events and re-

duces the throughput of the network, while shorter sleep periods deplete the

energy resources of the network when there is no traffic or events to report.

Moreover, events of interest may occur undetected when sensor nodes are

switched off for long periods of time, thus deteriorating the detection rate.

Dynamically adjusting the sleep interval of individual sensor nodes accord-

ing to their role and significance in the sensor network should improve the

sleep mode-based approach performance.

Finally, employing sleep mode-base approaches reduces the energy con-

sumption specifically when there are no events to be detected or traffic to be

routed. However the sensor network can consume a large amount of energy

in the occurrence of events of interest; sensory data of events still need to

be routed to the base-station. The energy of the network can be highly

consumed as a result of conveying large amounts of raw and redundant sen-

sory data. For a comprehensive energy saving approach, sleep mode-based

approaches should extend their energy conservation design to include the

operation during the active mode as well.

2.4.2 Information Processing-based Approaches

One of the advantages of sensor nodes is their capability to process

information. Information processing-based approaches, such as aggregation

[KEW02] [KEW08] [IGE+03] [CRSW01], compression [KL05] [PKR02]

[KDR01] [MMM03] [KDR03] [PSRR04] [PKG04] [RLG06][RSZ04], beam-

forming [BMM04] [MHMB05] [CYH02] [TWV05], and CSIP [LRZ03]

[ZLGR03] [CHZ01], allow trading-off communication for computational

complexity to minimise the communication cost. The main objective in
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aggregation and CSIP approaches is to conserve energy by minimising the

amount of communication in the network by shifting the processing loads

from the base-station and balancing it over the sensor network. On the

other hand, compression and beamforming approaches minimise energy

consumption by reducing the total amount of communication by means

of correlation exploitation and maximisation of the communication range,

respectively. The information-based approaches are detailed next.

Aggregation

Data aggregation approaches are one of the most commonly used ap-

proaches in sensor networks. In addition to sensing and relaying data back

to the base-station, sensor nodes are also involved in processing data en-

route. Aggregation makes use of in-network processing to provide means for

energy conservation by reducing transmissions in the network using en-route

data processing [KEW02]. Instead of sending raw data to the base-station,

the idea is to make use of the processing capability of intermediate nodes to

process sensory data while being relayed to its final destination; this results

in the reduction of the processing burden on the base-station. There are

several aggregation functions that can be applied for en-route processing,

including maximum, minimum, and average calculations. Implosion or re-

dundancy in sensory data can also be mitigated using aggregation. The

predominate trend in sensor network research at present is in the interplay

among routing and query protocols and data aggregation schemes [KEW08]

[IGE+03].

Information fusion is often a synonym of aggregation, and can be cat-

egorised into data fusion and decision fusion. In data fusion, sensor nodes
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convey their raw sensory data to a fusion centre. The fusion centre, in con-

trast, receives the local sensor nodes’ decisions in regard to their observa-

tions. Data and decision fusion techniques for sensor networks are compared

in [CRSW01], [KSG+04]. Data fusion techniques put a larger processing

burden on the fusion centre than decision fusion techniques; however, data

fusion yields more accurate results [KSG+04]. Furthermore, decision fusion

incurs smaller communication overhead and it is more tolerant to faults and

node failures than data fusion [KSG+04], [CRSW01].

Tiny Aggregation (TAG) service for ad hoc sensor networks is an aggre-

gation tree-based routing technique that facilitates data collection in sensor

networks [MFHH02]. TAG includes two techniques to efficiently distribute

and collect data from the sensor network. First, to process data while be-

ing routed in the network, TAG provides a set of SQL-like query syntax.

The syntax includes clauses such as SELECT and WHERE which specify

an arbitrary arithmetic expression over one or more aggregation attributes

and filter out individual sensory readings, respectively. Second, the sensor

nodes are organised in a routing tree of parents and children. TAG pro-

vides a mechanism to minimise the number of transmitted data by dividing

the time into epochs. Each epoch produces a single value that combines

the readings of all devices that are communicated during that epoch. The

epoch is subdivided into sensing and processing, listening/receiving, and

transmitting intervals. Each parent is allocated a specific time interval.

Children are required to deliver their readings during the receive interval

of their parents. When a request arrives at a node, it assigns the sender

of the message as its own parent and forwards the query request down

the network to its children. This procedure continues until the query is
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propagated throughout the network. A parent combines its value with its

childrens values then, in the transmission interval, it transmits its partial

results up the network. Eventually, the query result propagates back to

the base-station. Additionally, TAG provides topology maintenance and

recovery algorithms. The algorithms maintain the topology by ensuring

that children nodes maintain living parents all the time. This is attained

by maintaining the neighbourhood tables and monitoring link quality.

The problem with TAG and aggregation approaches in general is their

dependency on hierarchical topology to manage information dissemination

and processing. Another drawback is the limitation of the functions and

operations that can be attained via aggregation. Aggregation is beneficial

for functions such as mean, however, may not be able to perform complex

operations, e.g. median.

Beamforming

Sensor nodes are characterised by their limited transmission range. The

energy consumed by an individual sensor node to transmit sensory data

increases proportionally with the distance to the destination. Beamforming

can be used to considerably extend the communication distance and data

rate and improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [BMM04], [TWV05]. Sensor

nodes coordinate their transmission to form a distributed antenna array that

coherently directs a radio beam in the desired direction of transmission; and

reduces the signal from other directions [CYH02]. Beamforming for sensor

networks has been proposed in [BMM04], [MHMB05], [CYH02], [TWV05].

For example, in [TWV05], the sensor nodes coordinate their transmission

to create a beam towards an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). The sensor
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network is organised into clusters, with each cluster assigned a cluster head.

The cluster head of each cluster organises its cluster members to form a

beam to locate the UAV. The beam is formed by multiplying the output

of the antenna of sensor nodes by a set of complex weights and summing

the results. The objective of this process is to maximise the output of the

beam to achieve optimal received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The approach

uses a least mean square (LMS) technique to adapt the shape of the beam

towards the UAV. First, the approach assumes that the signal transmitted

by the UAV is known and uses it as a reference signal. Next, the antenna

output beam is used to estimate the complex weights by subtracting it from

the UAV reference signal. The beam’s direction is attained by minimizing

the mean square error of the reference signal and the antenna output. The

beam performance improves with the increase of sensor nodes, as increasing

the number of sensor nodes reduces interference signals.

The challenge with beamforming approaches is to coordinate the trans-

missions of individual sensor nodes in a distributed manner. This requires

the sensor node to have a common phase reference. A small phase offset can

cause beamforming approaches to fail. Attaining a common phase reference

can be very challenging as any delays or network dynamics can cause the

approach to fail. The network may consume significant amount of energy

to provide accurate synchronisation amongst sensor nodes. Moreover, addi-

tional hardware, such as omni-directional antenna, may be required which

would increase cost of the sensor nodes and increase the burden on the

node’s energy resources.
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Data Compression

Reducing the amount of transmitted sensory data by means of compres-

sion is another effective approach for minimising the power consumption due

to processing and transmitting sensory data in the network. The objective

of data compression in sensor networks is to minimise the overall sensory

data communication whilst preserving the resolution of the gathered sen-

sory data [PKR02]. Contrary to traditional data compression algorithms,

data compression algorithms for sensor networks need to be designed to fit

within the restricted processing and storage capabilities of a sensor node,

and to consider constraints such as network topologies, network dynamics,

and the quality of communication channels [KL05], [RLG06]. Since sensory

data contain both temporal and spatial correlation, data with temporal cor-

relation can be compressed locally at the node level prior to transmission

[KDR01], whereas comparing spatial correlated data requires distributed

processing over the network. There are distributed compression approaches

proposed for compressing spatially correlated sensory data [KL05], [PKR02],

[KDR01], [MMM03], [KDR03], [PSRR04], [PKG04], [RLG06], [RSZ04].

The Distributed Source Coding Using Syndromes (DISCUS) [PR03] ex-

ploits spatial correlation in sensory data to perform distributed data com-

pression. Spatial correlations are exploited at the decoder without the need

for collaboration amongst nodes to detect data collation. The algorithm

utilises a complex interplay between source coding, channel coding, and

estimation components. For example, when two nodes X and Y share cor-

related data, node X needs only to send partial data. The node X data

need to be quantized by portioning the data into disjoint regions. Each

region is represented by a codeword. The whole set of these codewords is
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referred to as a source codebook. At the decoder, the closest value of the

node X sensory data is inferred using side information from node Y and

the active codeword.

Another compression approach for sensor networks is the Data Fun-

neling approach [PSRR04], in which communication overhead is reduced

by incorporating routing with aggregation and compression schemes. The

compression scheme is based on a code-by-ordering scheme. The compres-

sion approach losslessly compresses data by suppressing certain readings

and encoding their values in the ordering of the remaining packets. Some

of the reading is omitted by having the values within those data packets

implied in the ordering of the sensory data that are explicitly transmitted

to the destination. A super-packet is created by border nodes by aggregat-

ing all reported sensory data from their region. A border node includes all

received sensory data and orders them in the super-packet in such a way as

to indicate the values within the suppressed packets. The destination node

utilises the possible combination of permutations of the order of the packets

to decode the incoming data.

Data compression approaches attain energy saving by reducing the

amount of communicated sensory data by means of compression. These

approaches depends on the sensory data itself for encoding and decoding.

Therefore, the approaches need to be designed to tolerate noise in sensory

data. Moreover, delays incurred whilst compressing and decompressing the

sensor data may diminish the sensory data from its significance. Moreover,

distributed compression can be attained without proper synchronisation

between the nodes of a sensor network. Additionally, the compressed
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data need to be decompressed at the base-station which may result in

overloading processing capacity of the base-station.

Collaborative Signal and Information Processing

Collaborative Signal and Information Processing (CSIP) is a novel par-

adigm proposed for sensor networks to address energy constraints by dy-

namically forming groups and balancing the information contributions of

sensor nodes [LRZ03], [ZLGR03]. Unlike traditional signal processing ap-

proaches, CSIP approaches incorporate resource availability as a metric to

manage the processing load [ZLGR03]. In CSIP approaches, sensor nodes

need to collaborate and achieve a global consensus while communicating the

least amount of local information amongst each other. The nodes selection

and collaboration is essential to ensure that the most useful information is

combined from spatially sparse sources [LRZ03].

A CSIP-based, information-driven sensor query (IDSQ) framework is

proposed in [CHZ01]. In contrast to flooding the network with query re-

quests, IDSQ sensor nodes are dynamically selected to form an optimal

group which maximises the information gain. A function that determines

the usefulness of the information at each sensor node, based on information

utility measures and cost of communication and other resources, is derived

to form the optimal sensor node group responsible for replying to query

requests. First, the information utility measurement determines the useful-

ness of information of each sensor node based on the node’s characteristics

such as location and sensing modularity. Second, the information utility

that is added to the cost measurement is usually considered as the total
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cost of requesting data from a sensor, acquiring the data and communi-

cating the response to the cluster leader. The cluster leader processes the

received responses and decides if they are sufficient to obtain a good belief.

New groups of sensor nodes can be selected when the responses are insuffi-

cient. The process of node selection and group creation continues until the

cluster head is able to create a good belief. The advantage of this process is

that the cluster head needs only to query a subset of sensor nodes to attain

the required level of performance.

In summary, although beamforming and data compression can be used

to reduce the amount of communication in sensor networks, the process-

ing bottleneck persists at the base-station. The base-station in such cases

needs to process all of the received data. In the case of using compression

approaches, the base-station processing incurs an additional processing cost

of decoding incoming data. The advantage of using aggregation and CSIP

approaches is the ability to process data within the network. Thus, the

amount of communicated data in the network and the processing burden

on the base-station is considerably reduced.

CSIP approaches can provide more complex processing in sensor net-

works than aggregation approaches. Both approaches are data-centric, in

which energy saving is achieved by suppressing data redundancy and fusing

data when possible. However there are various functions, e.g. median, his-

togram, and variance that cannot be supported by aggregation approaches

[MMM03]. Furthermore, aggregation approaches may incur significant la-

tency [KEW02]. For instance, an aggregation node may hold data from

nearby sources until data from further away nodes are received. CSIP
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intelligently selects nodes with data that can improve the quality of in-

terpreting the status of the environment. Since aggregation occurs while

sensory data are routed to base-station, a common trend in sensor networks

is to co-design aggregation approaches with routing protocols. The rout-

ing overhead, however, may diminish the energy saving benefits claimed by

the data aggregation approaches. On the other hand, CSIP is distributed

and suits the naturally distributed, dense sensor networks. Utmost, a CSIP

approach may require a simplistic cluster formation technique to manage

nodes collaboration [CHZ01].

The advantage of CSIP approaches is that they are designed for sensor

network and focus on the node collaboration to attain results unachievable

by any individual sensor node. CSIP employs a subset of sensor nodes to

process the sensory data of the network. In [LRZ03], [ZLGR03], nodes are

activated based on the significance of their measurements and the avail-

ability of their energy resources. However, to do so this approach assumes

high density deployment resulting in node redundancy, which allows the

detection duty to be rotated among them. Furthermore, the significance

of the nodes may change during the collaboration process; this necessitates

that the node’s significance changes during the process. For instance, the

significance of sensor nods reduces when the monitored target changes its

location or as a result of network dynamics when nodes go offline other

nodes significance increases.
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2.4.3 Discussion

Two approaches for conserving the energy of the network have been

discussed, namely sleep mode-based and information processing-based ap-

proaches. Setting sensor nodes in the sleep mode instead of staying in the

idle mode until an event occurs is beneficial to prolong the sensor network’s

lifetime. On the other hand, when an event occurs, sensory data carrying

information about the physical world events are handled by information

processing-based approaches.

The main drawbacks associated with the energy conservation schemes

discussed in this chapter are as follows:

• Overhead: Generally, the overhead associated with the energy

conservation approaches is very high. For instance, a non-negligible

amount of energy is consumed to attain accurate synchronisation

required for the schemes’ operations, e.g. in Beamforming approaches

to synchronise the phase of communication of all nodes. Although

neighbourhood discovery -necessary in coverage-based approaches-

utilises local communication, this communication demands a signifi-

cant amount of resources. Moreover, energy conservation techniques

should not resort to using additional hardware, such as omni-

directional antenna, since it may increase the cost of manufacturing

sensor nodes and demand a significant amount of energy to operate.

• Node density: Many of the aforementioned energy conservation ap-

proaches are essentially designed on the assumption of having a high

density of nodes in the network. The energy conservation approaches

employ the redundancy in sensor nodes and sensory data to balance
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the node utilisation. High density networks, however, are challeng-

ing to manage and coordinate, and thereby may require additional

resources.

• Network dynamics: Sensor networks are prone to many network

dynamics, such as: node/link failure, changes in the quality of com-

munication, and the influence of noise. Configuring optimal settings

prior to deployment and assuming the stability of the network may

affect the functionality and accuracy of the energy conservation ap-

proaches.

• Dependency on base-station: Many energy conservation ap-

proaches are dependent on base-stations. The approaches either

forward the sensory data to the base-station for processing or depend

on the base-station to calculate optimal energy conservation settings.

• Impact on the performance: The overall performance of the sensor

network’s applications may be affected. The delays associated with

switching off nodes and in-network processing, and the reduction in

the sensory data quality may affect the significance of the sensory data

and consequently the performance of the sensor network applications.

Integrating sleep mode-based and information processing-based ap-

proaches in a hybrid approach may improve the energy consumption in the

sensor network. The hybrid approach would improve the performance of

the network during the interval before the event’s occurrence by setting

as many nodes as possible into the sleep mode. When an event occurs

the hybrid approach should activate the least amount of nodes to accu-

rately detect and convey the sensory data in a timely manner. A hybrid
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energy conservation approach should incorporate methods to intelligently

select nodes that can contribute by improving the detection quality and

dynamically change the sleeping schedules according to the changes in the

significance of local sensory measurements of individual nodes. The sensory

data should be processed within the network to reduce the communication

load in the network and the processing load on the base-station.

2.5 Sensing the Environment

The previous sections presented an overview of the energy consumption

and energy conservation approaches. The sensor network applications’ ca-

pability is inherently limited by the on-board batteries of the sensor nodes.

Thereby, it is important to consider energy consumption and incorporate

energy conservation as important approaches within the design of applica-

tions in sensor networks.

Sensor node research is driven by the notion of having small, resource-

constrained sensor nodes to provide significant information about the phys-

ical environment. In addition to the energy conservation, it is important

to design techniques that can provide real-time and accurate interpreta-

tion of the environment status. This section provides an overview on event

detection and monitoring techniques for sensor networks.

Sensing and providing information about the status of the environment is

the core functionality behind sensor networks. The number of sensor nodes

deployed in the real world depends on the amount of the information and the

area of the environment to be monitored. In the most simplistic scenario, a

basic network consisting of an individual sensor node and a base-station is

established. The sensor node with one sensor hardware module is deployed
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in the environment, and communicates its sensory readings directly to the

base-station. More complex scenarios require multiples of sensor nodes,

embedded with various sensor hardware modules, to create a mesh ad hoc

network. Sensory data from the nodes can be communicated directly or

conveyed over the multihop network to the base-station.

Sensory data are collected from various parts of the sensor network to

provide information about the environment. Although collecting data from

the environment is an important task, extracting useful information is of

comparable significance. The base-station usually analyses the sensory data

to find interesting information that depicts the current status or presents

interesting trends in the monitored environment. Transmitting continuous

streams of real-time data to the base-station to be analysed is impracti-

cal in sensor networks. There are a number of commonly used techniques

for efficiently filtering sensory information. Due to the interchanging re-

lationship between the various layers of sensor application design and for

energy and resource conservation, these techniques may include some of

the energy conservation approaches introduced in Section 2.4. The sensing

techniques can be categorised based on schemes used to filter sensory data

into threshold-based, CSIP-based, neural network-based, and pattern-based

techniques.

2.5.1 Threshold-based Techniques

Threshold-based techniques are one of the most commonly used tech-

niques for detection in sensor networks. A threshold-based model can be

as simple as a single value hardcoded into the sensor application. An event

of interest is detected when the sensor readings exceed the threshold value.
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For example, to monitor the temperature of an industrial machine, a sensor

node can be installed to detect and deliver a warning when the tempera-

ture of the machinery reaches an unsafe temperature to operate. There have

been many sensor network applications that use threshold-based approaches

for environmental monitoring. For instance, the methods proposed by Yao

et al. [YG03] and REED [AML05].

In [YG03], Yao et al. proposed a query layer for sensor networks. The

sensor network was modeled as a large database system. The approach

proposes a query layer that operates declarative queries instead of using

application-specific procedure code. The declarative queries provide seam-

less operation for users; users can issue queries without going into the details

of how the results are collected from the sensor network. A client request

can be described using special SQL-like semantics, as detailed in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Query clauses used in Yao et al.’s approach to collect data from
sensor networks.

Query clause Description

SELECT Specify attributes and aggregates from sensor recrods
FROM Specify the distributed relation of sensor type

WHERE Filter sensor records by a predicate
GROUP Classify sensor records into different partitions according

to some attributes
HAVING Eliminate groups by a predicate

DURATION Specify the lifetime of a query
EVERY Determine the rate of query to answer

Events are detected by using the HAVING and WHERE clauses.

Threshold values can be adjusted using these clauses to specify attributes

of events of interest and select sensor nodes based on their geographical

location in the physical world. Moreover, the DURATION and EVERY

clauses provide an additional dimension to SQL queries by incorporating
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time. These time-based clauses are of key importance to sensor networks

as sensor network applications include operations that need to probe the

physical environment for events periodically.

Since the database is operated on resource-constrained sensor nodes, the

proposed query layer considers energy efficiency factors in data collection

and answering users’ queries. The query layer depends on a query plan

to manage the execution of queries in the sensor network. Query plan se-

tups require communication infrastructure, specify the intermediate nodes

responsible for the aggregation of collected data from the network, and

the responsibilities of each of the sensor nodes in the network. The sensor

network is assumed to be organised into clusters with each cluster is as-

signed a cluster leader. A query plan consists of several flow blocks. A flow

block details how information is collected, processed, and communicated

in each of the clusters. When a user sends a query to the network gate-

way (base-station), the base-station determines the exact number of flow

blocks and the interaction between them by taking in several parameters

(e.g. node’s location, overlap in sensing range, and resource availability) to

create the best plan. The flow blocks are then distributed to the designated

clusters. Each cluster head aggregates the data from the cluster members

and responds to the query. The query responses of various clusters can be

aggregated in intermediate nodes while being conveyed to the base-station.

This approach provides a simple, user-friendly interface for data collec-

tion in sensor networks. However the approach has serval limitations. First,

the approach can optimise plans and create flow blocks, but it is not scal-

able. A centralised base-station needs to have knowledge of all of sensor
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nodes, their resources, and locations to be able to create the best plan. Sec-

ond, the query clauses allow simple aggregation and cannot support complex

statistical queries, e.g. calculating the median. Third, the query responses

may incur a significant amount of delay as the cluster leader waits for all of

the cluster members to send their data for aggregation. Fourth, although

the query clauses such as HAVING and GROUP provide thresholds that

can filter data, the filtered data is handled equally without considering that

some sensory data may be more significant, should be delivered faster, or

explicitly selected for delivery while dropping the rest of the filtered data for

extra energy conservation. Finally, the approach discusses synchronisation

and routing specifically for reducing the latency of data delivery. However

the approach does not incorporate any sleep mode-based techniques to save

energy when any of the clusters is not needed to respond to a query.

Similarly in REED -a system for Robust and Efficient Event Detec-

tion in sensor networks- events are identified by evaluating them against

threshold values. Filter conditions are used to detect events in the sensor

network. The filter conditions are stored in join tables and then those tables

are disseminated throughout the network. Each node tests the conditions

stored in these tables with its sensory readings and communicates back the

sensory readings that satisfy the conditions. REED provides a solution to

scenarios where join tables are too large to fit within an individual sensor

node’s memory. A node that cannot store the complete join table forms

a group by discovering available neighbouring nodes; where all neighbours

are within the broadcast range of each other. Then, the join table is parti-

tioned horizontally and distributed among the group. The group members

are overlayed over a routing tree to facilitate data collection from children
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nodes and join operations at parent nodes. Moreover, the approach op-

timises the join operation by avoiding sending any table entries to sensor

nodes that will not enhance the join operation or cannot be joined with any

other condition.

The REED approach overcomes the limited storage of individual nodes

by partitioning the filter tables used to detect events. Although REED’s

solution to energy conservation is by using aggregation to reduce the amount

of communication in the network, the approach does not consider switching

off nodes that are not necessary to the detection of events. Similar to

[YG03], REED uses simple aggregation semantics to detect events, which

may not be used to fully describe complex events.

2.5.2 CSIP-based Techniques

Complex application scenarios such as tracking, locating and identifying

animals in the wild are usually associated with spatio-temporal signal sig-

natures. A spatio-temporal signal is the signal energy unique to a particular

object or phenomena [BRS03]. These spatio-temporal signatures are usually

confined to a particular region, e.g. the location or path of an animal that is

moving toward or sited at, respectively. Collecting regional or network-wide

sensory data and transmitting it to a base-station for analysis has been used

before in sensor network applications. Nevertheless, for time-critical tasks,

e.g. surveillance applications, sending data to a centralised location incurs

unacceptable latency. Moreover, communication in sensor networks is an

expensive task in terms of energy consumption, and hence communicating

raw sensory data over a sensor network can reduce the lifetime expectancy

of the network.
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Using traditional signal processing algorithms for sensor networks is in-

feasible due to their complexity which requires powerful processors and large

memory. Therefore, there have been many studies for energy and cost ef-

fective signal processing algorithms and approaches for sensor networks.

These approaches use CSIP or CSIP-like approaches to perform their tasks

[BRS03], [ZSR02], [LWHS02], [GJV+05], [MS06]. CSIP approaches are de-

sirable for spatio-temporal signal processing because they utilise the sensor

nodes sensing, computational capability, and storage as one distributed sys-

tem. Thus, this aggravates the capabilities of the sensor nodes as collective.

Unlike traditional distributed systems, using CSIP approaches, sensor nodes

are activated on-demand. For instance, sensor nodes in a region where an

object is to be identified are activated, where as the rest of the nodes re-

main in low power modes. Furthermore, CSIP applies distributed informa-

tion processing and fusion to balance the processing load over the network

and to increase the quality of data required to accomplish the tasks. The

following presents examples of CSIP approaches.

Brook et al. [BRS03] provides a CSIP framework for target classification

and tracking in sensor networks. The framework provides an overview of

the requirement for target tracking and classification in sensor networks. It

starts with proposing to dynamically divide the sensor network’s topology

into cells, i.e. task cells of groups of sensor nodes which are activated

in respect of requested data. Nodes in each cell share their information

locally. Moreover, each cell is assigned a manager node to coordinate the

collaboration of nodes in the cell and create other cells. A cell first needs to

detect and classify objects in its proximity. The approach assumes that each

object generates a unique time-varying spatial signature that can be used
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to distinguish it from irrelevant objects. In this framework, Fourier features

vectors that were extracted from time series signatures are employed to

represent classes which can be used to identify vehicles. Thereby, tracking

is initiated once a target matches any of the reference signatures. The

detection is classified into two problems: single and multiple measurement

classifications. The single measurement classifier is implemented on a single

sensor node. To detect an object, the signal of the physical environment

needs first to exceed a threshold indicating the existence of the object in the

node’s proximity. Then, the signal of the target is classified into one of the

predefined reference classes using a maximum likelihood (ML) classifier; the

object is assigned one of the classes corresponding to the largest likelihood.

On the other hand, the multiple measurement classifier classifies signals of

various sources. Thus, it can be implemented on a single node with many

sensor modules or on a network of sensor nodes. Instead of classifying

the object using a single signal source, the multiple measurement classifier

combines the signal from different sources using the ML classifier. Once

a target is detected and classified, the target tracking begins. The active

cell, that the target is actually residing at, predicts future target positions.

Based on the predictions, the cells that may be on the path of the target

are activated. The detection and classification duties are handed from the

current cell to another cell once the other cell can confirm that the object

is in its proximity.

The drawback of this approach is that the ML classifier needs to be

trained on a large data set of various objects to be able to classify tar-

gets correctly. These data sets may not always be available due to the

exploratory nature of sensor network applications and may not be large
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enough to achieve accurate detection. Moreover, the cell manager needs to

collect all information from all the nodes of its cell. The approach does not

analyse or propose any delay threshold that would allow the cell manager

to produce a detection result, after waiting for a certain time instead of

waiting indefinitely.

Zhao et al. [ZSR02] proposed the information-driven sensor query

(IDSQ) approach for target tracking using sensor nodes. The approach

uses information aggregation to improve the accuracy, and informed node

selection to reduce the amount of communication. When a node detects a

target, it calculates the state of the target and adds it to its own belief.

The node then needs to select the best sensor node that can track the

target and hands off the belief to it. The selected node computes a new

belief by including the received belief with its own. In the presence of many

nodes that have information about the target, the approach’s main concern

is how to select the nodes that can significantly improve the tracking of

the same target. The node selection for optimising the target tracking

approach is formulated based on the Bayesian estimation problem that is

defined based on two terms; information gain and the cost of obtaining the

information. First the information gain is computed using the information

utility measure. The information utility evaluates the usefulness of the

data provided by the sensor nodes. The objective of the information utility

is to be used to select nodes which beliefs have not been incorporated

yet and that provide the most significant information for tracking of the

target. The objective of the approach is to predict the information utility

of sensor nodes without explicitly exchanging information. This is achieved

by using currently available information from the current belief and the
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characteristics of the sensors of interest such as position to the target

and sensing modularity. Second, the cost of obtaining the information

can be measured mainly based on network parameters such as bandwidth

and latency. As a result, by combining the two terms, the approach can

dynamically select nodes with significant data and avoid other nodes. This

leads to efficient target tracking and conservation of the network’s energy.

Incorporating the cost of communication and significance of information

to improve the quality of detection and prolong the lifetime of the network

is one of the advantages of this approach. The approach, however, is re-

stricted to a single target tracking problem and does not consider detection

and classification problem. Moreover, the approach does not consider the

situation when two leader nodes are activated and both of them are simul-

taneously tracking the target. This may lead to redundancy of operation

resulting in added consumption of the network’s scarce resources. Finally,

although the node selection approach is proposed as a generic solution for

sensor networks in which node collaboration is required, it can only be ben-

eficial for regional or local problems, such as target tracking. The IDSQ

approach is not applicable when the problem has global characteristics such

as finding patterns of overall activity in the environment, where data of

most nodes are required and they are generally of equal significance.

Li et al. [LWHS02] proposes three CSIP frameworks for sensor networks

to address target detection, classification, and tracking by using spatio-

temporal signatures. The approach assumes that objects have distinguish-

able spatio-temporal signatures different from the signatures of the physical

environment; the object movement corresponds to a peak in the signatures
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of the physical environment. The approach also assumes that the sensor net-

work is divided into cells to facilitate efficient operations. The first frame-

work of this approach is proposed for target tracking. The target tracking

problem is categorised into single and multiple target tracking. In the single

target tracking, when some nodes detect a target, their respective cells are

activated. Sequentially each of the active nodes reports its sensory readings

to its cell manager. The cell manager updates the location of the target af-

ter receiving each report. After receiving several reports, the cell manager

can use the reports to predict the location of the target and activate new

cells that the target is likely to enter. Once the target is detected in one of

the predicted cells, the nodes in the original cell are switched into energy

conservation mode. The target location is updated within the network until

it leaves the network. In case of multiple targets, the approach proposes

to reuse the approach used for single target in situations where the targets

are sufficiently separated in time and space. When this assumption is not

likely, a priori statistical knowledge is used to classify various targets and

then employ the framework used for the single target detection for each of

the classified targets.

To be able to efficiently track targets, the approach proposes additional

frameworks for detection and classification. The detection is attained by

using thresholds. The threshold values are computed using the statistical

information of the target energy in the physical world in a specific time

interval. The threshold values can be dynamically adjusted to tolerate

noise. Instead of proposing a distributed target classification framework,

the framework focuses on target classification for single-node operation.

Three classical algorithms for target classification using a priori knowledge
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and features are proposed, namely: k-nearest neighbour (KNN), maximum

likelihood (ML), and support vector machines (SVM). The KNN algorithm

uses the features as a set of prototypes with which unknown targets are com-

pared. The distance between the unknown target and each of the prototype

features is calculated and the unknown target is assigned the prototype

class with the smallest difference. In the ML algorithm, the classification is

conducted by using the probability distributaries of various target classes.

Targets are classified by finding the value that maximises the maximum

likelihood function. Finally, the SVM creates a SVM discriminate to each

of the classes by training on the available a priori knowledge. The output of

each SVM discriminate is used as a decision rule to estimate the probability

that the unknown target belongs to any of the predefined classes.

The proposed frameworks are of the earliest work on providing detection,

tracking, and classification for sensor networks. Although, the approach dis-

cusses energy as a chief parameter in sensor networks and proposes to switch

off cells when targets are not occupying them, the approach does not con-

sider redundancy removal techniques. Active nodes are likely to be redun-

dant as a result of having the target within physical proximity of more than

one of the active nodes. Consequently, redundant nodes should be switched

off to conserve energy and reduce the amount of data communicated in the

network. Another drawback of the approach is its dependency on the avail-

ability of a priori data and the ability to construct feature vectors of sensory

data. As mentioned in the pervious approach, statistical data about targets

in sensor networks are hard to collect because of the exploratory nature

of sensor network applications. Additionally, even with the availability of

sensory data sets, constructing feature vectors can be complicated due to
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the high dimensionality, volume, and complexity of sensory data. Finally,

the framework for target classification is proposed for single-node operation

using traditional classification algorithms. Although assuming single-node

operation simplifies the problem, a single-node may not be able to correctly

classify unknown targets depending solely on its own data. Moreover, the

classical algorithms used to classify the target are not designed for sensor

networks. Thus, for example, storing the a priori knowledge may not be

possible due to the limited storage capacity of the sensor node.

2.5.3 Neural Network-based Techniques

Neural network-based approaches have been proposed to process im-

mense sensory data streams. The analogy between neural networks and

sensor networks is one of the motivational factors for using neural network

algorithms in sensor networks. A sensor node is analogous to a neuron. Like

a neuron, a sensor node has multiple inputs from various sensor hardware

modules and one output for sensory data. Moreover, a sensor network can

be thought of as a distributed system of such neural network or associative

memory. Neural networks can achieve energy saving as a result of reduc-

ing the amount of sensory data by means of in-network event classification,

clustering, and recognition. The following text will present the current work

done to incorporate neural networks within sensor nodes.

Two neural networks for data processing using sensor networks were pro-

posed by Kulakov et al. in [KD05]. The authors argue that classical neural

network algorithms are well suited for sensor networks for data dimension-

ality reduction. Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) and FuzzyART are
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implemented using sensor nodes for digital signal and analog signal process-

ing, respectively. The ART algorithms are unsupervised learning methods

for the clusterisation of the sensory inputs into various categories. Conse-

quently, instead of sending raw sensory data, sensor nodes can send cluster

numbers. The authors implemented a complete ART neural network on a

single sensor node to cluster data from various sensor modules. An ART

network comprises three layers: the input layer, the compression layer, and

the recognition layer. The input layer stores the input sensory data and each

neuron of the input layer is connected to its corresponding neuron in the

compression layer. The neurons in the compression layer interact with the

neurons of the recognition layer to adjust a set of weights used for categoris-

ing the data. The input patterns are categorised based on their similarities

to the stored reference patterns. New categories can be dynamically created

to fit diverse types of sensory data. The number of new categories can be

controlled by a threshold value which manages the sensitivity of similarity

measurements; the higher the threshold the more the dimensionality of the

data is reduced, i.e. smaller number of clusters.

The authors then propose three topologies that support different distrib-

uted data fusion schemes. First, the ART neural network is implemented

on a cluster head. The neural network of the cluster head operates on raw

data collected from the sensor nodes of the cluster. Second, a decentralised

topology is used in which each sensor node acts as cluster head by imple-

menting the ART neural network on each sensor node. In addition to their

own sensory data, each sensor node uses the output of other sensor nodes

as an input to its neural network. Finally, a hierarchical topology is used.

Each sensor node implements the FuzzyART neural network and clusters its
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own sensory readings only. The output of each sensor node is conveyed to a

cluster leader in which an ART neural network is implemented. The authors

showed that the last topology achieves higher dimensionality reduction than

the other two.

In essence, this approach functions as an information fusion approach

commonly used in sensor networks. The ART neural network reduces the

total amount of data communicated in the network by reducing the dimen-

sionality of the data. Although the authors discuss neural networks as a

distributed approach, the implementation of the ART neural network is

limited to individual nodes. The approach uses three topologies to improve

data reduction, however, it does not discuss the time overhead required to

cluster the data using the various topologies, and the correctness of the clus-

terisation of sensory data. The user may not be able to correctly capture the

status of the physical environment due to information loss resulting from

the dimensionality reduction of sensory data. Finally, the approach con-

sumes additional processing power and time by processing all of the sensory

data despite their correlation or redundancy.

Oldewurtel et al. [OM06] implemented two neural networks, Hopfield

network and self organising maps (SOM), on a sensor network to process

sensory data within the network. First, Hopfield Network (HN) was imple-

mented on a single node to make the most of the parallelism and low com-

putation costs of neural networks to replace resource demanding traditional

signal processing algorithms. The node uses HN to deal with erroneous data

and loss of data to avoid wasting energy in retransmissions. The HN im-

plementation is robust and can handle corrupted data and partial patterns.

Each HN uses 48 neurons and applies Hebb learning rule to store patterns.
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After the learning phase, the HN processes the input patterns iteratively

by asynchronously activating the HN neurons and updating their weights.

Three status result from the HN processing stage, namely correct, false,

and spurious recognitions are obtained. In the correct status and the false

status, an event is matched to known event patterns (or not matched). A

spurious recognition could indicate that the HN is incapable of reaching a

conclusive decision in regard to the input pattern.

Second, SOM is implemented in a distributed manner over the network

to reduce the dimensionality of the sensory data and thus reduce the energy

consumed for transmissions. SOM is implemented over a group of sensor

nodes with HN implementations. Each group is called a cluster and each

cluster has a cluster head. The SOM overlay clusters data and maps the

overall data into a 2D map. Finally, in-network data processing approaches

are proposed as an alternative to the SOM approach. The in-network ap-

proaches are also used for data reduction and filtering. The authors briefly

discuss several approaches including LVQ neural networks, Bayes classifiers,

decision trees, coding, compression, de-correlation, and source coding.

Despite the analogy presented in this paper between sensor networks and

neural networks, the implementation of neural networks on sensor nodes is

not trivial. The authors have implemented off-the-shelf neural network al-

gorithms on sensor networks without incorporating any energy conservation

mechanisms. The only claimed advantage of the HN and SOM algorithms

is the ability to reduce sensory data at the node level and network level,

respectively. The HN algorithm was used to associate sensory data with

reference patterns and the SOM algorithm was used to reduce the dimen-

sionality of the data over the network by means of clustering. Despite their
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simplicity of implementation, choosing to implement HN and SOM on sen-

sor nodes is not optimal. The HN and SOM algorithms have many known

problems. The HN, for example, is sensitive to spurious memories and has

a low storage capacity [Bai90], [YA03]. Furthermore, the SOM algorithm

requires the sensor network to be fully connected, and may incur high time

and communication overhead to cluster sensory data or may not converge

to a stable state [Koh97]. Similar to the limitations of the approach in

[KD05], the HN algorithm operates on spatially local sensory data and the

data reduction using SOM may lead to omitting data that might be crucial

to inferring the actual status of the environment.

The graph neuron (GN) algorithm is a light-weight in-network pattern

recognition algorithm, which forms an associative memory overlay over the

physical network by interconnecting sensor nodes in a graph-like structure

called the GN array [Kha02], [KIS04], [KM04]. Unlike, the Oldewurtel

and Kulakob approaches, the GN algorithm is a new algorithm proposed

specifically for resource-constrained devices. The algorithm attempts to

reduce the computation requirements to make the algorithm suitable for

sensor networks, instead of improving highly sophisticated neural network

algorithms already available in the literature. The algorithm emphasises on

two aspects, specifically data representation and processing parallelism.

Traditionally, graphs have been used for universal representation of infor-

mation in various fields of research. In graph theory, a graph is a two-tuple:

G=(V,E), where V is the set of vertices, and E is the set of edges of the

graph. The GN structure and layout is analogous to a directed graph, as

the processing nodes of the GN array can be mapped to the vertex set V
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of the graph, and the inter-node connections (by means of communication

channels) can be visualised as belonging to the set of vertices, E.

The GN algorithm provides an efficient mechanism for placing spatio-

temporal information in a context or pattern. Patterns are represented by

a set of pairs. Sensory information is encapsulated into a value-position

pair; the value field holds sensory readings and the position is the sensor

node’s coordinates in the physical world. Thereby, when an input pattern is

communicated to the sensor network, each node receives a pair instead of the

whole pattern. The graph-like structure -GN array- is used as a distributed

associative memory. The GN array comprises all possible combinations of

the input domain.

The GN algorithm overcomes the drawback of requiring an excessive

number of comparisons by performing the operations in parallel. The GN

array is decentralised and all GN nodes have exactly the same operational

logic. Each GN node independently receives an input pair. A GN node com-

pares the previously stored pair’s sequence with its memory structure(bias

array), and returns a Boolean answer of yes or no if a match is found or

not found, respectively. The pattern as a whole is recognised when the GN

array’s overall answer is yes, otherwise the GN array declares that the input

pattern has no match amongst previously stored patterns.

The advantage of the GN algorithm over the algorithms proposed in

[OM06], [KD05] is that it has been specifically designed for sensor network

applications. Despite the large similarities between sensor nodes of sensor

networks and neurons of neural networks, classical neural networks are not

suitable for sensor network implementation. This is basically due to their

large dependence on message exchange, which may cast the gains of data
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reductions. The ART and SOM algorithms require a fully connected net-

work and in each update a node is required to communicate its weight value

to all nodes in the network. The HN algorithm used in [OM06] has been

proven to be unscalable and its performance degrades as the number of

stored patterns increases [Bai90], [YA03]. Furthermore, the neural network

for sensor network approaches only achieves energy saving by in-network

processing and data dimensionality reduction. The use of adjacency com-

munication by the GN algorithm reduces the amount of communication

substantially. However depending on this type of communication results in

the lack of global knowledge in the GN algorithm which leads to incorrectly

matching patterns. Moreover, the GN algorithm does not have a specific

strategy to convert the local node decision into global consensus; the algo-

rithm assumes that data from the network can be collected simultaneously

from all the nodes by an observer (base-station). Finally, sensor nodes used

by the GN algorithm are assumed to be active all the time; not using any

energy conservation modes to conserve the energy of nodes when they are

not needed can reduce the lifetime of the network.

2.5.4 Pattern-based Techniques

Pattern-based techniques can detect interesting phenomena in the en-

vironment by using spatio-temporal patterns that encapsulate the features

or attributes of an event of interest. A spatio-temporal event pattern com-

monly depicts the global status of the sensor network. Pattern-based ap-

proaches are appropriated to function on large non-local events [MS06].

Although patterns are used in CSIP-based approaches, the patterns used in

pattern-based cover larger area of the environment.
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A distributed large-scale event detection approach was proposed by Mar-

tincic et al. [MS06]. Instead of depending on a base-station, events are de-

tected within the sensor network using patterns. The approach starts with

subdividing the network into m×n cells. Using their location information

each node needs to determine its membership to one of the designated cells.

Each cell elects a cell leader and the cell leadership can be rotated to bal-

ance the energy consumption of the cell. The cell leader responsibility is to

represent the cell by collecting and averaging the sensory measurements of

cell members. The calculated average cell value is then disseminated by the

cell leader on the cell members to provide robustness in case the cell leader

node fails. To detect an event, a user needs to send an event signature to

the network’s base-station. An event signature is a matrix of r×s cells that

defines an event in terms of spatially-related cell values, where r ≤ m and

s ≤ n. When the event pattern reaches the network it is overlayed on the

network cells, and a cell-by-cell search is conducted. Two types of detection

techniques are employed in this approach: exact match and inexact match.

In the exact match detection, all the cells of the pattern need to find the

sub-cells of the network matrix that exactly match all the pattern cells. On

the other hand, in the inexact match, not all cells need to match the net-

work’s cells; the pattern needs to be matched within a predefined margin

of error or should not exceed particular threshold values. A notification

message is sent to the base-station once a match is found.

This approach shows how large-scale phenomena can be detected using

signature patterns. Although the approach discusses the communication

that takes place within a cell, the inter-cell communications needed to de-

tect the events are not clearly discussed. Event signatures are assumed to
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be distributed to all cells in the network. Nevertheless, to conserve energy,

location information should be used for associating signature patterns with

particular cells instead of iteratively searching the whole cell domain for a

match; remaining nodes can be switched into the sleep mode to conserve

their energy. The model used in this approach does not incorporate dis-

tributed storage; hence event detection is restricted to the events occurring

approximately at the time the user sends the query to the network. Al-

lowing users to store patterns within the network in a distributed manner

should solve this problem and enhance the detection latency. Additionally,

storing patterns within the network would enable temporal event detection;

the current approach detects spatial events only.

Römer [R0̈6] proposed a data mining approach for detecting events using

spatio-temporal patterns. The approach is founded on the observation that

events in sensor networks are spatially and temporally correlated. There-

fore, patterns are basically created as a set of spatial and temporal threshold

values. The user initiates the data mining request by defining the patterns

of interest to function like boundaries in regard of the location and time in

order to search for the patterns of interest in the network. The user may

also specify lower bounds for frequency and confidence that can enhance the

data mining process. A set of tags such as maxscope and maxhistory allow

users to specify the spatial and temporal scopes of the search. Therefore,

instead of searching the whole network, the search can be confined to sensor

nodes that match the values of tag thresholds. Every sensor node collects

sensory measurements of its own and sensor nodes as far as the specified

distance in the maxscope tag and for the interval specified in the maxhis-

tory tag. A summary of the collected measurements is kept in a table, and
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the table’s columns are summed up after each epoch. Invoked nodes report

their summaries at the end of the maxhistory interval to the sink node.

The sink node’s role is necessary to construct a more global inference for

the network from the collected data.

This approach provides tags that can be used for filtering temporal and

spatial sensory data. The approach performance, however, depends on the

ability of users to select good tag values. The tag system may not be

efficient when users do not know when or where to collect the data from. For

example, a user may specify to collect data from all nodes which may take

the approach back to the original undesirable base-station data collection

model. The summary tables used in the approach can filter and aggregate

data locally within the network. Nevertheless, the approach should make

use of selective and informed data collection to prevent redundant data from

being communicated in the first place.

Li et al. [LLC07] proposed an approach that uses 3D gradient data

maps to detect events in sensor networks. Instead of subdividing the net-

work into simple 2D cells, the approach partitions the network into 3D cubic

cells. Moreover, instead of averaging the values of sensor nodes in the cubic

cell, the data density of each cubic cell is computed and represented in an

orthogonal polyhedra (OP) to capture more information about the envi-

ronment. Additionally, the approach proposes a 3D aggregation algorithm

designed to collect and process data en-route while being transferred to the

base-station. The 3D cubic cells of the network are arranged, according to

their distance to the base-station, into levels. Sensor nodes at a particular

level consider the nodes in the cubic cell of the level closer to the base-

station as their parents and the nodes in the cubic cell of the levels further
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away as their children. This 3D origination of the network facilitates the

construction of the 3D data map in-network while sensory data is travelling

throughout the network. The node arrangement is also used to create the

sleep mode schedule. Cubic cells closer to the base-station need to wait for

partial maps forwarded from the cubic cells of their children to merge them

with their own map and communicate the results to their parents. The use

of data aggregation algorithms is important to merge data maps as much

as possible and remove redundancies. Finally, at the base-station, the com-

plete 3D map of the network is constructed. The base-station then uses the

collected 3D maps over time, as a time series to detect spatio-temporal pat-

terns. Two types of patterns are proposed for event detection, the spreading

event and fault event patterns. The spreading events are characterised by

having a source of higher density than other parts of the pattern which by

time spreads to other parts of the map. The fault patterns, on the other

hand, show two regions of the map with different densities.

The proposed network structure, that arranges nodes into various levels,

supports data aggregation and operation scheduling, which allows the con-

struction of maps within the network. Each node needs to first calculate its

distance to the base-station and then discover its children nodes and par-

ents. The nodes then need to synchronise their active duty cycle with their

children’s and parents’. The authors, however, do not detail the overhead

associated with the node arrangement into levels and the overhead of main-

taining the level arrangements in case of node or link failure. Although data

maps are constructed within the network, the final analysis is conducted by

the base-station. To discover changes in the environment, the base-station

may be involved in a significant amount of data processing and storage as
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the base-station is responsible for analysing large amounts of 3D data maps

represented in complex time series. Finally, the only clear advantage of

using 3D maps over 2D maps is associated with the design of the approach

and preserving the geographical information of the sensor nodes. Instead of

converting the 3D coordinates of sensor nodes in the physical environment

into a logical 2D layout, the approach uses the 3D coordinates to calculate

the distance of sensor nodes from the base-station.

2.5.5 Discussion

The threshold-based techniques provide useful, simple, and easy schemes

to implement event detection. However there are many sensor network

events with spatio-temporal varieties that cannot be described using this

simplistic threshold-based model [LLC07]. Alternatively spatio-temporal

events can be detected using signal signatures and patterns. For instance,

signal signatures and event patterns are used for object tracking and gas

field monitoring, interchangeably [ZSR02], [XLCL06]. Moreover, in habitat

monitoring applications, a simple predefined threshold cannot distinguish

between the sensory readings from a sought animal, other animals, or simply

measurement errors. Generally, these events have complex spatio-temporal

effects on the environment, and thus threshold-based approaches may not

be able to fully capture these types of events.

On the other hand, CSIP-based, neural network-based, and pattern-

based techniques are capable of processing complex spatio-temporal events.

These approaches exploit the processing capability of sensor nodes to per-

form distributed processing on sensory data within the network. Instead

of processing individual sensory data, these approaches render sensory data
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into patterns and event signatures. However these approaches differ in the

techniques used for interpreting individual sensory data into global envi-

ronment status. CSIP-based approaches use signal signatures of targets to

detect the occurrence of events in the network, whereas the neural network-

based and pattern-based event patterns are used. The main advantage of

CSIP approaches over neural-network and pattern-based approaches is in

the dynamic collaboration of nodes to detect events while considering the

network resources and the significance of the sensory data of sensor nodes.

Their efficient performance is associated with the fact that event signatures

are used to detect regional phenomena instead of global phenomena, such as

the detection of a target in a specific sector of the environment. For global

detection, large-scale global patterns are needed.

Contrary to the CSIP-based approach, neural network-based and

pattern-based approaches are designed to detect global patterns. The

neural network-based approaches use distributed processing and storage

to recognise events. However except in the GN algorithm, the current

neural network-based approaches are not designed for sensor networks.

They require fully connected and stable infrastructures for their oper-

ations. Moreover, all of the neural network-based approaches do not

incorporate any sleep mode-based approach to conserve energy. Gener-

ally, pattern-based approaches use data aggregation to construct events

within the network. However unlike CSIP-based approaches, data from

sensor nodes are regarded of equal value and hence all of the collected

data is processed. Furthermore, pattern-based approaches do not store

event patterns in a distributed manner within the network like neural

network-based approaches. Instead, commonly, the network is involved
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in constructing patterns and conveying various parts of patterns to the

base-station where they are analysed and compared to reference patterns of

interest. Therefore, in addition to considering the significance of data and

their sources, storing reference patterns in a distributed manner and using

collaborative processing may enhance the performance of pattern-based

approaches.

Thereby, the overall design of event detection systems for sensor net-

works needs to consider the following strategies. First, events need to be

detected within the network. As discussed earlier, conveying raw sensory

data to a base-station is not desirable and can significantly reduce the net-

work’s lifetime. The sensor network needs to reduce the amount of sensory

data and extract useful information about events that could facilitate the

detection of events of interest. The objective is to conduct most of the

analysis and detection within the network using the capabilities of sensor

nodes and only communicating the final network consensus in respect of de-

tected targets to the base-station. Otherwise, depending on the base-station

to perform the analysis and detect events using semi-processed data may

again be overwhelming and be beyond the capabilities of the base-station.

Second, event detection approaches need to exploit distributed storage

over the sensor networks. Commonly, the network is chiefly involved in

processing raw sensory data and local node storage is utilised only for local

temporal event detection. The base-station, however, is dedicated for stor-

ing reference patterns. At the base-station, sensory data of various events -

represented in patterns - are compared to reference patterns to detect the

occurrence of events of interest. Despite the drawbacks of neural network-

based approaches, their clear advantage is in exploiting both the in-network
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processing and storage capability of sensor nodes. Instead of detecting

events as a result of pattern comparison at the base-station, neural network-

based approaches detect events by utilising distributed pattern storage and

processing.

Third, node collaboration and information exchange should consider in-

formed, dynamic node selection. Processing all data of the sensor network

may consume a significant amount of the network’s resources and add un-

necessary latency to the detection process; not all sensory data are required

to detect events, e.g. due to data redundancy. Detecting events by node

collaboration and in-network processing should consider selecting nodes for

collaboration based on the significance of their data to the detection process.

Moreover, the significance of nodes can change as a result of changes in the

events or detection process, thus the nodes should be selected using a dy-

namic strategy that adapts to these changes.

Fourth, nodes not participating in the detection tasks should be switched

into the sleep mode. Usually, nodes that are not part of the detection

process are not allowed to communicate or are switched to the idle mode.

Nevertheless, this approach is not enough to conserve the node’s energy;

a node in the idle mode needs a significant amount of energy to power

active hardware components such as the radio antenna. Therefore, nodes

not needed in the detection should be completely switched off, by entering

the sleep mode.

Finally, a balance between the event detection approach and its require-

ments needs to be attained. Event detection approaches apply various as-

sumptions to conduct the detection of events. For example, a routing tree

is needed in some approaches to aggregate sensory data from various parts
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of the network. Other assumptions are node synchronisation and geograph-

ical location information. Although these infrastructure requirements can

enhance the detection quality, they need to be analysed carefully to under-

stand their overall effect on the detection process and the energy resources

of the network. For instance, although using data aggregation to merge

various results of the network while being conveyed to the base-station can

significantly reduce the amount of redundant data, detecting events may

incur unnecessary delay at each level of the tree topology.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have shown that a sensor network is a special type of

networks characterised by its energy and resource constraints. A sensor net-

work is a large distributed system that comprises a large number of sensor

nodes and uses an ad hoc wireless infrastructure to communicate sensory

data from the physical environment for scientific, industrial, and domestic

purposes. Unattended and untethered operations of the network are two

of the major design concepts motivating sensor network applications. Hu-

man intervention is not possible and power replacement is not permitted

since these sensor nodes are designed to be deployed in remote, sensitive,

and inaccessible locations. Therefore, energy conservation schemes are in-

corporated in the application design to prolong the lifetime of the sensor

network.

We have classified energy conservation schemes into sleep mode-based

and information processing-based techniques. The sleep mode-based tech-

niques try to perform the application tasks using the smallest possible sets

of active sensor nodes; the rest of the nodes are switched off. Having as
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much as possible sensor nodes to be in the sleep mode for the longest possi-

ble time is an effective approach, since the sensor node’s power consumption

in the sleep mode is negligible compared to the active and the idle modes.

The second approach is involved with the way data is processed within the

network. In-network processing is an important feature of sensor networks.

Including their sensing and communication tasks, sensor nodes are able to

process sensory data en-route as they are conveyed via multihop communi-

cation to their destination. Conveying large amounts of raw sensory data

to be analysed in a centralised location is undesirable in sensor networks;

even powerful computers may find it difficult to process sensory data charac-

terised for being of large and complex dimensionality. In-network processing

of sensory data can process and filter data while being transferred to the

base-station. This can reduce the volume of sensory data communicated in

the network and minimise the processing load on the base-station.

The purpose of the energy conservation approach is to prolong the life-

time of the sensor network. However the overhead associated with energy

conservation approaches should not deprive the network from the energy

gain. It was shown that some of these approaches have high demand on

the sensor nodes’ resources. Demanding highly accurate synchronisation

amongst nodes puts a significant burden on the network’s resources. The

delays associated with the energy conservation approaches should not im-

pact the sensory data significance. Moreover, energy conservation strategy

should be robust to changes in the network and should not be dependant

on the base-station.

Events in the physical environment can be detected by analysing sensory

data. There are four renowned approaches for in-network event detection,
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namely threshold-based, CSIP-based, neural network-based, and pattern-

based techniques. These approaches utilise the processing capability of sen-

sor nodes to monitor and detect events in the environment. The merits and

drawbacks of these approaches have been discussed in this chapter. Beside

threshold-based approaches, all other event detection approaches are based

on the collaboration amongst nodes. The conditions of the environment are

captured by the communication and collective processing of sensory data

amongst sensor nodes.

The advantage of these approaches is that they focus on the methods

essential to convert insignificant local information into meaningful results

which depict the environment’s states. Moreover, the in-network processing

of sensory data helps conserve energy by means of reducing the communica-

tion in the network. Nonetheless, beside the CSIP approach, all other event

detection approach classes do not incorporate energy conservation strate-

gies. Therefore these approaches entail high communication overhead. For

instance, neural network approaches require the exchange of the sensory

data of each sensor node amongst all other sensor nodes.

In this research, we believe that events can be detected efficiently and

effectively by using a hybrid approach of the in-network event detection

approaches with energy conservation approaches. The hybrid approach

should incorporate the advantages of these approaches. First, the approach

should use light-weight event detection algorithms designed to fit within

the memory and processing capacity of individual sensor nodes. Second,

local processing and storage used in neural network-based approaches need

to be exploited. Third, the approach should utilise in-network processing

techniques to convert local sensory data into meaningful network results
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thereby reducing the dependency on base-stations. Fourth, energy con-

servation should be incorporated by sophisticated node collaboration and

exploiting the sleep mode of sensor nodes. The computation of the energy

conservation strategy should be performed within the network whilst utilis-

ing a minimal amount of global information. Fifth, the approach is required

to be robust to noise and network dynamics. Finally, the approach needs

to be capable of efficiently detecting global large-scale events.
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Chapter 3

Voting Graph Neuron

3.1 Introduction

There have been several attempts to develop efficient and practical ap-

proaches to capture the different states of phenomena in the physical world

using sensor networks. The most predominate model used in sensor net-

work applications involves sending sensory data to a base-station for analy-

sis [ASSC02]. Processing sensory data in the base-station causes two fun-

damental problems. First, communicating sensory data from the physical

environment to centralised servers is an expensive task in terms of energy

resource consumption of sensor nodes. Second, sending streams of raw data

from each sensor node to be analysed in centralised servers may overwhelm

the processing capacity of these centralised servers. In both the cases, sen-

sory data may encounter delays that could diminish its significance.

In addition to sensing the environment, sensor nodes are capable of lo-

cally processing and wirelessly communicating sensory data. The network

is, therefore, capable of in-network processing sensory data to replace the

need for processing sensory data in centralised locations, i.e. base-stations
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[KEW02]. In-network processing in sensor network is a distributed process-

ing technique which utilises the processing capability of sensor nodes to

process sensory data en-route while it is being relayed to its destination.

Sensor networks are equipped with techniques to filter and process sen-

sory data that enable the network to deliver sensory data significant to

detect events of the environment in contrast to communicating all sensory

data. Threshold-based techniques are one of the most commonly used in-

network techniques for event detection in sensor networks. A threshold-

based technique can be as simple as a single value hardcoded into the sen-

sor network application. An event is detected when the sensory readings

exceed the threshold value. This approach, however, cannot be used to

detect complex events. Large scale physical world phenomena necessitate

using serval sensory sources to mitigate the detection complexity and infer

the global conditions of the environment of interest. Moreover, generally

the detection quality is improved when several sensory sources are used. In

particular, collaborative signal and information processing (CSIP)-based,

neural network-based and pattern-based approaches are utilised to process

sensory data of several sensor nodes to detect events within sensor networks

[LRZ03], [LLC07], [R0̈6]. These approaches represent sensory data in pat-

terns that depict unique states of events in the physical environment, and

then uses them to detect the occurrence of events of interest by comparing

them to reference patterns.

One of the main motives driving sensor network research is the ability to

operate sensor networks in an untethered and unattended manner for long-

term outdoor deployment. A sensor node continues to provide sensory data

from the physical environment until it depletes its own on-board battery.
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Replacing or recharging batteries is not possible in sensor networks owing

to the sheer number of deployed sensor nodes and the inaccessibility of the

physical environment.

Therefore, incorporating energy saving techniques is central to the de-

sign of sensor network applications to prolong the lifetime of the network.

Significant amount of energy can be conserved during the sleep interval.

For instance, Mica2 node’s processor active and sleep modes consume 8.0

mA and less than 15.0 µA, respectively [Cro08c]. Although the idle mode

allows some energy conservation, more significant energy savings may be

achieved by totally switching off sensor nodes instead of operating them in

the receive or idle modes, e.g. Mica2 node antenna consumes 27.0 mA, 10.0

mA, and less than 1.0 µA in the transmit, receive, and sleep modes, respec-

tively [Cro08c]. It is, therefore, necessary to switch off any sensor node of

redundant importance to the application.

In this chapter, we propose a pattern recognition approach to detect

events while conserving energy. Patterns are stored in a distributed manner

within the network. The approach recognises events of interest by compar-

ing them to reference patterns. Moreover, the approach proposes a novel

node life-cycle management technique that functions on patterns’ similar-

ity. This technique alternates sensor nodes between their active and sleep

modes to dynamically control the number of sensor nodes required to recog-

nise events.

We begin in Section 3.2 by formulating the patterns and template match-

ing technique fundamental to recognise events by the approach proposed in
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this chapter. Event recognition in sensor network imposes unique require-

ments to pattern recognition as compared to classical systems. This section

presents the principles of distributed template matching in sensor networks.

In Section 3.3 an approach for event recognition in sensor network is pre-

sented. The approach is based on template matching and matches patterns

in a distributed manner while conserving energy. The approach is detailed

and described in Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, and 3.3.4.

Section 3.4 provide an empirical analysis of the proposed approach. The

simulations provide details in respect of the performance of the approach in

various scenarios. Finally, Section 3.6 provides concluding remarks.

3.2 Preamble

In this section, we provide the foundation and discuss the concepts ap-

plied in our approach for event detection using sensor nodes. Event of

interest are recognised using patterns that depict the various conditions of

these events. Section 3.2.1 defines event patterns and proposes a method for

constructing them from raw sensory data. To detect the occurrence of event

of interest, event patterns of the physical environment are compared to a

set of reference patterns to find if they corresponds to any reference pat-

tern. This technique is based in principle on template matching; template

matching and similarity measurement are discussed in Section 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Event Patterns

The occurrence of events of interest is captured using patterns. A pat-

tern may be defined as the opposite of chaos [Wat85]. For example, severe

weather conditions such as thunderstorms have weather maps or patterns
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that can be used to predict their occurrence. Similarly, in sensor networks

an event pattern could be a weather map, the behaviour data of sea birds,

or stress levels in a bridge [MCP+02] ,[KPC+06].

Sensory data convey information about the conditions of the environ-

ment. Using patterns instead of handling individual sensory data points

provides a practical method for capturing multidimensional and complex

events of the physical environment [XLCL06], [LLC07]. We assume that an

event pattern is represented by M × N matrix. Each cell of the matrix is

associated with one sensor node and corresponds to a specific region of the

monitored area. We assume that the number of active sensor nodes is equal

to the number of cells (M × N ). In scenarios where the number of deployed

sensor nodes might be greater than M × N, cell leaders may be elected to

represent the cells and aggregate the sensory data of sensor nodes belong-

ing to their cell [KEW02]. Consequently, a matrix of sensor nodes of size

M × N is created to correspond to event patterns. The matrix, however,

can be of regular or irregular shape depending on the deployment scheme.

Therefore, an event pattern may be defined as an M × N snapshot matrix

of sensory data at a particular time t in a specific area A monitored by M

× N matrix of sensor nodes, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

3.2.2 Template Matching

The objective of any event detection system is to discover the occurrence

of events of interest in the monitored environment. Since we are detecting

events using event patterns, the objective of the proposed approach is to find

events of interest using user-defined reference patterns. In general, pattern

recognition systems use reference patterns to establish the identity of an
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Figure 3.1: Mapping physical world events into event patterns.

unknown event pattern. The reference patterns may be used as examples

that describe the event patterns themselves or the main classes that events

of interest relate to.

Template matching is one of the earliest pattern recognition techniques

[NA02], [FP02]. The technique is commonly defined as the process of detect-

ing whether two given patterns correlate to each other with high similarities.

Template matching can be employed in data filtering applications [BB82].

There are mainly two template matching problems [Kon99]. First, there is

the problem of trying to find a match for a sub-pattern in a larger pattern

[Kon99], [Tub89a]. Take for example, trying to find the locations of a jigsaw

piece in a large jigsaw puzzle. The system may try to sequentially match

the given jigsaw piece with all the available locations of the jigsaw puzzle. A

match is declared when one of the location matches the given jigsaw piece.

On the other hand, there is the problem of trying to find a match for an
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unknown pattern among a collection of reference patterns. In this case, the

input pattern is equal in size to the reference patterns. The system tries

to find a match by comparing each reference pattern one at a time to the

unknown pattern. A match is found when any of the known patterns is of

high similarity or equal to the unknown pattern.

In general, the advantage of using template matching techniques is that

the techniques utilise similarity-based comparisons to recognise patterns.

Similarity-based approaches discover patterns by operating directly on the

sensory data. In contrast to many pattern recognition approaches, e.g.

Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian learning [Bis95], similarity-based ap-

proaches do not use feature vectors or probability density distribution func-

tions [DP06]. Instead patterns are recognised by measuring the similarity

between patterns built from raw sensory data. The geometry and structure

of sensory data are defined by the similarity measurement. This is impor-

tant since formulating feature vectors that represent all objects in proper

classes and creating feature vectors for high-dimensional data may be hard

or impossible [PD05]. When the dimensionality of data is reduced as a

result of creating feature vectors, important sensory data may be lost re-

sulting in misrepresentation of objects and having different objects mapped

to the same feature vector. Therefore, pattern recognition approaches that

depend on the probability density distribution to classify patterns are not

useful to sensor network applications. To create a probability density distri-

bution one must have a very large number of samples of the object/pattern

to be detected. This is not always the case in sensor network applications

due to their exploratory nature.
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Exploiting template matching techniques for recognising events using

sensor networks has numerous advantages. Template matching operates di-

rectly on the raw sensory data. Raw sensory measurements may be matched

with a pattern of the set of reference measurements to discover the occur-

rence of events of interest with little or no data pre-processing. Finally,

template matching does not require complex computational power. Cal-

culating the similarity amongst patterns can be attained using logical or

simple arithmetical operators; sensor nodes may simply match patterns by

using simple comparison operators.

Traditionally, template matching approaches have suffered from a num-

ber of limitations. The template matching performance may degrade, for

instance, as a result of using templates of various sizes or when templates

are rotated [Kon99]. However, this problem is associated with 3D object

recognition and character recognition. Each fundamental element of an

event pattern is associated with a designated sensor node in a specific lo-

cation. For instance, the temperature of a specific region either matches a

given pattern at a specific time or not. Therefore, the template matching

problem in sensor networks is generally not affected by deformation, shift,

or rotation, and thereby we can focus on providing an energy efficient pat-

tern recognition approach for sensor networks. Nonetheless, event patterns

may be affected by variability, e.g. noise. Details of how to perform pattern

matching with event patterns affected by variability will be discussed in

Chapter 4.
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Template matching operations

Template matching interprets the similarity measurement to recognise

patterns. The concept behind the use of similarity measurement in template

matching is derived from the compactness theorem [PD05]; objects belong-

ing to the same class have to be close in their representations. Similarity-

based recognition may be considered as a connection between perception

and higher-level knowledge [PD05]. In this instance, the perception is the

sensor modules of a sensor node. Higher-level knowledge is attained by

processing raw sensory data.

The distance (d(x,y)) between any two patterns measures the similar-

ity of the patterns to each other. The distance measurement may be used

for establishing the membership of an unknown event pattern to one of

the reference patterns’ categories. To categories an unknown pattern, the

distances between the unknown pattern and each of the reference patterns

need to be computed. For instance, a distance measurement called the Ham-

ming measurement counts the locations at which patterns differ [Web02].

Other distance measurements include Euclidean distance, City-Block dis-

tance, Canberra distance, which can also alternatively be used [Web02].

The distance, d(x,y), of two patterns x and y abide by the following condi-

tions:

d(x, y) = 0 (3.1)

d(x, y) > 0 (3.2)

d(x, y) = d(y, x) (3.3)

The distance measurement properties state that d(x,y)=0, if and only

if patterns x and y are identical. In this case, the unknown event pattern
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matches exactly one of the reference patterns. Nevertheless, it may not

always be the case that patterns x and y are identical. In situations where

patterns x and y are not equal, the distance between them is a non-negative

value. From the compactness theorem, patterns of the same category are of

high similarities. Thus, when 0 < d(x,y) ≤ ε for a positive and small ε, the

unknown pattern x is not equal to pattern y but belongs to its category.

Finally, Equation 3.1 shows that the distance measurement is symmetric.

Although collecting sensory data of event patterns is inherently distrib-

uted owing to the geographically distributed nature of sensor networks, the

distance measurement used by template matching approaches cannot be

computed in a distributed manner. In a spatially distributed network, each

sensor can be designated for a specific geographical location (sub-pattern)

of the global event pattern matrix, and hence may at the utmost only be

aware of its neighbouring sensor nodes. It is desirable to reduce the amount

of communication to enable performing the distance measurements locally

within the network and then communicating the distance measurements to

the base station instead of raw sensory data.

In theory, when any of the unknown event patterns is exactly matching

any pattern of the reference patterns, the distance measurement of each

sensor node needs to be equal to 0 (d(xi,yi)=0 ), where i is the index of

the node, xi and yi are the sub-patterns of the unknown event and reference

pattern respectively. Consequently, the sum of local distance measurements

needs to be equal to 0, as shown in Formula 3.4. Furthermore, an unknown

event pattern does not exactly match any reference pattern when the sum

of local distances is greater than zero, as shown in Formula 3.5.
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n∑
i=1

d(xi, yi) = 0 (3.4)

n∑
i=1

d(xi, yi) > 0 (3.5)

where n is the number of active sensor nodes, i.e. equal to the dimensions

of the patterns n =M×N.

In practice, however, the formulas in 3.4 and 3.5 cannot be generalised

to attain accurate global pattern matching results. Sub-patterns may incor-

rectly mismatch reference patterns. A new unknown event pattern which

does not match any reference pattern may locally be matched to reference

patterns when any sensor node attains d(xi,yi)=0 as a result of having the

sub-pattern at location i exactly matching one or more reference patterns

at the same location, and may globally be matched when the sum of local

distance measurements satisfies Equation 3.4. Therefore, it is necessary to

design a distance measurement operation which can be executed in a distrib-

uted manner to enable distributed pattern matching over the sensor network

and provide accurate template matching. The local distance measurement

of a sensor node needs to be equipped with sufficient criteria to produce the

best possible decision without depending on any global information.

Moreover, the sensor network needs to conserve energy whenever pos-

sible. Classical pattern recognition algorithms are generally executed on

traditional computer systems which are not constrained by energy consump-

tion. Energy conservation is imperative to sensor networks since the total

energy consumption of the network to perform any task reduces the energy

resources of the network. The energy consumption of the sensor network

may be enhanced by suppressing redundant operations and communica-

tions.
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In this research, the problem of event recognition will be modelled ac-

cording to the second template matching problem, event patterns of sensory

data from the physical environment will be representing the unknown pat-

tern, and compared to a collection of reference patterns which depict the

various interesting conditions of the physical environment. An unknown

pattern is classified based on measuring its similarity to a set of reference

patterns. Event patterns will be matched using an energy efficient and

distributed template matching approach.

3.3 Voting Graph Neuron Approach

Performing event recognition in sensor networks is a challenging prob-

lem. Events need to be recognised using geographically distributed and

ad hoc infrastructures of the sensor network. Information processing needs

to be conducted within the network using very small, resource-constrained

sensor nodes. The sensor nodes wirelessly communicate using a shared wire-

less channel. The channel’s bandwidth and its varying quality represent an

additional challenge to the recognition process.

System designs for sensor networks are restricted by the unique require-

ment and capability of sensor nodes. Event recognition approaches need to

be capable of recognising events by collecting information from geographi-

cally sparse sensor nodes. The amount of communicated information needs

to be reduced when ever possible without losing any of its significance. Gen-

erally, this is attained by suppressing redundancy in sensory data. There-

fore event recognition approaches in sensor network need to incorporate

techniques to detect and remove redundancy in sensory data. Moreover,

conducting event recognition in a distributed manner is necessary since:
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i) monitoring a large scale environment cannot be attained using a single

sensor nodes, ii) complex pattern recognition operations, unachievable on

a single sensor node due to node’s processing and memory constrains, can

be attained by collective processing by a network of sensor node, iii) per-

forming pattern recognition in a distributed manner within the network is

beneficial in terms of reducing the dependency on base-stations, and thereby

resulting in a system resilient to faults and errors. The approach also needs

to be decentralised in a way that any sensor node can produce global event

detection results [KSG+04]. This is in contrast to using specialised nodes,

e.g. cluster heads, equipped with sophisticated algorithms to manage the

network, collect information from sensor nodes and produce network results.

Finally, event recognition in sensor networks needs to conserve energy, as

replacing sensor nodes’ batteries or recharging them is often infeasible.

In this section, we propose the voting graph neuron (VGN) approach,

an energy-efficient pattern matching approach which is suitable for wire-

less sensor networks. In essence, the VGN approach uses Graph Neuron

(GN) concepts [Kha02], [KIS04], [KM04]. Like the GN algorithm, the VGN

represents sensory data in patterns which are used for detecting events of

interest. Sensor nodes are depicted as memory cells which can store sub-

patterns. Moreover, both of the algorithms are concerned with how to infer

global information from the local information of individual sensor nodes.

In the VGN approach, however, sensor nodes list all the possible reference

patterns matching the input pattern instead of just producing binary de-

cisions as in the GN algorithm. The binary decision of individual sensor

nodes is not sufficient to match pattern correctly and causes pattern in-

terferences, thereby the VGN replaces the binary decision with sets which
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list of all possible patterns matching the input pattern. Additionally, node

collaboration and life-cycle management are employed to enable practical

and energy efficient pattern recognition within the network.

The VGN approach is overviewed in Section 3.3.1 by providing the un-

derlaying concepts and techniques used by the approach to provide a dis-

tributed, in-network and energy efficient pattern recognition using sensor

nodes. The algorithm that shows the VGN approach event recognition cy-

cle is presented in Section 3.3.2. Moreover, the approach co-designs three

strategies to provide energy efficient and distributed event recognition using

sensor nodes, namely pattern storage, template matching, and sleep mode.

The inter-play between these strategies are also detailed in Section 3.3.2.

The example in Section 3.3.3 provides an elaborate illustration of how sen-

sor nodes response to various pattern input by detailing the various reasons

for entering the sleep mode and how vote sets are processed. The example

shows the VGN approach responses to event patterns when the input pat-

terns are matched or rejected when they match one of the reference patterns

or do not match any reference pattern, respectively. The approach is pro-

posed to minimise the amount of communication by detecting and removing

redundant communication, however, the VGN worst case scenario where no

performance gain is attained as compared to the base-station model is pre-

sented in Section 3.3.4.

3.3.1 VGN Overview

The event recognition of the VGN approach is modelled based on the

classical template matching problem where an unknown pattern is com-

pared to a set of reference patterns and matched with the reference pattern
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that exactly match it. Nonetheless, pattern matching in sensor network is

a non-trivial challenge as a result of storing reference patterns in a distrib-

uted manner in physically distributed sensor nodes. Therefore, in addition

to storing patterns in a distributed manner, the VGN approach performs

distributed in-network pattern matching. As described in Section 3.2.1, the

patterns used for recognising events of interest are spatial patterns that can

be depicted by matrices of sensory data of various location of the moni-

tored environment. Each sensor node of the network is designated to store

and match sub-patterns of a particular area corresponding to a cell in the

matrix of the monitored area. Thereby, unknown patterns are matched by

converting the local template matching results of sensor nodes into a global

template matching result.

Instead of relaying the sensor nodes local template matching to a base-

station to produce the global pattern matching result, the VGN approach

employs a distributed processing-based scheme to match patterns. The

VGN approach is modelled based on node collaboration concepts. A node

collaboration approaches are concerned with solving a large problem by par-

titioning it and distributing sub-problems to nodes where they individually

solve their sub-patterns and cooperate to produce the final, global solution

[LWHS02], [BRS03], [ZSR02], [ZLGR03]. A typical distributed system is

a large system of distributed resources that act as a single machine, which

result in hiding the complexity of resource distribution from end-users. On

the contrary, in node collaboration approaches in sensor networks, tasks

are completed via local processing and internode communication -which is

not necessary in typical distributed systems. Nodes communicate with each
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other to improve their results and enhance the global result. Node col-

laboration approaches can be beneficial for sensor networks. Monitoring a

large geographical area is beyond the sensing capability of any single sensor

node, consequently the environment is usually sensed by a network of geo-

graphically distributed sensor nodes. Combining the sensory measurement

of the sensor nodes produces a collective solution that depicts the state of

the monitored environment.

The inter-node communication required to convert local results into

global results is attained in a selective manner. Sensor nodes with redundant

data avoid communicating their local results. Consequently, teams of sensor

nodes of information valuable to matching patterns are dynamically created

by switching off redundant nodes and leaving nodes of non-redundant in-

formation to collaborate amongst each other. This is effective to reduce

unnecessary energy consumption of redundant processing and communica-

tion and thereby prolonging the lifetime of the network.

In the VGN approach, sensor nodes operate (semi)-autonomously; sen-

sor nodes do not have any global information about the event pattern’s di-

mensionality, number of sensor nodes, or topology. This provides an added

feature to the approach since more sensor nodes can be deployed to replace

depleted nodes and cover a larger area or increase the resolution of the

sensory data without disturbing the operations of the network.

The VGN approach comprises three techniques, namely pattern stor-

age, template matching, and energy conservation. These techniques are

co-designed to provide energy-efficient and distributed template matching

within sensor networks to detected and recognise large scale events of inter-

est of the physical environment.
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3.3.2 VGN Approach Details

The VGN algorithm exploits the sensor network as a distributed com-

puting environment. Each sensor node provides processing and storage

capabilities necessary to match patterns. The algorithm is executed con-

currently by all sensor nodes. Each sensor node lists the reference pattern

labels matching its sub-pattern in its own vote set (vi). Every sensor node

attempts to communicate its own vote set in the network. Nevertheless,

the ability to communicate vote sets depends on the network and physi-

cal layers. For instance, deploying sensor nodes within each other’s com-

munication range may reduce the amount of multihop communication but

also reduce the nodes’ abilities to communicate their vote sets concurrently.

When a sensor node is finally able to communicate its vote set, the sensor

node enters the sleep mode. On the other hand, sensor nodes unable to

communicate their vote sets remain active and listen to the communication

channel for any communicated vote sets (vc). Upon receiving any vote set,

a sensor node examines its content and determines if the communicated

vote set is equal to its own (vi=vc), and consequently enters the sleep mode.

When vi 6=vc, the sensor node updates its vi by listing the patterns labels

common in both vote sets, this is depicted by the intersection operation be-

tween vi and vc, vi ∩ vc. The algorithm’s cycle continues until a consensus

in regards to the unknown pattern is reached which is indicated when vc

contains the matched pattern label or φ when no match can be found. The

VGN approach’s pattern matching cycle is shown in Algorithm 3.1.

As mentioned earlier, the VGN approach is characterised by three im-

portant operations: the pattern storage, pattern matching, and sleep mode.

In the following section the details of these operations are presented.
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Algorithm 3.1 VGN Algorithm

1: Every sensor node executes the following

2: Initialisation
3: vi ← {pattern labels matching sub− pattern}

4: if not sleeping then
5: repeat
6: vc ←vi

7: try Communicate (vc)
8: enter sleep mode
9: upon Receiving(vc)

10: if vi 6= vc

11: vi=vi ∩ vc

12: else
13: enter sleep mode
14: end if
15: until (|vc|==1) OR (vc==φ)
16: end if

Pattern Storage

A set of reference patterns are used for detecting events in the envi-

ronment. In classical approaches the natural choice will be to store the

reference patterns in a centralised manner. In sensor networks, as a result

of the small storage capacity of individual sensor node, a single sensor node

cannot store all reference patterns, and storing the reference patterns at

the base-station is not desirable due to the problems associated with cen-

tralised designs in sensor networks [ZLGR03], [RM04]. The VGN approach

overcomes this problem by storing the patterns in a distributed manner.

Patterns are partitioned and stored in a distributed manner within the

network. In addition to storing the sub-patterns, information in regard to

the location of the sensor node designated to store the sub-pattern and

information that facilitate distinguishing between various sub-patterns are

required to be stored. Thereby, a reference pattern (P) is first partitioned
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and represented by an array of 3-tuple (ti), hence let P={t1,...,ti,..., tM∗N}
be a M×N array of P, where ti is the fundamental pattern element tuple at

index i of pattern P, i≤M*N.

Each tuple (ti<v , p , Li>) includes information about the sub-pattern

value, the location of the node to which the tuple should be mapped, and

the pattern’s unique number, the value (v), position (p), and pattern label

(Li) fields, respectively. The value domain (D) of the pattern is a set of

all possible values that the tuple’s value field may be initialised with, for

instance the value domain for binary patterns is D={0,1}. The tuple’s value

field ∈ D, and position is the node ID marking the location, i.e. the relative

location or the Euclidean coordinate for this node. Nodes are also required

to store pattern labels (Li) which are unique numbers assigned to each of

the reference pattern, where i is the number of the reference pattern. Each

tuple ti is mapped to its designated sensor node si of the sensor network

S={ s1,...,si,...,sM∗N}.
The implementation details of the memory and data structures used for

storing the tuples in each of the individual sensor nodes are out of this re-

search’s scope. Nevertheless, the tuples should be stored in a manner which

optimises the space and time required to store and to retrieve them, re-

spectively. Moreover, the memory structure employed for storing the tuples

should be designed to provide accurate retrieval of all pattern labels match-

ing the input tuple. To produce the local template matching decisions, the

memory needs to list all pattern labels matching the input pattern. There-

fore techniques that may increase the pattern labels’ retrieval performance

are desirable.
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For instance, partitioning the memory into various categories which de-

picts all possible combinations of the value field of tuples and storing pattern

labels in their respective categories may facilitate repaid listing of all pat-

tern labels matching the input tuple. The categories of the memory depict

the various unique combinations of tuple values of the pervious sensor node

ti−1, its own ti, and the successor sensor nodes ti+1, respectively. For binary

patterns (D={0,1}), the categories (ti−1, ti, ti+1) needed to list all patterns

are {000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111}. Any pattern at the location

i corresponds to one of the categories. Each category lists all pattern la-

bels of equal values and corresponding to (ti−1, ti, ti+1). Each sensor node

is capable of listing all pattern labels of reference patterns matching the

sub-pattern at location i by matching the unknown pattern’s tuples at lo-

cation i with one of the categories, instead of searching the domain of stored

patterns for all pattern labels matching the unknown pattern.

Template Matching

The VGN approach is an exact pattern matching approach. Event pat-

terns of the physical environment are classified by comparing them to a set

of reference patterns. The reference patterns are chosen to depict the pat-

terns of interest of the physical world. An event pattern is matched when

it exactly matches one of the reference patterns; otherwise it is rejected.

Consider an exact pattern matching problem where pattern Z is the

input event pattern of the environment to be matched to one of the m pos-

sible reference patterns (P1,..., Pm). Furthermore, consider that the dis-

tance measurement, d(x,y), between any two patterns can be calculated by

measuring their differences, e.g. Hamming distance. The pattern Z should
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be assigned to pattern label Lj provided that the distance measurement be-

tween the input pattern Z and reference pattern Pj associated with pattern

label Lj is equal to zero, i.e.

Assign Z → Lj (3.6)

d(Z,Pj)=dk(Z,Pk)=0

Therefore events of the physical environment, are matched if and only

if they exactly match any of the reference patterns.

The template matching operations need to be performed in a distributed

manner over the sensor nodes as a result of storing the reference patterns

in a distributed manner, as discussed in Section 3.3.2. The VGN approach

performs distributed pattern matching by spatially distributing the pattern

matching operations on sensor nodes. The pattern matching is conducted in

two stages, namely local template matching and node collaboration stage.

The local template matching produces local node decision in respect to their

input sensory data. The node collaboration is necessary to aggregate the

nodes’ local decision and reach a global network decision.

First, each sensor node needs to calculate the distance measurement and

prepare its own local template matching decision by listing all reference

patterns matching the input sensory data at the node’s location. This local

template matching method corresponds to the exact template matching

(d(xi,yi)=0 ). Unlike the global pattern matching shown in Formula 3.6,

performing local pattern matching may result in having more than one

pattern which exactly matches the input pattern at location i. Once all

pattern labels of the patterns matching the input sensory data at location i

are found they are listed in a vote set. A vote set (vi) is a list that depicts

a local template matching decision of a sensor node and it is composed of
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all reference pattern labels matching the input pattern at location i. An

empty vote set (vi=φ={}) is created in instances where the input sensory

data at location i does not match any reference pattern.

Second, the global event pattern matching is attained by node collab-

oration. Sensor nodes may not be able to match the global event pattern

because their vote sets are generally comprises more than one pattern label

candidates matching the global event. When an unknown event pattern

exactly matches any of the reference patterns, the reference pattern’s la-

bel is included in the vote sets of all sensor nodes. On the other hand, a

common pattern label is not included in all sensor nodes’ vote sets when

the unknown event pattern matches more than one reference pattern. This

type of consensus has several aliases in literature, e.g. common consent,

unison, and unanimity voting [BC94], [Kun04]. Other voting schemes, such

as majority voting, will be studied in Chapter 4. The global distance mea-

surement is computed implicitly by voting instead of explicitly summing the

distance measurement of each sensor node at the base-station. Instead of

counting votes, the network performs exact pattern matching by perform-

ing a distributed search for the common pattern label included in all sensor

nodes’ vote sets. Therefore, the objective of the node collaboration stage is

to confirm that all sensor nodes have a common pattern label to match the

pattern; otherwise the event pattern is rejected.

Typically in the common consent voting, a vote count of all the nodes’

vote sets need to be performed to find out if any pattern label has received

votes from all sensor nodes. In the VGN approach, however, the search for

the common pattern label is attained by applying the intersection operation

on the vote sets. The intersection of two sets results in a new set containing
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the elements (pattern labels) that belong to both sets and remove elements

that do not belong to both vote sets. As a result, when a pattern exactly

matches one of the reference patterns, the intersection of all vote sets yields

the matched pattern label, or an empty set when a match cannot be located.

The similarity measurements formulas can be depicted as intersection of

vote sets, as shown in Formulas 3.7 and 3.8. When an unknown pattern

x exactly matches the jth reference pattern (yj), the intersection of vote

sets of n nodes results in the pattern label (Lj) of the jth reference pattern.

Otherwise when the input pattern does not match any reference pattern,

the intersection produces φ, as shown in Formula 3.8.

d(x, yj) = 0 →
n⋂

i=1

vi = Lj (3.7)

d(x, yj) > 0 →
n⋂

i=1

vi = φ (3.8)

where the number of sensor nodes (n) is equal to the size of the even pattern

(M×N ).

The global pattern matching is attained by means of node collabora-

tion. Each sensor node communicates local information to each other so

that each node arrives at the common, global pattern matching consensus.

This results in converting simple local decisions into significant global pat-

tern matching. The node collaboration is defined by the vote set exchange

amongst sensor nodes. Each node tries to communicate its own vote set,

and sensor nodes update their decisions upon receiving any vote set. For

this instance, the communication model is abstracted to depict a single-

hop cluster where the nodes communicate their vote set consequently; more

complex communication models can be found in Chapter 5. The update

is attained by applying the intersection operation on the node’s vote sets
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and the communicated vote set resulting in a new updated vote sets, as

shown in Equation 3.9. The new vote set lists pattern labels that can be

found in both vote sets, and removes all uncommon pattern labels. As a

result, the vote sets’ significance are usually improved after each update as

the number of reference pattern labels in the vote sets are reduced, thus

reducing the number of reference pattern label candidates of matching the

unknown pattern of the physical phenomenon.

vi = vi ∩ vc (3.9)

A network consensus is reached when either all sensor nodes agree on

a pattern label that can be found in all of their vote sets or when any

of the nodes produces an empty vote set, depicting a match and reject,

respectively. The following equation depicts the sensor network consensus

while using the intersection operator:

C =
n⋂

i=1

vi =





no match if C = ∅
matching pattern Lj otherwise

(3.10)

where C is the network consensus and n is equal to the number of nodes

(M×N ).

The global pattern matching consensus occurs in a distributed manner.

Each sensor node independently prepares its local pattern matching results,

and then the nodes collaborate by employing inter-node communication

to exchange local decisions and consequently match global patterns. Any

sensor node may apply the intersection operations on the received vote

sets to arrive at the common global pattern matching, hence there is no
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single sensor node acting as an arbitrator. This is of particular importance

to sensor network design as means that there is no single node which is

indispensable, and provides needed robustness and durability.

Moreover, the node collaboration may be improved by adopting en-route

sensor network processing techniques. The global consensus can be reached

by means of vote set communication and en-route vote fusion while being

conveyed to the base-station [MFHH02], [GGHM07]. The distributed char-

acteristic of the VGN makes it implementable with miscellaneous network

topologies and multihop communication. The information processing and

sleep mode techniques of the VGN approach are beneficial to reduce the

amount of information communication and remove redundant information.

Any node may perform template matching operations of the VGN approach

by functioning as a fusion centre [KSG+04]. Since the vote sets are designed

to be processed in intermediate nodes, fusion centres may process and con-

solidate vote sets into a single output of refined data. Details of network

parameters and their effect on the template matching will be discussed in

Chapter 5.

Sleep Mode

In addition to conserving the network’s energy, by in-network and dis-

tributed processing of vote sets, the VGN achieves further energy conser-

vations by employing a sleep mode-based strategy. The VGN approach

attempts to improve the energy consumption and the longevity of the net-

work while preserving the pattern matching performance by setting as many

as possible sensor nodes in the sleep mode and reducing the communica-

tion of redundant vote sets. Communicating identical vote sets do not
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enhance the pattern matching consensus and deplete the network’s energy.

On the contrast to typical pattern matching approaches where all nodes

are utilised for pattern matching regardless of their importance, the VGN

approach attempt to use a subset of nodes of significant vote sets to match

event patterns. Consequently, event patterns are matched using a team of

dynamically and autonomously selected sensor nodes.

The sleep mode strategy incorporated in the VGN approach switches off

sensor nodes based on their significance to the event recognition process.

In this instance, a node’s significance is categorised to be either signifi-

cant or insignificant when the node has non-identical or identical vote set,

respectively. Sensor nodes determine their significance autonomously by

comparing their vote sets to the communicate vote sets. Allowing sensor

nodes to determine their significance individually without depending on any

base-station is crucial to support needed scalability in case additional sensor

nodes are deployed in the network and to preserve the distributed properties

of the VGN approach.

To understand the sleep mode strategy, we need to review the mecha-

nism that sensor nodes use to recognise patterns. To match an unknown

pattern, a sensor node si produces a vote set comprising one of the following

sets: {Φ}, {X}, {Y}, or {X,Y}; when storing two patterns X and Y. Figure

3.2 illustrates various areas of stored patterns X and Y. Vote sets are as-

signed to one of the sets depending on the location of the sensor nodes and

which of the patterns matches the unknown pattern. A vote set can possi-

bly comprise ({X} or {X,Y}) or ({Y} or {X,Y}) when the unknown input

pattern matches patterns X or Y respectively. An empty set is assigned

into a vote set when a sensor node fails to match the unknown pattern to
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any of the reference patterns (X or Y ). In either of the situations, vote

sets comprising the set {X,Y} are located in areas where patterns X and

Y intersect. This shared area represents the spatial locations where the

interference between patterns X and Y occurs. The sensor nodes located

at the shared area are insignificant to the matching process since their vote

sets comprise pattern labels of all of the stored patterns, and thus cannot

be used for distinguishing between which of the patterns matches the input

sensory pattern. Since nodes of the shared area cannot be used to match

patterns, the objective is to switch off these nodes to allow nodes located

at areas unique to patterns X or Y to communicate their vote sets as soon

as possible.

Figure 3.2: Various areas created as a result of storing pattern X and Y.

Any sensor node can individually decide to enter the sleep mode if it

satisfies any of the following two conditions. First, a sensor node may enter

the sleep mode subsequent to communicating its own vote set. The order
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which sensor nodes access the wireless channel to communicate their vote

sets depends on the protocols of the medium access control (MAC) layer.

The influence of MAC protocols on pattern matching in sensor networks is

studied in Chapter 5. For simplicity purposes the node access to the wireless

channel is assumed to be sequential in this chapter, hence nodes enter the

sleep sequentially as a result of communicating their vote set. Second, a

sensor node may enter the sleep mode upon receiving an identical vote set.

A sensor node identifies its vote set as identical to the communicated vote

set if the two vote sets include exactly the same pattern labels, as shown

in Formula 3.11. The set difference operator (-) lists the elements of the

first argument which are not included in the second argument. When the

two vote sets are identical they produce empty sets (φ), i.e. zero element

difference. When any node located in the shared area communicates its

vote set, all nodes of the shared area enter the sleep mode. Consequently,

sensor nodes with significant vote sets, i.e. vote sets of {X} or {Y}, may

communicate their votes which results in the network reaching a consensus.

|A−B| = |B − A| = 0 (3.11)

when sets A and B are two identical sets.

The VGN approach attempts to set as many as possible sensor nodes

into the sleep mode leaving a team of active sensor node to collaborate to

match event patterns. The selected sensor nodes are nodes which have non-

identical vote sets, and they are selected as consequence of the sleep mode

strategy. The similarity amongst pattern causes some sensor nodes located

in shared area amongst all patterns to have redundant vote sets. a single

node’s vote set from each shared area is sufficient by the VGN approach to
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match patterns; the network can conserve energy by switching off the rest of

the redundant nodes. As mentioned previously, sensor nodes autonomously

determine whether to enter the sleep mode or remain active by comparing

their vote sets with the communicated vote sets, and entering the sleep

mode when their vote sets are identical to any of the communicated vote

sets. The nodes selected for the team and the size of the team is, therefore,

depended on the similarity amongst patterns and determined without any

dependency on any base-station.

Storing patterns that consist of a large shared area results in a large

number of nodes of identical vote sets. As soon as a node located in the

shared area communicates its vote set, all nodes in the shared area receiv-

ing the vote set enter the sleep mode; instead of communicating redundant

vote sets from the shared area. This process is repeated to set all redun-

dant nodes of various shared areas into the sleep mode, when there are

more than two reference patterns. When patterns comprising large areas of

unique pattern types are stored, the VGN is capable of rapidly matching

patterns. Due to the large differences of these type of patterns, the vote

sets are smaller in size and there are more nodes with significant vote sets

which make the network reach a rapid consensus. As a result, the VGN ap-

proach attempts to concentrate the node collaboration in sensor nodes with

significant vote sets (non-identical vote sets). In addition to the energy con-

servation which results from setting sensor nodes into the sleep mode and

not communicating redundant vote sets, the VGN approach is capable of

dynamically selecting a smaller subset of nodes to match the input event

patterns.
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3.3.3 Example

In this example we will demonstrate how the VGN approach matches

patterns. The example shows a sensor network comprising 9 sensor nodes

capable of accepting input patterns of size 3×3. The network is employed

to store 9 binary patterns, in Figure 3.3 (top). It is assumed that any

communicated vote set from any sensor node is received by all other sensor

nodes in the network.

The VGN approach has two possible outputs in respect to any input

pattern: either to match or reject the input pattern. An input pattern is

matched when it exactly matches one of the reference patterns. On the

contrary, an input pattern is rejected when it does not exactly match any of

the reference patterns. To demonstrate these outputs, the sensor network

shown in this example is tested with a pattern selected from the set of refer-

ence patterns, pattern (a) which corresponds to pattern number 2, to show

a pattern match instance and a pattern not from the set of reference pat-

terns, patterns (b), is chosen to show pattern reject instance. Additionally,

this example shows the sleep mode strategy of the VGN approach, where

sensor nodes may enter the sleep mode after communicating their vote sets

or when they receive any identical vote set to their own.

The network responses to pattern input (a) show a pattern match in-

stance. Each sensor node in the network begins by initialising its own vote

set with pattern labels of reference patterns (y) that exactly match the

input pattern (x ) at location i, i.e. d(xi, yi). For instance, the vote set

representing the reference patterns matching the input pattern (a) at the

1st location number are {2, 5, 6, 8, 9}, as depicted in the vote set of the

initialisation stage in the first location. This process is executed by each
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sensor node to list the reference pattern labels corresponding to the input

pattern at its location resulting in the vote sets depicted by the initialisa-

tion network. All nodes includes the unique pattern label of the reference

pattern matching the input pattern in their respective vote sets when the

input pattern exactly matches one of the reference patterns, pattern label 2

in networks corresponding to input patterns (a). After initialising their vote

sets, the sensor nodes communicate their vote vectors. In this example, the

nodes are sequentially traversed and permitted to communicate their vote

sets. A sensor node enters the sleep mode after communicating its vote set.

Upon receiving any vote set the nodes apply the intersection operation to

update their vote sets to only comprise the common pattern labels of the

received vote set and their own. For instance the intersection between the

vote sets of the first and 2nd sensor nodes lists the pattern labels common in

both vote sets as in the following: v1 ∩ v2={2, 5, 6, 8, 9} ∩ {2, 3, 5} = {2,

5}. This result can be observed in the first network response in the node

collaboration stage. Moreover, two nodes enter the sleep mode as shown

in this instance: the first node enter the sleep mode as result of communi-

cating its vote set whereas the 9th node enters the sleep mode as a result

of receiving an identical vote set to its own. The pattern matching cycle

continues by the communicating and updating vote sets until a consensus

is reached. For input pattern (a), a consensus is reached when the 4th node

communicate vote set of pattern label {2}, as depicted in the 4th network

response.

On the other hand, the input pattern of Figure 3.3-(b) shows how un-

known event patterns are rejected when they do not correspond to any of

reference pattern. Sensor nodes produce empty sets (φ) when there exists
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no common pattern labels amongst all vote sets of sensor nodes when an

input pattern does not match exactly any reference pattern. Empty vote

sets are produced either in the initialisation stage or after vote set updates.

A sensor node produces an empty vote set in the initialisation stage when

none of the reference patterns exactly matches the input pattern at location

i. In this example, sensor nodes produce empty vote sets when their vote

sets contain no common pattern labels with the received vote set, v2∩v3=φ.

This can be observed in the 2nd network response when the network try to

match pattern (b), the 3rd sensor node produces an empty vote set after the

communication of the 2nd vote set. The network rejects the input pattern

when any empty set is communicated and consequently all sensor nodes en-

ter the sleep mode, as shown in the 3rd network response for input pattern

(b).

3.3.4 Analysis

The following will demonstrate an analysis of the VGN approach. Com-

munication is one of the highest consumers of energy in sensor networks.

Consequently, the number of vote sets required to match event patterns is

the focus of this study. This study provides details relating to the worst case

scenario of the VGN approach in respect to the number of vote sets required

to match patterns. Communicating messages in resource-constrained sensor

networks consumes a significant amount of the network’s energy and influ-

ences the network’s delays and congestions. In critical applications, energy

consumption needs to be minimised as much as possible.
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Figure 3.3: Matching patterns using the VGN approach.

One of the objectives of the VGN approach is to minimise the amount of

communication required to match patterns. Typically while using a base-

station to construct a global view of the environment, information needs to

be collected from all sensor nodes to create the global event pattern, that is n

messages need to be communicated to infer the global environment status;

where n equals the number of nodes corresponding to the dimensions of

patterns (M×N ). The VGN approach, however, attempts to reduce the

number of required vote sets by eliminating redundant vote sets.
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Interference between reference patterns produces shared areas which

yield redundancy in vote sets. The VGN approach prevents these iden-

tical vote sets communicating by allowing nodes receiving identical vote

sets to their own vote sets to be switched into the sleep mode. Whenever

any communicated vote set (vc) is received at any sensor node, the sensor

node will check if it is identical to its own vote set (vc=vi). In the event that

the received vote set is identical to the local vote set, the sensor node will

enter the sleep mode. This will result in the pattern matching responsibil-

ity being assigned to sensor nodes of non-identical vote sets. As a result, a

subset of sensor nodes with non-identical vote sets is dynamically selected

to match patterns.

Nevertheless in the worst case scenario, the VGN approach is unable to

exploit any shared area redundancy and n vote sets need to be communi-

cated to match the patterns of the worst cast scenario; a vote set is needed

from every node in network to match the input pattern. Despite the oc-

currence of various shared areas amongst patterns, sensor nodes may only

enter the sleep mode as a result of communicating their own vote sets; a

sensor node may enter the sleep mode when it communicates its own vote

set or when it receives an identical vote set.

The worst case scenario occurs when the unknown patterns are of

d(x,y)=1 to all stored reference patterns. The number of patterns of

distance measurement d(x,y)=γ can be calculated using Formula 3.12. The

Formula is one of the number combination theory formulas that calculates

the number of unique ways a set of unordered collection of elements

can be attained. The formula calculates the number of combinations

of n sub-patterns chosen γ times. When γ=1, the formula shows that
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the number of patterns of distance measurement d(x,y)=1 is equal to n.

Therefore, the number of patterns of d(x,y)=1 is equal to the dimensions

of the patterns (n = M×N ).

(n : γ) =




n

γ


 =

n!

γ!(n− γ)!
(3.12)

Since there are no identical vote sets and there are n patterns of similar-

ity measurement of d(x,y)=1, n vote sets are required to be communicated

to match patterns in the worst case scenario. When compared to the base-

station scenario there is no performance gain in the worst case as the VGN

approach needs to communicate n vote sets.

Figure 3.4-a shows an instance of the worse case while using 3×3 pat-

terns. The network stores 9 reference patterns of which 8 patterns are of

distance d(x,y)=1 to the first pattern. Figure 3.4-b depicts the unknown

event pattern using the first pattern of Figure 3.4-a. Figure 3.4-c shows the

vote sets of the network in response to the input pattern. Although the vote

sets of Figure 3.4-c are almost identical, they are not beneficial to the sleep

mode strategy of the VGN approach. It is assumed that any vote set may

be selected to be communicated to all other sensor nodes. When any sensor

node receives a vote set it applies vi ∩ vc resulting in a new vote set, which

only lists pattern labels included in both vote sets. The unknown pattern

can be matched after communicating all vote sets of all nodes.

Nonetheless, the affect of the worst case scenarios is limited by the num-

ber of reference patterns of d(x,y)=1 to the unknown event pattern. The

total number of binary patterns of d(x,y)=γ can be computed using Formula

3.12. The number of patterns that causes the worst case scenario (d(x,y) =
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Figure 3.4: Worst case scenario of the VGN approach using 3×3 patterns.

γ = 1 ) is very small (n:1)=n as compared to the total number of possible

binary patterns (2n).

Figure 3.5 depicts the distribution of reference patterns according to

their distance to a randomly selected pattern. To be capable of generalising

the results of the figure to any pattern size, the distance measurement is

depicted in the percentage of the value of the distance measurement to the

size of pattern (d(x,y) = γ%). The figure shows that amongst all possible

patterns there are less than 5% of all possible patterns of which d(x,y) =

10% of their tuples are different. The figure shows that the distributions of
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patterns’ differences follows a normal distribution where average pattern is

the centre of the distribution, i.e. 50% difference. Therefore, when storing

patterns, it is necessary to avoid using patterns of d(x,y)=1 to each other.

This is possible since there are only n patterns of d(x,y)=1 out of all possible

patterns (2n), hence only n
2n *100 % of all patterns fit the worst case scenario.

The worst case scenario is comparable to the situations where all data from

all nodes are communicated to a centralised base-station. Nevertheless,

in all other situation the VGN approach is capable to reduce the number

of vote sets communicated to be less than n. That is because the VGN

approach is capable of taking advantage of the shared areas amongst stored

patterns to switch as many sensor nodes as possible.
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of patterns according to their distance to an un-
known event pattern.
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3.4 Simulations

In this section the VGN approach is analysed using simulations. The

VGN approach is proposed to overcome the disadvantage of classical pat-

tern recognition systems by employing energy efficient and distributed pat-

tern matching techniques. Although the approach depends on communica-

tion amongst nodes to reach global template matching consensus, the sleep

mode strategy and vote set update provide effective method for reducing

the amount of communications. Moreover, as a result of the sleep mode

strategy, the sensor nodes can be clustered into groups of identical vote sets

which may enter the sleep mode in the same time interval.

In order to evaluate the performance of the approach, we modelled the

VGN approach in MATLAB [MAT08]. The model allows the construction

of VGN nodes capable of performing the tasks of storing patterns, creat-

ing vote sets, collaborating, and matching patterns. The model constructs

an array of nodes corresponding to the dimensionality of stored patterns.

Patterns are decomposed into sub-patterns and distributed into their desig-

nated sensor nodes. Each sensor node then stores the received sub-patterns

according to the pattern storage mechanism of the VGN approach, as de-

scribed in Section 3.3.2.

The simulations use novel metrics to evaluate the performance of the

VGN approach. Sensor nodes collaborate to achieving 100% pattern match-

ing accuracy. Therefore, traditional pattern recognition metrics are not of

importance since they are concerned with false-alarms and accuracy rates.

Energy is one of the most important resources of a sensor network. The

services provided by sensor nodes are coupled with the availability of their
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on-board battery power. Sensor network applications need to be energy effi-

cient and conserve energy whenever possible. Therefore, the performance of

the sensor networks needs to be correlated with energy consumption levels

of the network to perform the pattern matching tasks and operations.

In addition to matching patterns, the VGN approach prolongs the sen-

sor network lifetime by conserving energy. The energy of the network is

conserved by eliminating redundant communications and setting as many

sensor nodes as possible into the sleep mode. The proposed performance

metrics measure the energy consumption of the sensor networks while per-

forming pattern matching in various scenarios. The first metric counts the

number of vote sets required to reach a pattern matching consensus. Since

the VGN approach matches patterns by node collaboration via vote set

exchanges, it is therefore important to determine the amount of communi-

cation associated with vote set exchanges required to match patterns. The

actual amount of energy dissipated in vote set communications depends on

the sensor node’s hardware configurations. For instance, the energy con-

sumed to communicate one bit data depends on the antenna and communi-

cation modulation. Nevertheless, assessing the communication requirement

can be achieved by counting the total number of vote set communications

required to match a pattern and the amount of communication contribu-

tion of each individual sensor node. The VGN approach attempts to focus

the node collaboration on nodes of highest importance in the network while

setting other insignificant nodes into the sleep mode. As a result, com-

munication contribution of sensor nodes is expected to be lower in shared

areas than the rest of the network. In addition to the overall amount of

communication required to match patterns, identifying the communication
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contribution of each sensor node is important to locate the areas of high

energy consumption. The time required to match patterns, which may af-

fect the rate at which responses can be generated, can be inferred from

the amount of communications required to match patterns. The time to

match a pattern can be computed by summing of all the time needed to

communicate all vote sets required to match a pattern. Another time factor

is the amount of time sensor nodes remains in the active mode. One of the

objectives of the VGN approach is to set as many sensor nodes into the

sleep mode as soon as possible; the less time a sensor node remain active

the more energy is conserved. To measure the performance of the sleep

mode strategy, we need to consider the wake up time interval per sensor

node from the start of the voting phase until entering the sleep mode.

This section is organised as follows. The VGN approach is tested using

two types of patterns- random pattern signatures and digit patterns- to facil-

itate the comparison between the performance of the VGN approach using

patterns of low similarity and high similarity, random pattern signatures

and digit patterns, respectively. The definition and description of these

patterns is presented in Section 3.4.1. The VGN approach was simulated

using the mentioned pattern types and evaluated by measuring the overall

communication required to match patterns, the average communication per

node, and the average wakeup time. These metric have been introduced

in this research to measure the performance of pattern recognition systems

in regard to the energy requirement and processing load in the network re-

quired to recognise patterns. The results of the simulations are presented

in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3. Finally, in Section 3.4.4 the concluding remarks

in respects to the findings of the VGN simulations are presented.
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3.4.1 Test Patterns

The VGN approach attempts not to use all sensor nodes to match pat-

terns. The sensor nodes are activated based on their vote sets’ significance.

This node selection method can be classified as indeterministic as a result

of depending on the similarity amongst patterns to determine which nodes

are activated. The VGN approach switches off nodes with redundant vote

sets. The sensor nodes remain active until they communicate their own

vote sets or receive any communicated vote set identical to their own. the

way nodes access the wireless channel add to the complexity of determining

which nodes are active or sleeping during the pattern matching cycle. Al-

though the vote set redundancy depends on the similarity amongst patterns,

determining which node is going to enter the sleep mode at which time in-

terval may be complicated to predict. The vote sets update after each vote

set communication makes the content of the vote sets dynamically change

throughout the pattern matching cycle.

The simulations evaluate the VGN approach performance and provide

guidelines in terms of the performance of the VGN with various patterns

types. The performance was evaluated by comparing the VGN approach’s

performance using two types of patterns: random pattern signatures and

conventional patterns. Random pattern signatures may be defined as unique

patterns which are not equal to each other and contain only small amounts

of similarities amongst themselves. Binary random patterns have been cre-

ated by a random pattern generator built specifically for simulation pur-

poses. The random pattern generator simply creates a random pattern of

a specific dimensionality and then searches the collection of previously gen-

erated patterns to verify whether the newly generated random pattern had
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been previously created; if the pattern has no match it is then added to

the collection of random patterns. Random pattern signatures were mainly

used to evaluate the scalability of our approach with the variations in the

pattern dimensionality and number of stored patterns.

Figure 3.6: An example of a binary random pattern signature of size 32x32
pixels.

On the other hand, conventional patterns have large similarities amongst

each other. A set of conventional patterns usually depicts a single shape

of interest in many of its variations, such as rotations and various sizes

of the shape. In the absence of laboratory datasets of WSN patterns and

the vast diversity of sensor network applications, character based patterns

would form an excellent substitute for testing the approach performance.

To test the VGN approach with conventional patterns the binary images

of handwritten digits of the MNIST database have been utilised [MNI08].

The MNIST database contains 60,000 examples of handwritten digit pat-

terns of size 28 × 28 pixels. The database is categorised into numbers from

0 to 9. Each number category has a large collection of images of hand writ-

ten digits of the same number class. It is important to note that the VGN
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algorithm is not a character recognition algorithm; the patterns are shaped

after digits to provide an excellent metric to evaluate the algorithm using

patterns with high similarities. For simulation purposes, MNIST patterns

have been converted into binary patterns.

Figure 3.7: A sample of the MNIST digits database [MNI08].

The random pattern signatures and MNIST digits represent two differ-

ent classes of patterns, patterns of approximately no shared areas and pat-

terns which have shared areas, respectively. Figures 3.8-(1 to 5) show the

average, minimum, and maximum distance measured for random patterns

and patterns of digits with the increase in the number of stored patterns.

The employed distance measurement follows the Hamming distance which

measures the similarity of the patterns by counting the number of locations

(sub-patterns) where the patterns differ [Web02]. The distance measure-

ment was measured between each of the stored patterns to create tables

which show the distance measurement for each of the pattern types with

the increase in the number of stored reference patterns. The figures show

the results of the created tables and depict the distance measurement as the

percentage of the number of locations where the patterns differ to the total
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number of locations (dimensionality of pattern). The larger the distance

measurement percentage the less similar the patterns are to each other.

The figures show that random patterns have a larger distance measure-

ment percentage than results of patterns of digits. Moreover, the average,

minimum, and maximum distance measurement results of random patterns

are approximately equal to each other and they remain constant with the

increase in the number of stored patterns. Figure 3.8-1 shows that random

patterns contain limited similarity to each other; the distance measurement

results between the stored patterns show that random patterns are different

from each other by approximately 50% of the patterns’ locations (tuples).

This concurs with the purpose of using random pattern signatures to sim-

ulate patterns of approximately no shared areas.

On the other hand, patterns of digits show high similarity to each other.

The patterns of digits 3, 5, 7, and 8 all have the same trend. The average

distance measurement remains approximately constant with the increase in

the number of stored patterns, as shown in Figures 3.8-(2-5). The overall

average distance measurement remains constantly under 20%. Therefore in

this simulation, random pattern signatures are patterns of approximately

50% similarity and generally do not comprise of any shared area, whereas

digit patterns are patterns of high similarity (80%) and comprise shared

areas. Moreover, in digit patterns, the maximum distance measurement in-

creases with the decrease in the number of stored patterns. On the contrary,

the minimum distance measurement is inversely proportional to the number

of stored patterns, as the minimum Hamming distance decreases with the

increase in the number of stored patterns.
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Figure 3.8: Distance for random pattern signatures and digit patterns.
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3.4.2 Communication Analysis

In the first simulation, we selected the number of vote sets required

to match a pattern as a metric to evaluate the performance of the algo-

rithm. The VGN matches patterns by exploiting communication amongst

nodes to permit node collaboration. The communication requirements of

the approach were analysed by observing the performance of the approach

with the increase in pattern dimensionality and the number of stored pat-

terns. We studied the number of communicated vote sets using pattern sizes

of 256, 1024, 4096, and 16384 mapped into sensor networks of respective

sizes. Each network was simulated while storing a range from 4 to 4096 of

random pattern signatures. Test patterns were randomly picked from the

stored patterns and used as unknown patterns. The sensor nodes needed to

create and communicate vote sets into the network to match the patterns.

Sensor nodes were assumed to be organised in a single-hop network where

all sensors can receive the communication of each other, and the nodes

were sequentially selected to communicate their vote sets; other network

factors influencing the amount of communication are considered in Chapter

5. These assumptions allowed focusing on the characteristics of the VGN

approach and mitigating various network factors, such as network latency,

channel contention, and multihop communication.

Figure 3.9 shows that the number of vote sets required to reach a con-

sensus is remarkably small and follows a logarithmic curve with the increase

in the number of stored patterns. The figure also clearly shows that the to-

tal number of vote sets required to match patterns remains approximately

the same regardless of the network size. We may confidently conclude that,

for patterns of random similarities, the process of reaching a consensus is
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relatively independent of the network size and the dimensionality of stored

patterns. Moreover, the amount of communication required to match pat-

terns increases by 3.5 times when increasing the number of stored patterns

from 4 to 1024 patterns. These results clearly highlight the scalability of

the VGN approach and demonstrate that the communication cost for recog-

nising events is very small.
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Figure 3.9: Average number of vote sets required to reach a consensus
using 256, 1024, 4069, and 16384 sensor nodes using random pattern
signature.

Furthermore, digit patterns from the MNIST database were also simu-

lated to measure the performance of the VGN approach using patterns of

high similarity. The simulation included storing a range of patterns from

4 to 1024 of randomly selected patterns of digit 3, and then the simula-

tion was repeated using digits 5 and 8; all pattern digits are of size 28×28.

Although the graph in Figure 3.10 shows a similar trend as the graph of
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Figure 3.9, the simulations of digit patterns show an overall increase in the

number of communications required to reach a consensus with the increase

in the number of stored patterns. Moreover, the different digit classes show

various unique communication requirements. For instance, patterns of digit

5 required approximately 28.3% more communication than patterns of num-

bers 3 and 8 as a result of having higher average distance and maximum

distance than the distances of patterns 3 and 8 as shown Figure 3.8. Similar

trends are observed in other digit patterns.
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Figure 3.10: Average number of vote sets required to reach a consensus
using digit patterns of numbers 3, 5, and 8 of the MNIST database.

Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the ratio of the average per node commu-

nication (ANC) for networks storing random pattern signatures and digit

patterns from the MNIST database, respectively. The ANC measures the

average number of communicated vote sets per sensor node required to

recognise all of the unknown patterns. Each of the images in both figures
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represents a network of sensor nodes with the x-axis and y-axis depicting

the nodes’ coordinates. The colour bars on the side of each image show

various colours depicting the various ANC ratios of the image. The sim-

ulations of various random pattern sizes and various digit patterns show

similar trends. The results of the simulation of patterns of number 3 and

random patterns of size 32×32 are selected to represent and compare the

two pattern categories. Figures 3.11 (1-9) and 3.12 (1-9) show ANC ratios

for sensor networks storing a range from 4 to 1024 patterns.

The ANC results of both figures show that most of the nodes do not

communicate their vote sets. This is a very significant result as it complies

with the objective of the VGN approach to maximise local processing and

minimise communication. The ANC of nodes increases gradually with the

increase in the number of stored patterns, since more vote sets are required

for pattern matching.

Both Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show high ANC numbers for sensor nodes

located in the lower section of the patterns. The high ANC numbers for

these nodes indicate that the nodes are repeatedly communicating their

votes. The fact that these particular nodes show high ANC results from the

node selection mechanism employed in the simulation which sequentially

traverses these nodes in each simulation. However the resulting trend can

be easily overcome by randomly selecting nodes to balance the ANC of

nodes over the network.

Digit patterns outputs are different from the ANC results of random

pattern signatures, as depicted in Figure 3.12. First, since digit patterns

contain more similarities and require more vote set exchanges than random

pattern signatures, the number of sensor nodes with high ANC is also larger
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than corresponding simulations in Figure 3.11. Second, although the sensor

nodes were sequentially traversed in the simulations, a large number of

nodes located immediately after the first node do not communicate any

vote sets (ANC=0). These nodes exploit the sleep mode strategy and enter

the sleep mode after the first vote set communication. The first node and

the consecutive nodes are all located in the white margins which border

the number in digit patterns, thus having identical vote sets. Instead of

communicating their vote sets, these nodes enter the sleep mode to allow

more significant sensor nodes to communicate their vote sets.

Figure 3.11: Figures 1-9 show ANC results of networks of size 1024 nodes
storing 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 random pattern signa-
tures.

3.4.3 Sleep Mode Analysis

One of the objectives of the VGN approach is to set as many sensor

nodes as possible into the sleep mode, hence recognising patterns using the
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Figure 3.12: Figures (1)-(9) show ANC results of networks storing 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 of digit patterns of number 3 of the
MNIST database.

smallest possible set of active nodes. The length of the interval for which a

sensor node remains active can be used to evaluate the sleep mode strategy.

To do so we introduce a metric called the average wake up time (AWT). The

AWT measures the average active time of each individual sensor node; the

time scale in the simulations is measured as the time required to commu-

nicate a vote set. Sensor nodes remain active until receiving identical vote

sets to their own vote sets or when the network reaches a consensus. It can

also be inferred from the AWT that sensor nodes are teamed together by

analysing which nodes enter together the sleep mode as a result of identical

vote sets. Nodes of each group are redundant to each other. Thus, nodes

belonging to a particular group can replace or respond on behalf of lost

nodes of the same group.
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AWT simulations for random patterns of sizes 256, 1024, and 4096 and

digit number patterns of numbers 3, 5, and 8 were conducted. Figures 3.13

and 3.14 show examples of the AWT simulation results for networks storing

4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 random patterns of size 32×32 and

patterns of number 3, respectively; other pattern sizes and number digits

show similar results. Every image in both figures represents a network of

sensor nodes with the x-axis and y-axis depicting the nodes’ coordinates

and the colour bar showing the scale of the AWT values.

The AWT of individual nodes increases by 3.0 and 6.0 times with the

increase in the number of stored patterns from 4 to 1024 for random pattern

signatures and digit patterns, respectively. Two factors justify the increase

in AWT. First, as the number of stored patterns increases, the number of

communicated vote sets increases concurrently, as shown in Figure 3.9 and

Figure 3.10. The last group of nodes has to wait until the last vote set is

communicated before being able to enter the sleep mode. Second, pattern

interference complexity amplifies with the increase in the number of stored

patterns causing shared areas among patterns to reduce and thus decreasing

the possibility of finding identical vote sets. Thus sensor nodes need to wait

longer to receive identical vote sets.

The performance of the VGN approach has a diverse output which is

dependent on whether random patterns or patterns of digits are utilised, as

shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14 respectively. The affect of having high

similarity amongst patterns on the AWT can be observed clearly while

storing patterns of digit patterns. All digit patterns share white margins

surrounding their actual digits, as shown in Figure 3.7. Nodes located in

the white margin are of little significance, since the white margin creates a
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shared area amongst all patterns and thus nodes located in this area cannot

distinguish between any of the patterns. Most of the nodes located in the

white margin area enter the sleep mode in early stages, i.e. have low AWT.

These nodes can conserve their energy to be utilised in other tasks, such as

the relay of sensory data. The location of other groups of sensor nodes of the

same AWT can be observed in the AWT results. Nodes of each colour group

are redundant to each other as they have identical vote set. This redundancy

can be employed to prolong the network’s lifetime by using a node rotation

scheme which select the node of the lowest communication contribution

among nodes of the same group to communicate its vote set. Rotating the

communication amongst nodes of same group may assist in balancing the

energy consumption amongst nodes of each colour group. Consequently,

the ANC of nodes will approximately be equal and the energy consumption

will be uniformly distributed over the network. In random patterns, stored

patterns have few similarities, thereby sensor nodes exhibit high AWT and

approximately all sensor nodes have equal AWT.

Taking histograms of the AWT of each of the simulations provides addi-

tional information with regard to the number of sensor nodes entering the

sleep mode after each vote set communication. The histogram’s x-axis and

y-axis depict the time at which sensor nodes enter the sleep mode and the

number of sensor nodes entering the sleep mode in the y-axis, respectively.

The histograms for the simulations of random patterns and digit number

patterns are depicted in 3.15 and 3.16, respectively.

The histograms’ figures for each pattern category show different trends.

Random patterns are matched faster and therefore have a smaller number

of categories in the x-axis. A common trend in all histograms of random
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Figure 3.13: Figures (1)-(9) show AWT of networks of size 1024 nodes stor-
ing 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 random pattern signatures.

patterns is having a majority of sensor nodes entering the sleep mode right

before reaching a network consensus as depicted in Figure 3.15. As a result,

in random pattern signatures, a majority of sensor nodes remains active un-

til late stages of collaboration. The VGN approach, however, compensates

this drawback by reaching a consensus very rapidly.

On the contrary, digit patterns highly benefit from the sleep mode strat-

egy, as shown in 3.16. A larger number of sensor nodes enter the sleep

mode immediately after the first vote set communication. However similar

to random patterns, a significant number of nodes enter the sleep mode in

the stages close to reaching a consensus.
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Figure 3.14: Figures (1)-(9) show AWT of networks storing 4, 8, 16, 32, 64,
128, 256, 512, and 1024 of digit patterns of number 3 of the MNIST
database.

3.4.4 Concluding Remarks

The simulation results showed remarkable differences in the performance

of the VGN approach while using patterns of low and high similarity, ran-

dom pattern signatures and digit patterns, respectively. Therefore, sensor

network configurations such as the topology and density of nodes should be

considered to mitigate the influence of similarity amongst patterns on the

event recognition performance and the energy consumption in the network.

The performance of the VGN approach was also evaluated in respect of

the overall communication required to match event patterns. The overall

communication for patterns of low similarity, e.g. random pattern signa-

ture, is less than the communication required to match patterns of high

similarity such as digit patterns. The overall communication and the differ-

ence between the amount of communication for both pattern types increases
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Figure 3.15: Histogram of AWT sensor nodes of networks of size 1024 nodes
storing 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 random pattern signa-
tures are shown in figures (1)-(9) respectively.

Figure 3.16: Histogram of AWT sensor nodes of networks storing 4, 8, 16,
32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 digit patterns of number 3 patterns of the
MNIST database are shown in figures (1)-(9) respectively.
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with the increase in the number of stored patterns. The number of com-

munication required to match patterns increases from approximately 1.3 to

5.4 times whilst using digit patterns than when random pattern signatures

and while increasing the reference pattern set size from 4 to 1024. There-

fore more resources are need to be utilised when increasing the number of

reference patterns and when using digit patterns. For instance, using sensor

nodes of higher battery capacity or deploying more nodes in the network to

offset the increase in the amount of communication by sharing the pattern

matching load amongst nodes.

The incorporation of the sleep mode strategy in the VGN approach re-

sults in dynamically selecting sensor nodes of non-identical vote sets and

switching off redundant nodes. The use of the ANC and AWT images in

Figures 3.11, 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14 is significant to identify energy consump-

tion hotspots in the network of nodes with higher communication or wake

up time, respectively. To the contrast to the base-station model where all

nodes are required to communicate their sensory data and hence all nodes

have equal and uniform energy consumption distribution throughout the

network, the VGN approach may have unbalanced energy causing some ar-

eas of the network to have higher energy utilisation than other areas. For

instance, for digit patterns most nodes located in the margin areas are under

utilised (ANC=0) and enter the sleep mode after the first vote set commu-

nication (AWT=1). On the contrary, random pattern signatures do not

suffer from any hotspot, but a significant number of nodes remain active

until the last vote set communications. Therefore, for digit patterns the

density of nodes in the area around the digit should be less than the density

in the area where the digit itself is located. Employing this approach and
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adequate node rotation algorithms would help reduce the hotspot effect and

balance the load throughout the network. Moreover, randomising the node

selection would result in a fair node utilisation; as oppose the current node

selection where node are selected consecutively starting from the first node

in every pattern matching cycle which result in high ANC and low AWT in

the first nodes.

The increase of the dimensionality of stored patterns was simulated for

random pattern signatures. The simulations showed that the VGN perfor-

mance is uninfluenced by the increase of dimensionality; various pattern

dimensionalities require the same number of communication to match pat-

terns. Therefore, while using low similarity patterns, equal longevity is

expected for the lifetime of networks regardless of the pattern dimensional-

ity.

3.5 Comparison

The VGN approach can be compared to the Graph Neuron (GN) al-

gorithm. The GN algorithm is a neural network-based approach in which

sensor nodes are mapped into a neural network to store and recognise pat-

terns in a distributed manner. The details of implementation and usage

of the GN algorithm in sensor networks have been discussed in Chapter

2. Both of the VGN and GN algorithms depends on internode communi-

cation to convert local sensory information into global network consensus.

Moreover, the approaches recognise event patterns by comparing them with

reference patterns.

The GN algorithm recognises events by local node processing and com-

munication. The GN algorithm does not incorporate any sleep mode-based
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strategy, and thus all nodes remain active all the time. Each GN node

processes sub-patterns to produce a Boolean result indicating a match or

no match to the unknown pattern. Although to recognise any pattern pos-

itive recognition results need to be collected from all the nodes, the GN

algorithm’s recognition accuracy is very low due to pattern interference.

In the existence of pattern interference, similar to shared areas discussed

in Figure 3.2, Boolean local results do not provide enough information to

recognise patterns. To improve the GN algorithm’s accuracy, the set of ref-

erence patterns are required to be selected carefully to ensure that the stored

pattern set is an interference-free set -which may not be always feasible. To

the contrary, the VGN approach is not affected by pattern interference since

the node collaboration and vote set exchange provide sufficient information

to resolve interferences and match patterns correctly.

In regard to the communication requirement, the GN algorithm depends

solely on local collaboration to recognise patterns. Each GN node exchanges

its local results with its two neighbouring nodes, namely the successor and

predecessor nodes. Upon receiving the local results of adjacent nodes, a

sensor node can produce its final decision. Unknown patterns are recog-

nised when all nodes produce a positive Boolean value that indicates that

the unknown pattern matches locally stored patterns. Therefore, to de-

tect any unknown event each sensor node communicates 2 messages, thus

the sensor network needs to communicate 2n messages to match patterns,

where n is the size of the network. The number of messages can be reduced

to n when proper node deployment is used to adjust the location of adja-

cent sensor nodes to receive each other’s communications. Nevertheless, a

constant number of n messages are needed to be communicated to detect
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any event regardless of the number of stored reference patterns. Unlike the

VGN algorithm which considers the significance of local decisions and the

similarity among patterns to set nodes into the sleep mode and to reduce

the amount of required communications and the number of nodes needed to

detect events, the GN algorithm activates all sensor nodes to detect events.

Since all nodes are required to participate to match any event pattern, the

ANC and AWT are uniform and equal over the network, i.e. all nodes

have the same ANC and AWT. All nodes need to communicate their deci-

sion causing all nodes to have an ANC = 1, and the AWT of all nodes is

equal to the lifetime of the network since no sleep mode strategy is utilised.

Therefore, the performance of the AWT and ANC of the VGN approach is

far superior than that of the GN algorithm.

Similar comparisons can be derived for other approaches. For example,

the Hopfield network (HN) algorithm also stores patterns in a distributed

manner. The HN algorithm recognises patterns when it is able to retrieve a

corresponding pattern from the distributed memory. This process demands

a large number of iterations where each iteration requires that all nodes

communicate their local results to each other regardless of their results’ sig-

nificance, thus a communication cost of n2I, where n is the number of nodes

in the network and I is the number of allowed iterations. Consequently,

the HN’s AWT and ANC are comparable to the GN algorithm’s result and

higher than the AWT and ANC results obtained for the VGN approach.

Moreover, at the end of the iteration the HN may reach spurious states.

Pattern inference can lead to spurious states which are defined as stable

states or result patterns of the HN that do not match any of the stored

patterns [Hay98].
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3.6 Summary

In this chapter, an energy efficient and distributed template matching

approach to detect large-scale events using sensor nodes has been proposed.

The VGN approach converts the event detection problem into template

matching. Unlike traditional pattern recognition systems, the VGN ap-

proach incorporates energy conservation techniques to conserve the energy

of the network and prolong the lifetime of the network. The network’s en-

ergy is conserved by reducing the amount of communication by preventing

the communication of redundant information and switching off redundant

sensor nodes.

Instead of performing template matching at the base-station, the VGN

approach matches patterns within the network by utilising node collabora-

tion. The approach decomposes the template matching tasks and operations

to facilitate recognising events within the network in a distributed manner.

The contributions of this chapter are as follows:

• The approach has shown that local processing and node collaboration

can be used to effectively detect events within a sensor network in a

decentralised fashion using resource-constrained sensor nodes, instead

of depending entirely on base-stations.

• The lifetime of the network is improved by utilising node collaboration

and sleep mode techniques. The VGN approach attempts to minimise

the amount of communication and the number of active sensor nodes

in the event matching process by allowing redundant nodes to enter

the sleep mode. As a result of the sleep mode strategy, the responsi-

bility of pattern matching is dynamically accommodated within nodes

with significant local result. For instance, approximately 25.5% of the
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sensor nodes enter the sleep mode after the first vote set communica-

tion and the network communicate on average 51.29 vote sets when

storing 1024 digit patterns instead having all node active all the time

and communicating sensory data from all sensor nodes as in the base-

station model. This will lead to prolonging the lifetime of the network

by approximately 15.3 times when using the VGN approach.

• The influence of the similarity amongst patterns on the energy re-

quirement to match event patterns was analysed. Reducing the simi-

larity amongst patterns from 80% to 50% reduces the amount of com-

munication required to match patterns by approximately 1.3 to 5.4

times whilst increasing the number of stored patterns from 4 to 1024

patterns. The VGN approach, however, compensates this increase

in communication by switching off approximately 63.8 to 25.5 times

more sensor nodes after the first vote set communication when using

patterns of high similarity than when using patterns of low similarity.

• The results showed that the VGN approach is unaffected by the di-

mensionality of patterns. Patterns of various dimensionality approx-

imately require equal amount of communication to match event pat-

terns.

• The performance of the VGN approach was evaluated by employing an

energy metric. The energy measurements are crucial to estimate the

lifetime of the network and find location with high energy consumption

(hotspots). When the estimated network’s lifetime is shorter than

the required event monitoring requirement, areas suffering hotspots

need to have additional sensor nodes or batteries of higher capacity
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to extend the lifetime of the network. The energy consumption shows

that, unlike digit patterns, random pattern signatures do not suffer

from hotspots and approximately all sensor nodes are evenly utilised.
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Chapter 4

Voting with Random Node

Selection for Inexact Pattern

Matching

A novel approach for pattern matching using sensor nodes was introduced

in Chapter 3. This approach allows the detection of large-scale events of

the physical environment using patterns without being dependant on any

base-stations. The approach’s pattern matching operations and storage are

distributed over the sensor nodes. Each sensor node produces a local tem-

plate decision in respect of its local sensory data. Sensor nodes collaborate

to transform their local template matching decisions into meaningful global

network consensus.

Since the usability of sensor networks is influenced by their energy con-

sumption, the VGN approach attains energy conservation by means of

in-network pattern matching and switching off nodes. Matching patterns

within the network enables sensor nodes to modify and improve their local
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template matching decisions, and consequently results in the reduction of

the total amount of communication required to reach a global consensus.

Switching off nodes is attained by exploiting similarity amongst patterns to

set nodes with redundant decisions into the sleep mode. Thereby, instead

of using all nodes, a smaller set of sensor nodes with more significant local

decisions is utilised for recognising events.

In this chapter, we propose an approach for inexact pattern matching.

The exact pattern matching proposed in Chapter 3 provided the funda-

mental basis for event recognition. Inexact pattern matching is essential

for matching event patterns which do not exactly match any reference pat-

tern. This technique is imperative to tolerate event patterns affected by

variability and when a complete knowledge of all possible event patterns of

interest is not available. Variability may be caused by noise, lost vote sets,

depleted nodes, or combinations of these. Consequently, event patterns of

interest occurring in the environment may be mismatched or rejected as a

result of variability. Moreover, stakeholders may not have a comprehensive

knowledge of all reference patterns corresponding to all possible events of

interest, thus it is necessary to match event patterns when they exhibit

satisfying levels of similarity to reference patterns. Event patterns showing

sufficient similarities to reference patterns should be recognised and rejected

otherwise.

In the common consent voting rule implemented by the VGN approach,

all sensor nodes are required to agree on a common pattern label to match

unknown patterns and any disagreement between sensor nodes results in

rejecting the event pattern. Therefore, instead of using the common consent
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voting to exactly match patterns, in this chapter we introduce an approach

that employs vote counting to perform inexact pattern matching.

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.1 provides the rationale

for proposing a new pattern recognition approach for sensor networks. The

approach preforms inexact pattern matching whilst conserving energy by

selecting a random sample of sensor nodes instead of using the entire sensor

network, the overview and details of this approach are presented in Sec-

tion 4.2. The approach is analysed and further evaluated by simulations in

Section 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. Concluding remarks on the performance

analysis of the VRNS approach are given in Section 4.4.3. Section 4.5 com-

pares the VGN and VRNS approaches. Finally, the chapter is summarised

in Section 4.6.

4.1 Preamble

The VGN approach recognises events of interest by exactly matching

event patterns with reference patterns. The pattern match is attained in a

distributed manner by consolidating local pattern matching results into a

global network consensus. Each sensor node provides limited information

in respect of the global event pattern, by matching sub-patterns locally.

The common consent voting, used by the VGN approach, requires that to

match an unknown pattern, all nodes need to agree that a unique reference

pattern matches the unknown pattern, or otherwise the unknown pattern is

not matched. In terms of voting, each sensor node lists the pattern labels

of pattern candidates matching the unknown event pattern. The matched

reference pattern is the pattern that receives votes from all sensor nodes.

The VGN approach modified the common consent rule to conserve energy by
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only considering unique vote sets in the voting process; nodes with identical

vote sets are switched off. An example of this is a committee where its

members need to agree on decisions.

The common consent voting mechanism can be employed without explic-

itly counting votes and without collecting the votes from all sensor nodes.

A match decision can be implicitly reached when any member casts its

vote and no other member object to its decision, whereas a reject decision

is reached when any member objects on any of the votes. Moreover, the

common consent voting does not required collecting votes from all sensor

nodes. Sensor nodes in agreement with the communicated votes do not need

to communicate their own votes.

Event patterns should be matched when they have similarities to refer-

ence patterns. Demanding a common consent in a network to match event

patterns may not be applicable when event patterns do not exactly match

any of the reference patterns. End-users may not be aware of all patterns

of all possible events of interest. However main classes of events of interest

which represent chief characteristics of events may be available to be used to

match unknown events exhibiting similarity to any of the reference pattern

classes.

Moreover, whilst all possible patterns for all events of interest are avail-

able, events may not be matched when event patterns are affected by vari-

ability. Variability may result from various factors such as noise in the

communication channel, node failure, incorrect readings from sensor mod-

ules, or combination of these factors. Noise in the wireless communication

channel of the sensor network may corrupt communicated vote sets mak-

ing the communicated decisions unreadable to other sensor nodes. Nodes
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can be lost as a result of being out of battery power, physically tampered,

or damaged by the environmental factors such as rain. In all of these sit-

uations, it is desirable to design an approach capable of matching event

patterns when they do not exactly match reference patterns.

In [Kun04], a comparison between common consent voting and majority

voting is provided, and showed that the simple majority voting scheme can

provide better decision results than the common consent voting scheme. The

performance of the voting schemes is compared in respect of the sensitivity

(U ) and the specificity (V ) which are the probability of declaring the test

positive when the condition is present (true positive) and the probability

of declaring the test positive when the condition is absent (true negative),

respectively. The sensitivity and specificity are inversely proportional to

each other, with U=1-V. In terms of pattern matching, a true positive is

attained when the matched unknown pattern is one of the reference patterns

and a true negative is attained when the matched unknown pattern does

not match to any of the reference patterns. Although the total agreement

amongst all nodes demanded by the common consent voting scheme appears

to be optimal, other voting techniques may provide better performance.

The performance differences can be clearly observed while comparing

the common consent voting with the majority voting. The common consent

rule requires that the winning class receives votes from all voters, whereas

the majority rule requires more than 50% of the voters to vote for the

winning class. For instance, consider that there are three nodes that provide

the same degree of local sensitivity (u) and specificity (v). The common

consent voting matches a pattern only when all nodes agree on matching

the same pattern. While using three nodes for decision making, a pattern
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is matched when u1, u2, and u3 all provide positive output for the input

pattern. Thus, the final sensitivity is equal to the product of the three

nodes’ local sensitivity, U = u3. Moreover, a pattern is rejected when any

node matches the input pattern to a different pattern than the rest of the

network. On the other hand, a pattern is rejected when any sensor node

disagrees, i.e. when u1, u2, or u3 provides negative result. The network’s

specificity is the complement of the sensitivity of the network, i.e. V =

1-U. The network’s specificity can be represented in terms of the individual

specificity of the node, hence V = 1-U =1-(1-v)3.

On the other hand, a simple majority voting scheme matches a pattern

when any two out of three nodes match the pattern, U = u3+3u2(1-u)=u2(3-

2u). Similarly, the majority voting rejects a pattern when any two of the

nodes reject it. The specificity of the network is V = v3+3v2(1-v)=v2(3-2v).

The results show that the decision of one node provides better sensitivity

than the whole network decision, Ucommonconsent < u, since multiplying the

error of the nodes is worst than the error of any individual node. However,

the common consent provides substantial performance in regards of the

specificity as the network decision provides better pattern matching results

in terms of true negative, Vcommonconsent > v. On the contrary, in majority

voting the decision of the network always provides better sensitivity and

specificity than any individual node pattern matching decision, Umaj > u

and Vmaj > v.

In this chapter a new pattern matching approach based on counting votes

is introduced. The Voting with Random Node Selection (VRNS) approach

is capable of performing inexact pattern matching essential to matching
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patterns with similarity to reference patterns or matching event patterns

affected by variability.

In Chapter 3, any two patterns were considered identical when their

distance measurement d(x,y)=0. When the input pattern is similar but not

identical to any of the reference patterns d(x,y)≤γ, where γ is the number

of sub-pattern not equal in either of pattern x or y. The value of γ is relative

value and depends on the user-end and application specifications. Using a

very low γ results in considering patterns similar only when they are almost

identical, whereas a large γ value will allow patterns of considerable but not

high similarity to be considered similar.

4.2 The VRNS Approach

The VRNS approach is proposed to perform inexact pattern matching

while adopting the distributed storage of patterns, local template matching,

and creation of vote sets techniques of the VGN approach, as described in

Chapter 3. The main difference between the VRNS approach and the VGN

approach is in the mechanisms employed for counting votes and creating

the network’s decision and in the way nodes are selected to perform pattern

matching.

4.2.1 Overview

Like the VGN approach, patterns are partitioned into pairs and these

pairs are mapped into their respective sensor nodes. Each sensor node lo-

cally matches unknown event patterns and produces a vote set that repre-

sents the node’s local template matching decision. Although the VRNS ap-

proach employs an inexact pattern matching mechanism, each sensor node
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locally performs exact pattern matching. Vote sets created by sensor nodes

list all pattern labels of reference patterns that satisfy the distance mea-

surements (d(xi,yi) = 0 ) between pairs at location i.

Nevertheless the VRNS approach differs in the node collaboration phase.

In the VGN approach, all active nodes are apt to be used in the decision

making. To conserve energy the VGN approach attempts to minimise the

number of nodes to match patterns by setting redundant nodes into the

sleep mode. Unknown patterns are rejected when the network fails to reach

a unison agreement. The VRNS approach, on the other hand, uses a dif-

ferent node selection scheme where sensor nodes are randomly selected to

match unknown patterns; the remaining nodes are switched off to conserve

energy. The random node selection scheme is a deterministic way of control-

ling the number of active nodes as opposed to the dynamic node selection

technique of the VGN approach which selects nodes according to the simi-

larity amongst patterns.

The objective of the VRNS approach is to match patterns with similar-

ity to reference patterns or affected by variability using a subset of nodes.

The voting technique used in the VRNS approach mitigates the effect of dis-

similarity to maintain the pattern matching performance. This flexibility of

the voting scheme allows the VRNS approach to match patterns, conserve

energy, and tolerate variability.

4.2.2 VRNS Approach Details

The VRNS approach enhances the node collaboration and voting to pro-

vide additional pattern matching flexibility and energy conservation. Two
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factors characterise this enhancement, namely the voting and node selection

schemes.

Voting Scheme

The voting scheme counts the number of votes each pattern in the set

of reference patterns receives. Vote sets represent local node decisions, and

each consists of a set of pattern labels that may possibly match the unknown

pattern. On the contrary of the VGN approach where the vote count is

implicitly attained via applying an intersection operation on vote sets, in the

node collaboration phase of the VRNS approach each sensor node exchanges

vote sets and counts the number of votes received by each class of pattern

labels by maintaining vote polls. The sensor nodes begin by creating vote

polls and initialising them with their own vote sets. When a sensor node

receives any vote set it traverses the vote set and records the vote count for

each of the pattern labels listed in the received vote set. In instances where

any pattern label does not have an existing vote poll a new designated vote

poll, is created to start counting votes for this particular pattern label.

The objective of the vote polls is to measure the distance between the

unknown pattern and each of the reference patterns by counting the number

of sub-pattern locations of each reference pattern which match the unknown

pattern. In principle, reference patterns of high similarity to the unknown

pattern receive more votes than reference patterns of less similarity.

Consider a pattern matching problem where the unknown pattern Z is

to be assigned to one of the m possible pattern labels (L1,...,Lm). Each of

the M sensor nodes produces a vote set and counts votes for each pattern

label listed in the received vote sets. Upon receiving any vote set, each
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sensor node increments the vote count of the vote poll associated with each

of the pattern labels listed in the received vote sets. In the end of the node

collaboration and voting phase, any sensor node may match the unknown

pattern Z by considering its own vote polls.

In addition to matching unknown patterns to reference patterns, the

voting scheme is equipped with a mechanism to reject unknown patterns

when they do not meet a certain level of similarity to any of the reference

patterns. When an unknown pattern does not exactly match any of the

reference patterns, not using a rejection mechanism may result in having

the unknown pattern mismatched to reference patterns which received the

highest number of votes. Therefore, instead of just matching an unknown

pattern to the reference pattern label that receives the maximum number of

votes, in the VRNS approach the maximum number of votes of the winning

reference pattern label needs to satisfy a confidence threshold. The confi-

dence threshold (α) ensures that at least α·M of the received vote sets have

voted for the winning pattern label (Li), where 0<α≤1 and M is the num-

ber of received vote sets. Not using α is like using an α = 0 which result in

incorrectly matching patterns to reference patterns with highest number of

votes regardless of the number of votes each pattern label receives. Whilst

using α, however, when the maximum vote poll is less than the threshold

value, the unknown pattern label is rejected by selecting Lm+1; Lm+1 is re-

served as the reject label. Formula 4.1 shows the voting scheme used by

each sensor node to match patterns.

Match =





Li if maxm
i=1(Polli) ≥ α ·M

Lm+1 otherwise
(4.1)
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The common consent voting utilised in the VGN approach can be at-

tained by setting α=1, hence the winning pattern label needs to be voted by

all received vote sets. The value of α may be adjusted to provide pattern

matching tolerance to handle dissimilarity. Reducing the value of α re-

sults in matching unknown patterns without the need of having an absolute

agreement amongst all received votes. For instance, unknown patterns may

be matched by using a simple majority voting rule by setting the confidence

to α=0.5. The input pattern is matched to the winning pattern label which

has received the maximum number votes and its vote count exceeded the

confidence threshold. Nonetheless, there may be two or more pattern la-

bels which have equally received maximum number of votes and exceeded

the confidence threshold. In this instance, the input pattern is matched to

either of the maximum pattern labels by resolving the tie arbitrarily since

either pattern label have equal similarity to the unknown pattern.

Node Selection

A sample of nodes is selected to be utilised instead of employing all

sensor nodes. A node selection technique is incorporated to conserve the

sensor nodes’ energy. Energy conservation is attained by switching off as

many as possible sensor nodes while maintaining a desired level of perfor-

mance. Instead of employing all nodes in the pattern matching process, a

sample of sensor nodes is selected randomly to match unknown patterns

while switching off the remaining nodes.

To comply with the requirements of sensor network applications, the

node selection technique needs to be carried out in a distributed manner
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to avoid any dependency on any centralised entity. Each sensor node au-

tonomously determines whether to participate in the voting process or enter

the sleep mode. To do so, each sensor node generates a random integer num-

ber from 0 to λ, and then evaluate its generated random number against a

node selection threshold, where λ is the maximum positive integer number

that can be selected. The node selection threshold (ρ) is fundamentally

based on the probability of generating a particular random integer num-

ber between a range of numbers. The probability of generating any integer

number, where 1 ≤ (A) ≤ λ, is as follows:

P (X = A) =
The Number of Ways Event (A) Can Occur

The Total Number of Possible Outcomes
=

1

λ
(4.2)

The mean number of nodes which may have generated the same random

number A is equal to P(X=A)× (total number of nodes). A sensor node

decides to remain active when its random number value does not exceed

the node selection threshold, otherwise it enters the sleep mode. The node

selection threshold, ρ, may take any integer value from 1 to λ and can

be utilised to control the number of selected nodes. The ratio of nodes

with random number ≤ρ is equal to the probability of nodes of generating

random number ≤ρ, is given by:

P (X ≤ ρ) =
ρ

λ
(4.3)

As a result, the value of ρ can be used to specify the sample size which

sensor nodes are selected in a fair, autonomous, and distributed manner.

The randomness of the node selection process results in uniformly utilising

the nodes’ energy across the network. The value of ρ can be pre-programmed
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into sensor nodes and updated by end-users to adjust the value of ρ to reduce

or increase the number of selected nodes.

4.3 Analysis

The analysis of the VRNS approach is divided into i) pattern matching

performance, and ii) energy consumption analysis. The pattern matching

analysis is concerned with the performance of the VRNS approach in regard

to the ability to match event patterns correctly. On the other hand, the

energy analysis evaluates the VRNS approach energy consumption in terms

of the ANC and AWT energy metrics.

4.3.1 Pattern Matching Analysis

The VRNS approach specifies two conditions for matching patterns, the

number of votes received by the winning pattern label is required to be

the maximum among all vote polls and exceed the confidence threshold.

When matching unknown patterns which inexactly match (d(x,y) 6= 0 ) any

reference pattern, both or either of the conditions may not be satisfied,

thereby unknown patterns may be mismatched or rejected. A mismatch

occurs when the number of votes received by any reference pattern is equal

or greater than the number of votes received by the correct reference pattern.

Moreover, unknown patterns are rejected when none of the vote polls have

satisfied the confidence threshold. Formula 4.4 describes the states of the

pattern matching conditions of the VRNS approach in terms of the number

of votes and the value of α, where M is the number of sub-patterns which is

equal to the dimensionality of the patterns and the number of sensor nodes.
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Result =





match Pollcorrect > Pollincorrect and Pollcorrect ≥ α ·M
mismatch Pollcorrect ≤ Pollincorrect and Pollincorrect ≥ α ·M
reject otherwise

(4.4)

Ideally, when the input pattern has been previously stored amongst the

reference patterns, an exact match is attained, i.e. d(x,y) = 0. The winning

pattern label will receive votes from all sensor nodes and the vote count will

satisfy the confidence threshold (α). However, it is not always feasible to

list all patterns of interest as reference patterns. Moreover, variability, such

as inaccurate sensory measurements, may affect event patterns by causing

them to not exactly match their corresponding reference patterns. The

VRNS approach is designed to perform inexact pattern matching to match

event patterns in these situations.

Consider storing patterns of a binary domain D={0,1} of M sub-pattern.

When the input event pattern (PI) matches exactly one of the reference pat-

terns - the corresponding pattern (PC) - the distance measurement between

the two patterns is d(PI , PC) = 0 and the vote count for PC is equal to the

number of nodes in the network (M ). Other patterns listed in the reference

pattern set may receive votes due to similarity between them and the input

pattern. Nonetheless, the vote count of PC- vote poll ( Pollcorrect) is greater

than all other vote polls.

When the input pattern does not exactly match any reference pattern

due to dissimilarities or variability, no reference pattern of d(PI , PC) = 0

exists either. Therefore, PI is matched with the reference pattern of the

smallest distance and thus receives the highest amount of votes. Unlike
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the exact pattern matching where there exists only one unique pattern that

satisfies d(PI , PC) = 0, the number of all possible patterns of γ differences

to the input pattern when storing binary patterns can be calculated by the

following formula:

(M : γ) =




M

γ


 =

M !

γ!(M − γ)!
(4.5)

From Formula 4.5, it can be deduced that the sensor network may be

storing patterns of distance equal or less than the input pattern when d(PI ,

PC) 6= 0. In these instances, PC may not receive the maximum number

of votes and thereby an incorrect pattern (PW ) may be selected instead.

Equation 4.6 shows the number of patterns of similarity equal or better than

PC . The probability of matching the input event pattern decreases with the

increase in the distance between the input pattern and the corresponding

pattern d(PI , PC), as the number of reference patterns with equal or smaller

distance to the input pattern increases.

Patterns of (d(PI , PC) ≤ γ) =

γ∑
i=0




M

i


 (4.6)

Formula in 4.6 shows the maximum number of reference patterns that

may match the input pattern when d(PI , PC) 6= 0. The probability of

correctly matching patterns can be generalised by the following formula:

P (match) = 1− Patterns of (d(PI , PC) ≤ γ)− 1

Total number of stored patterns
(4.7)
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When the network is storing all possible patterns (2M), Formula 4.6 can

be substituted in Formula 4.7, and hence the probability of matching input

patterns is given by:

P (match) = 1−

(
∑γ

i=0




M

i


)− 1

2M
(4.8)

From Formula 4.8, it can be deduced that the pattern matching per-

formance degrades with the increase in the number of stored reference pat-

terns. Using large reference sets increases the probability of having patterns

of distance equal or smaller than the corresponding reference and thereby

resulting in mismatches.

The pattern matching performance of the VRNS approach decreases

with the increase in the amount of variability. As the variability increases,

the distance between PC and PI increases and the probability of correctly

matching the event patterns decreases.

Moreover, in real world scenarios not all possible patterns are of interest.

When not all possible patterns are stored, the performance of P(match)

may degrade due to the value of α. Patterns are rejected when the distance

between the input pattern and the corresponding reference pattern is d(PI ,

PC) < α*M and similarly the distance between the input pattern and any

reference pattern d(PI , PW ) < α*M, where M is the number of nodes in

the network.
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4.3.2 Energy Consumption Analysis

To fully evaluate the performance of the VRNS approach, it is necessary

to consider the energy requirements of the approach. The processing and

communication loads are required to be balanced throughout the network.

The energy consumption performance of the VRNS approach is assessed in

terms of the energy contribution of individual sensor nodes by studying the

ANC and AWT in the network. The ANC and AWT energy consumption

metrics were introduced in Chapter 3 to evaluate the energy consumption

whilst performing pattern matching in sensor networks.

The number of nodes participating in the node collaboration and vot-

ing stage is managed by the random node selection scheme of the VRNS

approach. In stead of selecting all nodes in the network, M, a random sam-

ple of n sensor nodes is selected, where n≤M. The selected nodes remain

awake until communicating their vote sets, whereas the rest of the sensor

nodes enter the sleep mode. When the nodes are awake, they attempt to

communicate their vote sets and count the votes for any received vote sets.

The ANC measures the ratio of the average number of communicated

vote sets per sensor node to recognise a set of unknown patterns. The ratio

depicts the number of times any sensor node is selected to communicate its

vote sets to the number of event patterns. The ANC value is affected by the

dimensionality of patterns and the number of event patterns to be detected.

The probability of reselecting the same particular node again reduces when

using patterns of large dimensionality as a result in the increase in the

number of sensor nodes mapped to the input patterns. A larger number of

sensor nodes results in having more nodes to choose for each event pattern

input, and thus reducing the chance of reselecting the same node again. For
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each event pattern a random sample of sensor nodes is selected to perform

the pattern matching operations. Therefore, the number of times random

samples of sensor nodes are selected is proportional to the number of events

to be recognised (detection rate).

For every unknown pattern, the probability of selecting a particular

sensor node in a sample of n nodes of a network of M sensor nodes can be

calculated using the hypergeometric formula, as in the following formula:

P (x) =




k

x







M − k

n− x







M

n




(4.9)

To set the probability of reselecting a particular node, the values of k

and x need to be equal to 1, as shown in Formula 4.10. The formula shows

that the probability of reselecting the same node increases with the increase

in the size of the random sample. The probability of reselecting a particular

node can be computed by Formula 4.10. This probability is equal to the

ANC value, since it shows the ratio of having any sensor node is selected,

and hence communicates vote sets.

P (x = k = 1) =




1

1







M − 1

n− 1







M

n




=




M − 1

n− 1







M

n




=
n

M
(4.10)

The ANC ratio, therefore, can be computed using Formula 4.10. The

expected number of communication (E(comm)) of each sensor node can be
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derived from the expected value of the hypergeometric probability distri-

bution of Formula 4.10. The expected total number of communication of

each sensor node when j unknown event patterns are processed as in the

following:

E(comm) = j ∗ P (k = x = 1) = j ∗ n

M
(4.11)

Figure 4.1 depicts the expected communication of Formula 4.11. The

figure shows that the number of expected communication increases with the

increase in the sample size. The highest number of communications can be

observed when the sample size is large enough to include all nodes (n=256

nodes) and the number of patterns to be detected is the maximum (j=512

patterns).

Figure 4.1: The influence of the sample size and number of events to be
matched on the expected number of communicated vote set per sensor node
of a network of 256 (16×16) sensor nodes to recognise 512 event pattern.
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Furthermore, the AWT measures the average wakeup time for each in-

dividual sensor node. Contrary to the VGN approach where nodes may

enter the sleep mode as a result of having identical vote sets, in the VRNS

approach sensor nodes enter the sleep mode only when they are not selected

or after they communicate their vote sets. Consequently the AWT of indi-

vidual sensor nodes is related to the node selection technique of the VRNS

approach. When a sensor node is selected, the node remains awake until it

communicates its vote set. Hence, in addition to the probability of being

selected, the AWT is also associated with the average time to communicate

its vote set.

The average time of which a node needs to remain awake is equal to the

sum of the wakeup time of each sensor node (ti) divided by the sample size.

As a result the AWT can be computed by the following formula:

AWT = ANC ∗ (Average time to communication)

=
n

M
∗ (

1

n

n∑
i=1

ti)

=
1

M
∗ (

n∑
i=1

ti) (4.12)

Formula 4.12 shows that the AWT is dependent on the sample size, n.

Using large sample size results in larger AWT in the network.

The randomness of the selection technique ensures fair and balanced

node utilisation. Each node has an equal chance of being selected. There-

fore, the sensor nodes have approximately equal values of ANC and AWT.

Unlike the VGN approach, where nodes of non-identical vote sets have

higher ANC and AWT values, the VRNS approach does not suffer from

any hotspot.
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4.4 Simulation

In Section 4.3, it was shown that the VRNS approach is influenced by

a number of parameters such as similarity amongst patterns, number of

stored patterns, sample size, value of α, and number of events to be recog-

nised. The VRNS approach simulator was implemented in the MATLAB

environment [MAT08].

In order to explore the efficiency of the new approach, a number of simu-

lations were conducted using random pattern signatures and digit patterns

of the MNIST pattern library [MNI08] to evaluate the performance of the

VRNS approach for patterns of low and high similarity, respectively. Ran-

dom pattern signatures are unique random binary patterns that comprise

no distinctive shapes. These patterns were created using a random pattern

generator. On the other hand, digit patterns of the MNIST are patterns

of digit patterns of numbers from 0 to 9. The similarity analysis amongst

patterns in each of these pattern categories was performed in Chapter 3,

and similarity results show that digit patterns have approximately 80%

similarity amongst each other whereas random pattern signatures comprise

only 50% similarity amongst each other. These pattern categories were

selected to demonstrate the VRNS performance with low and high inter-

ferences amongst patterns in random pattern signatures and digit patterns,

respectively.

The simulation evaluated the VRNS pattern matching performance and

energy consumption. The pattern matching accuracy was measured as the

ratio of successfully matched patterns to the total number of pattern input.

The energy utilisation of the VRNS approach was analysed in terms of

the amount of communication, ANC, and AWT metrics. The amount of
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communication shows the number of communicated vote sets required to

match patterns. The average node communication (ANC) shows the ratio

of the number of times each node was requested to communicate its vote

sets while using a set of test patterns. Moreover, the AWT highlights the

amount of time each sensor node spends in the wakeup mode to match

test patterns. These metrics provide crucial information in respect to the

amount of energy dissipated throughout the network to match patterns.

Since the ANC and AWT metrics describe the energy consumption per

sensor node, they were exploited to discover locations of unbalanced energy

consumption. The simulation results whilst using pattern set of 512 patterns

are presented in this chapter, Other simulation results whilst using other

pattern set sizes are provided in Appendix A.

4.4.1 Pattern Matching Performance

This section evaluates the VRNS approach’s pattern matching perfor-

mance with respect to the pattern matching correctness. According to the

VRNS approach, an input pattern may be matched, mismatched, or re-

jected. In the following simulations, the true positive and true negative

tests were used to explore the VRNS approach’s pattern matching perfor-

mance.

The true positive and true negative simulations were performed by

changing the type of the unknown pattern input. The true positive

experiments explored the ability of the VRNS approach to match unknown

input patterns when they are selected from the set of reference patterns.

In this instant, all unknown patterns were actually selected from the set

of reference patterns. Therefore, an unknown pattern is correctly matched
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when the VRNS approach matches the input pattern with its correspond-

ing reference pattern. On the other hand, the true negative experiments

simulate the ability of the VRNS approach to reject patterns. In the

true negative experiments, the unknown input patterns were selected from

patterns not included in the reference pattern set. The VRNS approach is

required to reject all unknown input patterns in the true negative settings.

Therefore, it is desirable to attain maximum true positive results while

reducing the true negative outputs. The results in this section compare

the pattern matching performance of the VRNS approach using random

pattern signatures and digit patterns to study the performance utilising

low similarity and high similarity patterns, respectively.

The simulations evaluated the pattern matching performance of the

VRNS approach by considering four factors, namely the value of α, number

of selected nodes, number of stored patterns, and amount of variability. In

the simulations, a range of α values from 0.1 to 1.0 was selected to demon-

strate the effect of various α values on the pattern matching performance.

Additionally, the influence of the number of selected nodes on the matching

performance was simulated by using various sample sizes from 10% to 100%

of the number of nodes in the network.

The pattern matching performance was also studied with patterns af-

fected by variability through simulating noise variability. The noise variabil-

ity is of the type which affects the value of the sensory data and results in

changing its original value to another value. In this instance, as a result of

using binary patterns, the sensory values affected by noise are inverted, i.e.

affected values were changed from 1 to 0 or vice versa. Consequently, each

of the figures in this section shows 10 graphs representing input patterns
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affected by variability in the range from 0.0% to 90%, and each graph shows

the pattern matching performance plotted for the number of selected nodes

from 10% to 100% and α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. The figures

depict the performance of the VRNS approach in the ratio of the number of

successfully matched input patterns to the total number of test patterns. To

successfully match a pattern, the VRNS approach needs to match patterns

when they correctly correspond to reference patterns or otherwise reject

them. Finally, the pattern matching performance was evaluated using ran-

dom pattern signatures and digit patterns in reference pattern sets of sizes

4, 512, and 1024 patterns to show the performance with various pattern set

sizes. The pattern set of size 512 is presented in this section, the rest of the

simulation results for all other pattern sets can be found in Appendix A.

True Positive

The true positive simulations explored the VRNS approach’s ability to

match patterns specified in the reference pattern set when they occur in the

environment. To perform the true positive simulations, the input patterns

were selected from the set of reference patterns. The desired performance is

to match all the input patterns; rejecting or mismatching any of the input

patterns results in unsuccessful pattern matching.

The simulations were conducted while storing 512 patterns of random

pattern signatures and are depicted in Figure 4.2, while digit pattern sim-

ulation results are depicted in Figure 4.3. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 comprises

10 sub-graphs which depict having the input pattern affected by 0% to

90% variability. Each sub-graph plots the successful match of the VRNS
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approach with the increase in the number of selected nodes, from 10% to

100%.

In random pattern signatures the pattern matching performance of the

VRNS approach shows two main results: i) the pattern matching per-

formance decreases with the increase in the amount of variability and ii)

more variability is tolerated whilst using small α values. In the figure,

sub-graphs depicting low variability influence show better pattern match-

ing performance than sub-graphs with high variability influence. Moreover,

the sub-graphs show that a verity of pattern matching performances is at-

tained whilst using various α values. The VRNS approach, whilst using α

of 1.0, fails entirely when 10% or more sub-patterns of any input pattern

is affected by variability, as shown in Figure 4.2-2. Other α values show

better variability robustness. For instance, variability of 20% is shown in

Figure 4.2-3 and when using an α value of 0.5, the pattern matching the

VRNS approach attains pattern match performance above 0.6. When the

variability is 30%, however, the approach whilst using α of 0.5 is entirely

unable to match any patterns as shown in Figure 4.2-4. Moreover, larger

amounts of variability are tolerated while using smaller values of α. For

instance, event with variability of 40%, the α value of 0.1 attains pattern

matching success equal to 1.0 whilst using a sample size of ≥ 50% of the

nodes in the network as shown in Figure 4.2-5. Nonetheless, all α values

fail to match any patterns when the variability is ≥ 50%.

In Figure 4.3, similar trends are observed whilst using digit patterns;

the pattern matching whilst using α of 1.0 fails when the variability is

10%, and the approach fails to match any pattern when the variability is ≥
50%. Nonetheless, generally the match success performance degrades more
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rapidly in comparison to the matching results whilst using random pattern

signatures in Figure 4.2. For instance, Figure 4.3-5 shows that the VRNS

approach’s pattern matching performance whist using digit patterns does

not exceed 0.3 with α value of 0.1 and while using digit patterns affected

by 40% variability, whereas in Figures 4.2-5 the VRNS approach’s pattern

matching performance whilst using random pattern signatures reaches up

to 1.0. This is due to having less similarity amongst random pattern signa-

tures than digit patterns which make random pattern signatures easier to

recognise than digit patterns.

True Negative

In event monitoring and detection settings, not all events occurring in

the environment are of interest. The VRNS approach is designed to reject

patterns when the number of votes received by any reference pattern does

not satisfy the confidence threshold of α. To analyse the true negative per-

formance of the VRNS approach, patterns that do not match any pattern of

the reference pattern set were used as input patterns. The VRNS approach

needs to reject these patterns to achieve correct pattern matching. Failing

to reject the unknown patterns in these simulations results in mismatching

the input pattern to one of the reference patterns. Similar to the simulation

settings of the true positive simulations, the simulation stored 4, 512, and

1024 random pattern signatures and then was performed for digit patterns.

In this section the results while storing 512 patterns are presented; true neg-

ative simulation results for other pattern set sizes are presented in Appendix

A. The digit pattern simulations stored digit patterns of number 3 and used

digit patterns of numbers 1 and 8 to test the performance with patterns of
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Figure 4.2: True positive simulations for a sensor network storing 512 ran-
dom signature patterns while utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
and 1.0. Figures 1 to 10 depict the network true positive performance while
having from 0.0% till 90% of the sensor nodes affected by variability, re-
spectively.
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Figure 4.3: True positive simulations for a sensor network storing 512 digit
patterns while utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. Figures 1
to 10 depict the network true positive performance while having from 0.0%
till 90% of the sensor nodes affected by variability, respectively.
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low and high similarity, respectively. The simulation results showed approx-

imately identical performance with either pattern. Hence, in this section

the simulation results for digit patterns of number 1 are presented while the

results for digit patterns of number 8 can be found in Appendix A.1.2. As in

the true positive simulation, each figures comprised 10 sub-graphs depicting

variability influence from 0% to 90%, and each sub-graph depicts the results

of the pattern matching with the increase in the number of selected nodes

for α values from 0.1 to 1.0.

Figure 4.4 depicts the true negative pattern matching performance

whilst using random pattern signatures. A constant pattern matching

performance is attained regardless of the amount of variability. All

sub-graphs show that the VRNS approach achieves a pattern matching

performance of 1.0 with all α values, except for α=0.1, with approximately

all sample sizes.

A different observation is made when digit patterns are utilised. Figure

4.5 shows that the pattern matching performance of 1.0 is attained when

the VRNS approach utilises α value of 1.0, regardless of the amount of

variability. The pattern matching whilst using other α values improves with

the increase in the amount of variability. For instance, utilising α value of

0.5, the pattern matching starts improving when 20% variability is affecting

the patterns. All α values except 0.1 attain pattern matching of 1.0 when

the variability is ≥ 50%. In either random patterns or digit patterns the

value of α of 0.1 is significantly small to reject any input pattern and hence

failing to successfully match any patterns.

Desired event recognition performances can be attained by choosing a

suitable α value. The VRNS approach pattern matching performance whilst
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Figure 4.4: True negative simulations for a sensor network storing 512 ran-
dom signature patterns while utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
and 1.0. Figures 1 to 10 depict the network true negative performance
while having from 0.0% till 90% of the sensor nodes affected by variability,
respectively.
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Figure 4.5: True negative simulations for a sensor network storing 512 digit
patterns of number 3 and tested with digit patterns of number 1 while
utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. Figures 1 to 10 depict the
network true negative performance while having from 0.0% till 90% of the
sensor nodes affected by variability, respectively.
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storing 512 patterns in terms of increasing the amount of variability for sam-

ple sizes 20%, 50%, and 100% are shown in Figure 4.6 for the true positive

simulations and Figure 4.7 for true negative simulations. Selecting a high

α value, such as α=1.0, provides optimal true negative performance while

using random pattern signatures and digit patterns. In the true positive

simulations, however, this α value does not tolerate variability and results

in the rejection of event patterns of interest when any variability occurs,

as shown in Figure 4.6 where the match success drops sharply when 10%

variability is incurred while α=1.0 is used.

On the contrary, using low α value, e.g. α=0.1, is beneficial to achieve

high variability tolerance. A low α value has a high pattern mismatch rate as

a result of demanding less amounts of votes to match patterns. For instance

in the true negative simulations for random pattern signatures and digit

patterns, α=0.1 results in having the VRNS approach incapable of matching

any the test patterns, match success equal to 0.0, as depicted in Figure

4.7. Therefore, in scenarios where exact pattern matching is important,

it is desirable to use α of 1.0 to have high true negative performance, i.e.

rejecting all patterns that do not exactly match the reference patterns.

Nonetheless, selecting a value of α in the range between 1.0 and 0.1,

results in attaining a balanced true positive and true negative performance.

For instance, using α of 0.5 (simple majority) while storing 512 patterns,

the VRNS approach’s match success rate for the true positive simulations

stays above 0.5 for both the random pattern signatures and digit patterns

until 20% of any input pattern is affected by variability. Moreover, in the

true negative simulations, the VRNS approach achieves approximately 100%

matching rate when using random pattern signatures with any amount of
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variability and variability ≥20% for digit patterns. Therefore, using α of

0.5, the VRNS approach tolerates variability and achieves significant per-

formance in both true positive and true negative scenarios.

Sample Size and Pattern Matching

The number of nodes selected to perform the template matching is an

important factor influencing the longevity of the sensor network. Instead

of using all nodes, as in the base-station model, the sample size specifies

the number of nodes randomly selected to match the event patterns. The

true negative and true positive simulation results for digit patterns, random

pattern signatures, and for various α values show a common and significant

trend. The results of only using 20% of nodes are approximately equal to

the results attained when all nodes (100%) are used to match patterns,

as shown in all Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Each of the figures show six graphs

depicting results whilst using random pattern signatures and digit patterns

for sample sizes 20%, 50%, and 100% of the network. All figures show that

there is no improvement attained while using all sensor nodes instead of only

20% of the node. In addition to attaining a pattern matching performance

equal to utilising all nodes by using only 20% of the network, the network

can significantly prolong the lifetime of the network by 5 times by switching

off the rest of the sensor nodes.

These trends are also observed with other reference pattern set sizes.

The results for reference pattern set sizes of 4 and 1024 patterns are pre-

sented in Appendix A.1.1 and A.1.2.
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 (1) (2) (3)

 (4) (5) (6)

Random Pattern Signatures

Digit Patterns

Figure 4.6: True positive results with variability from 0 to 90% for ran-
dom pattern signatures (1-3) and digit patterns (4-6) whilst using
sample sizes 20% (1 and 4), 50% (2 and 5), and 100% (3 and 6).

 (1) (2) (3)

 (4) (5) (6)

Random Pattern Signatures

Digit Patterns

Figure 4.7: True negative results with variability from 0 to 90% for ran-
dom pattern signatures (1-3) and digit patterns (4-6) whilst using
sample sizes 20% (1 and 4), 50% (2 and 5), and 100% (3 and 6).
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4.4.2 Energy Consumption Performance

The ANC and AWT measurements provide energy consumption details

for the network by measuring the amount of communications and wakeup

intervals of each individual sensor node, respectively. Nodes of various en-

ergy consumptions can easily be identified by analysing the ANC and AWT

results. Deploying more nodes in locations suffering high energy consump-

tion or shifting the pattern matching load to other locations of lower energy

consumption may be essential to balance the processing load and prolong

the lifetime of the network.

ANC Simulations

The ANC simulation results are shown in the colour maps of Figure

4.8 and histograms of Figure 4.9. Figure 4.8 shows colour maps of the

ANC performance while detecting 512 patterns. In each of these figures,

an increasing trend in the ANC value with the increase in the sample of

selected sensor nodes can be observed, as seen in colour maps 1-9 of each of

the figures; the overall ANC result in the network increases approximately

from 4x10−3 to 1.0. The first colour maps of Figure 4.8 represents the

simulation of sample size of 4 nodes, and show the lowest ANC results. As

a result of using a small sample size, the probability of reselecting the same

node again is very low resulting in low average ANC of 4x10−3. The nodes

are reselected more often to communicate their vote sets with the increase

in sample size. Finally, when the sample size is large enough to include all

nodes of the network, all nodes have ANC = 1.0. This means that all nodes

are chosen to communicate their vote sets for each event.
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Figure 4.8 shows that the node selection technique utilised by the VRNS

approach provides fairness in the communication and processing loads

amongst nodes. The ANC values of each of the sub-figures are proportional

to the size of the sample used in the simulation. Due to the randomness

of the node selection scheme and not using the identical vote set strategy

to switch off nodes as in the VGN approach, the energy required to detect

events is distributed and balanced over the network. The majority of

nodes have approximately equal ANC values proportional to the sample

size. Sensor nodes are evenly selected and rarely over/under-utilised. By

comparing the colour maps, it can be observed that there are not any

energy utilisation hotspots, proving that the node selection technique is

capable of ensuring that the energy contribution is uniformly balanced over

the network.

The histogram Figure in 4.9 depicts the ANC performance of the net-

work which corresponds with the results of Figure 4.8. The x-axis of the

histogram categories the sensor nodes according to the number of times

they are selected instead of the ANC ratio. The y-axis shows the number

of nodes belonging the x-axis category. For instance, Figure 4.9-9 which

corresponds to the ANC values of Figure 4.8-9, and shows that each sensor

node communicated 512 vote sets since all nodes have ANC value of 1.0 and

the network is required to match 512 patterns. The distribution of nodes

in the histograms of Figure 4.9 is even and follow distribution that fits the

normal distribution, in exception of the last simulation where all nodes are

selected as depicted in Figure 4.9-9.

The histogram results concur with the ANC results of Figure 4.8. The

distribution shows the number of times the sensor nodes are selected to
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communicate their votes, and thus their energy consumption can be inferred

by counting the number of communications. Approximately all histograms

in Figure 4.9 are centred in the middle of the distribution which illustrates

that the majority of nodes have the same amount of energy contribution

and thus energy consumption is uniform throughout the network.

AWT Simulations

Similar simulation settings of the ANC simulations were followed to

simulate the AWT performance of the VRNS approach. A network of 1024

nodes was used to match patterns of size 32x32, and the simulations were

performed using 512 patterns; the simulation results for reference sets 4 and

1024 are found in Appendix A.2.2. The AWT measures the average wakeup

interval of each sensor node from the time of its selection until it is able

to communicate its vote sets. Preferably, as many as possible sensor nodes

should be kept in the sleep mode for the longest possible interval. Therefore,

it is desirable to achieve the smallest possible AWT per node to conserve

the energy of the network. The AWT results are depicted in colour images

of Figure 4.10 and histograms of Figure 4.11.

The AWT simulation results of Figure 4.10 show an increasing trend in

the AWT with the increase in the number of selected nodes, as depicted in

each colour images 1-9 of the figure. The AWT increases from a maximum

of 4x10−4 in Figure 4.10-1 to a maximum of 5.5 in Figure 4.10-9 when the

sample size is increased from 4 nodes to a sample size which include all

sensor nodes. Sensor nodes are required to wait longer before they are able

to communicate their vote sets with the increase in the number of selected

nodes. This waiting time was simulated by first selecting a random sample
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Figure 4.8: ANC of a network of size 32×32 while storing 512 patterns. The
colour maps depict the ANC performance while using sample sizes of 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 nodes.

Figure 4.9: ANC of a network of size 32×32 while storing 512 patterns.
The histograms depict the ANC performance while using sample sizes of 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 nodes, where the x-axis shows the ANC
value and the y-axis shows the number of nodes.
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of sensor nodes and then randomly assigning a time of communication for

each sensor node. Although this abstracted model does not include the

time overhead of many of the network parameters, such as retransmission,

it depicts a scenario similar to scheduled-based medium access protocol

where nodes are permitted to communicate their votes in designated non-

overlapping time slots.

The colour images of the figures show that the AWT of sensor networks

storing 4, 512, 1024 patterns are approximately equal to each other, as

shown in Appendix A.2.2. The smallest achievable AWT results are ob-

served in Figure 4.10-1 as a result of utilising a sample size (sample=4

nodes). The AWT increases in the colour images of each figure with the

increase in the sample size. The largest AWT values, upto AWT = 5.5, are

portrayed in Figure 4.10-9, where all nodes in the network are selected, thus

requiring a larger amount of time to communicate their vote sets.

The histograms in Figure 4.11 depict the AWT performance correspond-

ing to the colour images of Figure 4.10. The histogram is categorised to

depict the number of nodes that have equal AWT values in each category.

The x-axis of the figures shows various AWT categories and the y-axis shows

the number of nodes belonging to each of the categories. The histograms of

Figure 4.11 generally follow a normal distribution. The effect of increasing

the size of the sample is observable when comparing histograms from 1 to

9 with each other in Figure 4.11.

The results of the histograms of Figure 4.11 concur with the results of

the colour maps of Figures 4.10. The figures show that the node stay awake

for approximately equal periods of time. All results show that there is not

any node that remains active for extremely long periods of times or that is
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never been utilised. Therefore the energy consumed in the active mode to

match patterns is balanced over the network.

4.4.3 Concluding Remarks

The VRNS approach employs the collaborative processing amongst sen-

sor nodes to perform inexact pattern matching which facilitate matching

patterns according to a similarity threshold. Moreover, the network’s en-

ergy is conserved by utilising a sample of randomly selected sensor nodes

instead of using the entire network, and the randomness of the node se-

lection provide fair and evenly balanced node utilisation throughout the

network regardless of the similarity of patterns.

Variability Tolerance

Event Patterns affected by variability are matched using inexact pattern

matching. The VRNS approach utilises a confidence threshold, α, to control

the amount of tolerated variability and provide accurate pattern matching

results. It was shown in the simulations that the true positive performance

of α of 1.0 entirely fails with the occurrence of any variability whereas α of

0.1 tolerates upto 50% variability before failing entirely. On the contrary,

the value of α of 1.0 is capable of matching all patterns in the true negative

simulations regardless of the influence of variability, whereas the pattern

matching performance whilst using α of 0.1 approximately fails entirely;

α of 0.1 generally provide approximately 0.0% pattern success in the true

negative simulations.

Although selecting a particular value of α depends on the nature of sen-

sor network applications, using an α value that provides acceptable pattern

matching results with various amount of variability and any input pattern
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Figure 4.10: AWT of a network of size 32×32 while storing 512 patterns.
The colour maps depict the AWT performance while using sample sizes of
4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 nodes.

Figure 4.11: AWT of a network of size 32×32 while storing 512 patterns.
The histograms depict the AWT performance while using sample sizes of 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 nodes, where the x-axis shows the AWT
value and the y-axis shows the number of nodes.
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type is usually desired. For instance, the α value of 0.5 tolerate upto 20%

variability when the input patterns are matching any of the reference pat-

terns and capable of rejecting all input patterns when 20% or more vari-

ability is occurring in patterns when the input patterns do not match any

reference pattern.

Energy Conservation

The energy conservation in the network is proportional to the number

of nodes selected to perform the pattern matching. The amount of energy

consumed is independent of the similarity amongst patterns, number of

stored patterns, and dimensionality of patterns. Moreover, the lifetime of

the network can be estimated by calculating the amount of energy consumed

in communicating all the vote sets of the selected nodes.

The purpose of the node selection scheme is to avoid utilising all sensor

nodes to perform pattern matching as in the traditional base-station model.

The simulation results showed that the VRNS approach whilst using 20%

and 100% of the network provides a performance approximately equal to

each other. Moreover, as a result of the randomness of the node selection

scheme, the nodes are selected in a fair manner. The AWT and ANC results

showed that approximately all nodes provide equal amount of energy; the

results showed that there are no hotspots in the network. The network

longevity can be prolonged 5.0 times whilst attaining acceptable pattern

matching performance when using 20% of nodes of the network instead of

employing all nodes to match any input pattern.
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4.5 VGN and VRNS Comparison

The VGN and VRNS approaches are proposed for resource-constrained

sensor nodes and utilised patterns to recognise the occurrence of events of

interest in the physical environment. The characteristics and features of the

approaches are summarised in the following table:

Table 4.1: Comparison of the VGN approach and VRNS approach at-
tributes.

Characteristic VGN VRNS

Distributed storage
√ √

Local pattern matching exact exact
Global pattern matching exact inexact
Node collaboration

√ √
Voting

√ √
Variability tolerance X

√
Entering sleep mode -identical vote sets -nodes not being selected

-after communicatoin -after communication
Number of nodes Dynamic Constant
Similarity influence on
energy consumption

√
X

Number of pattern
influence on energy
consumption

√
X

Node utilisation Unbalanced (hotspots) Balanced for low
for high similarity and high similarity
pattenrs. patterns.

Network’s lifetime Complex to estimate Proportional to the
(Function of similarity the number of selected
amongst patterns). nodes.

Common Design Aspects

Both approaches perform distributed pattern matching by comparing

input patterns to a set of reference patterns. The approaches decompose

the pattern storage and pattern matching operations. Reference patterns

are partitioned into sub-patterns, and each sub-pattern is mapped into its
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designated sensor nodes. Each sensor node is responsible of performing

local exact template matching to produce local decision. Local template

matching results of individual sensor nodes are represented in vote sets. A

vote set comprises the pattern labels that exactly match the sub-pattern

input.

Voting Criteria

Node collaboration is utilised to convert the local pattern matching re-

sults of individual sensor nodes into global network result. The VGN ap-

proach reaches a network decision by performing the intersection operation.

The intersection operation portrays the common consent voting where all

voters need to agree to reach a decision. A common pattern label exists

in all vote sets when an input pattern is exactly matching one of the ref-

erence patterns. Thereby, performing the intersection operation results in

finding the common pattern label. The VGN approach rejects input pat-

terns when they do not exactly match any reference pattern. Instead of

implicitly performing vote count, the VRNS counts the number of votes.

The reference pattern label is declared a match to the input pattern when

it receives the maximum number of votes and it vote count satisfies the

threshold condition, otherwise when none of the reference pattern labels

satisfies the threshold the input pattern is rejected.

Variability Tolerance

The VGN approach performs exact pattern matching, whereas inexact

pattern matching is performed using the VRNS approach. As a result the

VGN approach fails to match patterns with the occurrence of any variability.

On the contrary, the VRNS approach tolerates the occurrence of upto 50%
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variability and matches input patterns based on their similarity to reference

patterns.

Node Selection and Sleep Mode

The mechanism utilised by the VGN approach to activate sensor nodes

is different from the one used by the VRNS approach. Nodes are dynam-

ically activated in the VGN approach according to the similarity amongst

patterns. The dynamic node selection allows the VGN approach to set re-

dundant nodes, i.e. nodes with identical vote sets, into the sleep mode,

thereby conserving their energy. The VRNS selects a random sample of

sensor nodes to perform pattern matching, and unselected node are allowed

to enter the sleep mode. The size of the random sample is specified by

the node selection threshold parameter of the VRNS approach. Therefore

similarity amongst patterns does not affect the energy consumption in the

VRNS approach.

Figure 4.12 depicts the average number of nodes utilised to match pat-

terns. The figure shows the number of nodes required to match random

pattern signatures and digit patterns while using the VGN approach and

the VRNS approach results while using a random sample of size 10% of a

network of 1024 nodes. As a result of using the sample size parameter, the

number of nodes utilised to match patterns in the VRNS approach is con-

stant with the increase in the number of stored patterns. On the contrary,

the number of nodes utilised in the VGN approach depends on the similarity

amongst patterns. Nodes are selected dynamically based on the significance

of their vote sets. The VGN results show that more nodes are required to

communicate their votes with the increase in the number of stored patterns,
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though the increase is higher whilst using digit patterns. Nonetheless, it can

be observed that significantly higher numbers of nodes are required in the

VRNS than the VGN approach. For instance, the number of nodes utilised

by the VRNS approach is 10 times more than the number of nodes utilised

by the VGN approach for random pattern signatures and double the number

of nodes whilst using digit patterns.
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Figure 4.12: Average number of nodes required to match patterns using
random pattern signatures and digit patterns with the VGN approach and
whilst using random pattern signature with the VRNS approach with sam-
ple sizes of 10% of the network.

Lifetime Estimation

The number of active nodes and the time sensor nodes spend in the

wakeup mode varies according to the similarity amongst patterns in the

VGN approach. Thereby estimating the energy consumption is challenging

as it varies from on set of reference patterns to another and the locations

where the pattern interference occur.

To the contrary, nodes are switched off based on the node selection

scheme in the VRNS approach. The VRNS approach provides the node
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selection threshold parameter to control the number of active nodes. Each

of the selected nodes communicates its vote set and then enters the sleep

mode. Thereby, the energy consumed in the network is the total energy of

communicating vote sets from n sensor nodes and the total energy consumed

by each sensor node in the active mode, as shown in Formulas 4.11 and 4.12.

Moreover, this result can be generalised for patterns of any similarity since

the randomness of the node selection of the VRNS approach evenly utilises

the sensor nodes in the network regardless of influence of patterns.

Node Utilisation

The performance of the VGN and VRNS approaches is influenced by

their indeterministic and deterministic node selection scheme, respectively.

The VGN depends on identical vote sets to switch off nodes and hence

control the number of nodes participating in the pattern matching, whereas

the number of sensor nodes is specified by the node selection threshold in

the VRNS approach. For instance, the ANC results of the VRNS approach

is unaffected by the use of random pattern signatures or digit patterns.

Moreover, the ANC performance of the VRNS approach is dependant on the

sample size. Figure 4.13 shows the ANC performance of the VGN and VRNS

approaches. The ANC results for the VGN approach for random pattern

signatures and digit patterns and ANC results for the VRNS approach with

sample sizes 20%, 50%, and 100% of the nodes in the network. The figure

shows that the VGN approach attains significantly better performance than

the VRNS approach. The ANC results for the VGN approach whilst using

1024 patterns is approximately 8 times better whilst using digit patterns

and 50 times better when using random pattern signatures than when the
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VRNS approach is utilised with 20% of the network. The ANC for the

VRNS approach, however, is constant despite the increase in the number

of stored patterns, whereas the ANC results of the VGN approach slightly

increases from 0.01 to 0.06 for digit patterns and 0.0 to 0.01 for random

pattern signatures when the number of stored patterns is increased from 4

to 1024 patterns. .
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Figure 4.13: Average ANC performance whist using random pattern signa-
tures and digit patterns with the VGN approach and whilst using random
pattern signature with the VRNS approach with sample sizes of 20%, 50%,
and 100% of the network.

On the contrary, the VRNS approach generally attains better AWT

performance than the VGN approach. The AWT of the VGN approach

whilst using random pattern signatures and digit patterns increases with the

increase in the number of stored patterns whereas the VRNS approach stays

constant with the increase in the number of stored patterns; the increase

is approximately 4 times whilst using random patterns and 17 times whilst

using digit patterns. Moreover, even when all nodes are selected (sample

size =100%), the AWT of the VRNS approach achieve better results than

the VGN when 32 or more digit patterns and when 128 or more random
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pattern signatures are stored in the network, as show in Figure 4.14. The

AWT performance of the VRNS approach is approximately 1.65 and 6.5

times batter than AWT performance of the VGN approach whilst using

1024 random pattern signatures and digit patterns, respectively.
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Figure 4.14: Average AWT performance whist using random pattern signa-
tures and digit patterns with the VGN approach and whilst using random
pattern signature with the VRNS approach with sample sizes of 20%, 50%,
and 100% of the network.

Finally, the VRNS approach’s AWT and ANC performances is evenly

distributed throughout the network. Unlike the VGN approach where nodes

of higher significance are utilities more than other nodes, the VRNS attain

a fair and balanced AWT and ANC performances in the network due to its

random selection criterion. Consequently, networks utilising the VRNS do

not have any hotspot which occurs whilst using digit pattern with the VGN

approach.
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VGN and VRNS Scenarios

In conclusion, using the VGN approach is preferable with applications

that require exact pattern matching. The VGN approach require less com-

munication and able to conserve significant amount of energy as compared

with the VRNS whilst using α of 1.0. However the VGN approach is inca-

pable of matching patterns affected by dissimilarity or variability. There-

fore, the VRNS approach is suitable for applications that require inexact

pattern matching.

Moreover, the VRNS approach provides balanced node utilisation

throughout the network which consequently results in low AWT values.

The VGN approach results in hotspots. These hotspots may cause the

network topology to partition when the nodes located at the hotspots are

depleted which leads to affecting the overall performance of the network

and may cause the network to completely fail. Therefore, the VRNS should

be utilised when balanced and fair utilisation is required.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have shown that event patterns influenced by vari-

ability can be matched using inexact pattern matching. Inexact pattern

matching is crucial to tolerate variability or when input patterns show sim-

ilarity to stored reference patterns but do not exactly match any of them.

Moreover, the lifetime of the network is prolonged by utilising a node selec-

tion technique. This chapter explored the relationships amongst the amount

of variability, sample size, confidence threshold, number of stored patterns,

and pattern matching performance. The main contributions of this chapter

are summarized as follows:
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• The influence of variability is tolerated by means of inexact pattern

matching. The results showed that the approach can tolerate upto

50% variability with when the affected pattern is matching one the

reference patterns and capable of rejecting all input pattern when they

do not correspond to any reference pattern.

• Energy is conserved by controlling the number of active nodes and

selecting nodes randomly. The lifetime of the network can be extended

approximately 5.0 times whilst attaining acceptable pattern matching

performance when 20% of the network is used instead of all the nodes

of the network.

• Fair and balanced node utilisation throughout the network is achieved

regardless of the similarity amongst patterns or the increase in the

number of stored patterns as a result of using a random selection

scheme as oppose to depending on the similarity amongst patterns for

node selection.
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Chapter 5

Medium Access Control

Protocols Influence

In the preceding chapters, two event recognition approaches have been pro-

posed for recognising events using sensor nodes. Both of the approaches

utilise template matching to recognise events of interest in the physical en-

vironment using sensor nodes. The two proposed approaches convert the

local template matching results of individual sensor nodes into global event

recognition. The approaches’ operations are executed in a distributed man-

ner over the sensor nodes where each sensor node performs local template

matching. Next, the sensor nodes wirelessly communicate amongst each

other to exchange their local pattern matching results and convert them

into global pattern matching results.

Consequently, the ability to exploit the wireless communication medium

influences the approaches’ performance. To the contrary of performing dis-

tributed pattern recognition on traditional systems, which is usually imple-

mented over wired networks, performing pattern recognition using sensor
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networks incurs additional costs saddled by the use of geographically dis-

persed, dynamic, and wirelessly interconnected sensor nodes. In Chapter

4, the wireless channel’s influence on the VRNS approach was analysed in

terms of the variability of the channel and its effect on the pattern match-

ing accuracy. The analysis in Chapter 4, however, omitted many wireless

channel and networking parameters that may significantly affect the event

recognition performance and energy consumption in the network.

Co-designing the pattern recognition approaches with the underlying

communication infrastructure is important to accurately evaluate the ap-

proaches’ ability to match patterns and estimate the energy consumption.

For instance, the total number of communication and the number of nodes

participating in the pattern matching may affect the AWT, ANC, and the

time required to match patterns. This chapter explores the communica-

tion parameters that influence the pattern matching performance in sensor

networks.

This chapter is organised as follows. First an introduction to the impor-

tance of this analysis is presented in Section 5.1. Two models are presented

in Section 5.2 to estimate the performance of the proposed pattern match-

ing approaches using contention-based and schedule-based MAC protocols,

respectively. The proposed models are then simulated under various para-

meters, using a range of reference pattern set sizes, and patterns of various

similarities. These simulation results are presented in Section 5.3. A guide-

line on how to attain efficient and effective performance with various MAC

protocol settings is presented in the chapter’s concluding remarks in Section

5.4. Finally, the chapter is summarised in Section 5.5.
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5.1 Preamble

Studying the mechanisms employed to utilise the wireless communica-

tion medium is the key to effective large scale event recognition in sensor

networks. The wireless communication channel is essential to the node col-

laboration phase where nodes communicate amongst each other to convert

local template matching results into global event recognition. The choice

of the medium access control (MAC) protocol impacts the number of com-

munication and the amount of time required to attain the global event

recognition, and consequently affect the lifetime of the network and the

performance of the event recognition approaches.

Sensor networks have their own unique medium access control problems.

MAC protocols for sensor networks need to be designed whilst considering

the unique communication patterns and energy conservation of the sen-

sor networks in addition to typical wireless MAC protocols’ tasks such as

preventing or limiting collisions, overhearing, idle listening, and overhead

[DEA06], [Zur05]. Generally, the communication traffic in sensor networks

is generated periodically or triggered by the occurrence of events. In both of

these scenarios, various sensor nodes in the network have their data ready

simultaneously. For instance, in the VGN and VRNS approaches, sensor

nodes simultaneously produce their local template matching results and

compete to access the communication channel to communicate their vote

sets.

The energy of sensor nodes is substantially consumed by communication.

Communicating sensory data consumes more energy than any other tasks

performed on the sensor nodes. References [RSZ04], [KW05], and [Zur05]

agree on the major causes of energy depletion with respect to sensor node
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communication. First, collision between communicated packets generally

occurs when two or more sensor nodes communicate their sensory data

simultaneously. Energy is wasted in attempting to detect collisions and

retransmit the data. Second, overhearing communicated sensory data from

neighbouring sensor nodes is inevitable in sensor networks owing to the

wireless broadcast of the communication. Significant amount of energy can

be consumed by the receiving and dropping packets. Third, energy can

be wasted during the waiting interval for an event to occur or to receive

sensory data. Idle listening causes the network to waste energy when the

sensor nodes’ antennas are not switched off during the waiting intervals.

Finally, any communication consume non-negligible amount of energy, thus

packets not comprising any sensory data, and usually used by the MAC

protocols for controlling and managing the communication of sensor nodes,

should be minimised.

Sensor network MAC protocols can be broadly categorised according to

the way sensor nodes are permitted to be utilised by the communication

channel into : i) contention-based and ii) schedule-based protocols. These

protocols are required to control the access to the shared communication

channel by allowing one node to communicate at any given time. In the

contention-based MAC protocols, the sensor nodes that want to communi-

cate their data need to compete to gain the rights to communicate. The

sensor nodes listen to the communication channel to detect any communica-

tion, and attempt to communicate their data when no other node is utilising

the channel. The permission to utilise the communication channel is given

to the first node to acquire the communication channel. Since the channel

utilisation is attained by competition, packet collision may occur when two
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or more nodes try to communicate in the shared channel at the same in-

stance. Generally, when a tie occurs, the nodes use a backoff algorithm to

wait for a random interval before attempting to gain access to the channel;

the backoff interval can be adjusted to suit various traffic scenarios. The

main advantages of the contention-based protocols are that the protocols

require minimum node coordination and can adapt easily to changes in the

communication traffic, thereby providing required scalability to the sensor

network. However a considerable amount of energy can be consumed as a

result of packet collision and channel listening.

Unlike the ad hoc nature of the contention-based protocols, the schedule-

based protocols divide the utilisation of the network amongst the sensor

nodes. The most common protocol of the schedule-based protocols is time

division multiple access protocols where the channel access time is divided

into intervals and each sensor node may only start communication during

its designated time interval. The advantage of this protocol is that it allows

fair access to the communication channel amongst sensor nodes and min-

imises collusion. The drawback, however, is associated with the overhead

and resources required to maintain the protocol’s synchronisation and the

coordination amongst nodes.

Understanding and comparing the performance of the VGN and VRNS

approaches is essential to forecast the quality of the event recognition re-

sults and the lifetime of the sensor network in the physical world. These

approaches are principally dependent on the node collaboration which is

attained by the communication of vote sets in the wireless channel. The

performed simulations assumed that the sensor nodes are organised in clus-

ter and deployed within each other’s communication range, i.e. any sensor
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can hear the communications of any other sensor in the network. Even in

this model, the analysis of the MAC protocol influences on the energy con-

sumption and response delay is crucial. This chapter’s discussion will be

focused on this network scenario.

5.2 Pattern Matching and MAC Protocol

Model

In this section the VGN and VRNS approaches’ pattern matching perfor-

mance is studied with respect to MAC protocol attributes and capabilities.

Both of the approaches depend on the node collaboration stage to convert

the local information of individual sensor nodes into meaningful pattern

matching results. They do so, by programming sensor nodes to exchange

their vote sets via the shared communication channel.

In the previous analysis, the influence of the communication channel on

the performance of the pattern matching approaches was not considered.

This section provides performance models for the pattern matching whilst

using contention-based and schedule-based MAC protocols in Subsections

5.2.1 and 5.2.2, respectively.

5.2.1 Contention-based MAC Protocol Analysis

One of the main challenges in using a contention-based MAC protocol

with any of the proposed event recognition approaches is the energy con-

sumption and delay caused by packet collision. A collision occurs when

two or more nodes are within each other’s communication range and start
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communicating their data in the same instance. Other MAC protocol per-

formance factors such as overhearing and idle listening may cause energy

consumption but have minuscule affect on the performance of the event

recognition approaches. When the event recognition cycle starts, all sensor

nodes will approximately attempt to communicate their vote sets simulta-

neously.

One of the commonly used contention-based MAC protocol in sensor net-

works due to its simplicity of implementation and being a standard protocol

is the MAC protocol specified in the IEEE 802.11 wireless communication

standard [80299]. Collisions are detected using acknowledgement packets.

A collision is detected when the transmitter node does not receive any ac-

knowledgement for its data. As a result of collision, the receiver node will

not be able to read the received data as it may be corrupted, hence the re-

ceiver node will not communicate the acknowledgment packet (ACK) back

to the transmitter node. When the transmitter node fails to receive the

ACK packet within the acknowledgment waiting period, it deduces that a

collision has occurred and will try to retransmit its data. The IEEE 802.11

protocol uses a backoff procedure to resolve collisions by making the nodes

idle for a random period of time before attempting to retransmit their data.

In the IEEE 802.11 specification, an exponential backoff procedure is

employed to resolve collisions amongst sensor nodes. When a node detects

a collision, it needs to try to retransmit the data again after waiting for a

random amount of time. A random waiting time has to be selected between

0 and the maximum value, namely the contention window (CW). During the

waiting time the node continues sensing the wireless channel and decreases

its waiting time counter as long as the channel is idle. The sensor node
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attempts to communicate its data at the end of the waiting interval, i.e.

when CW counter is equal to 0, and the communication medium is still idle.

When collision is detected again the value of CW is doubled and the node

selects another random value between 0 and the new CW. This procedure is

repeated until the node’s communication is successful or the maximum CW

is reached. The maximum CW value can be set to the maximum allowable

time to match an event pattern in the network. When the maximum CW

value is reached without being able to reach a network consensus, the input

pattern is declared not matching any reference pattern.

Algorithm 5.1 describes the contention-based MAC protocol model used

in this chapter. The algorithm depicts the interaction between the sleep

mode and the communication of vote sets. The protocol is executed con-

currently by each sensor node. When an input pattern is presented to the

network, each senor node starts by setting its own CW and CW counter

with initial CW value and attempts to communicate its own vote set. The

node keeps reducing the CW counter and attempts to communicate when

the CW counter = 0. The communication fails in the occurrence of a colli-

sion. The sensor node continues to try to communicate its vote set until it

is successful or the input pattern is matched. Every time the node is unable

to communicate its own vote set it doubles it CW value and its CW counter

is reset to the new CW value.

Analysing this backoff procedure is important to the proposed

event recognition approaches as the value of CW affects the number of

retransmissions, wakeup time endured by individual nodes, and the time

required to match patterns. The backoff procedure and the probability of

collision have been extensively studied in [Bia00], [HCB04], and [VS06].
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Algorithm 5.1 Contention-based MAC Protocol

1: Every sensor node executes the following
2: CW=CWinitial

3: CW counter=CW
4: repeat
5: if CW counter==0 then
6: try Communicate (vi)
7: enter sleep mode
8: CW=2*CW
9: CW counter=CW

10: end if
11: CW counter=CW counter-1
12: until (input pattern is matched)

Nonetheless, these studies considered a complex communication pattern

where the network is saturated and hence all nodes always have data to

communicate at any instance.

Modelling the network traffic is dependent on the application. In this

research, the network is modelled to depict the communication required to

match patterns. In the proposed approaches, the sensor nodes are required

to communicate their vote sets once before entering the sleep mode. After

each successful vote set communication less nodes will be attempting to

communicate their vote sets, e.g. as a result of the sleep mode strategy.

The analysis considers the amount of communication, ANC, AWT, and

response time.

The value of CW is one of the factors associated with the probability

of collision. When the sensor nodes -waiting to communicate their vote

sets- sense that the wireless channel is idle, they select a random integer

number from the range [0,CW-1]. This mechanism is employed to avoid

having simultaneous communications. Collision may still inevitably occur

when two or more nodes select the same CW value. The probability of any
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node, X, getting any CW value is:

p(X = x) =
1

CW
(5.1)

where x= {0, 1, ..., CW-1}.
Formula 5.1 shows that the probability of selecting the same CW is in-

versely proportional to the value of CW. The formula shows that all time

intervals in the range of [0,CW-1] have equal probability of being chosen.

Employing a small CW means that the sensor nodes will have a higher prob-

ability of collisions as a result of having high probability of nodes waiting

for the same interval and thereby increasing the amount of energy dissi-

pated in retransmission and idle time. To the contrary, choosing a large

CW decreases the probability of having nodes with equal waiting time.

According to the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, when a node detects a

collision the value of the CW is doubled. The value of CW is doubled after

each collision until reaching the maximum CW value (CWmax), beyond

which the CW value is not incremented. Doubling the range of CW value

results in reducing the probability of having any two nodes with the exact

same count down CW value. The probability of having a particular count

down CW value in any collision round, r, by any sensor node is:

pr =
1∏r

j=0 2jCW
(5.2)

where the value of r is equal to the collision round number ={1,2,...}.
The probability of collision can be modelled according to the binomial

probability. The probability of having n nodes out of M nodes in the
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network selecting the same CW value can be calculated as follows:

P (n nodes with same CW out of M nodes) =




M

n


 pr

n(1− pr)
M−n

(5.3)

where pr is the probability of collision in round number r.

The probability of having more than one sensor node selecting the same

CW value at the collision round r can be calculated as follows:

Pcollision = 1−
1∑

i=0




M

i


 pr

i(1− pr)
M−i (5.4)

Formula 5.4 calculates the probability of collision as the inverse of the

sum of the probability of not selecting the same CW value and the proba-

bility of selecting the CW value by only one node; the nodes choosing same

CW value are the nodes that going to have their vote set collision first. The

Pcollision decreases with the increase in the number of collision rounds as a

result of using larger CW and creating various CW counting down values.

The probability in Formula 5.4 can be used to estimate the number of colli-

sions occurring before a node may communicate its vote set. The value of M

can be adjusted to depict the changes in the number of nodes competing to

communicate their vote sets after each successful vote set communication,

as the number of nodes decreases after each vote set communication.

The average amount of retransmissions is associated with the mean of

the number of collisions occurring in each collision round. The estimated

amount of collisions in each round is the average of the binomial probability

distribution used in Formula 5.3 to calculate the probability of collision in

each round, as given in the following formula:
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E(retransmission) = Mpr =
M∏i

j=0 2jCW
(5.5)

where M is the size of the network and pr is the probability of collision in

round number r.

The average amount of retransmissions is central to the calculation of the

average energy consumed to match patterns. Retransmissions may occur in

each of the collision rounds with various probabilities. The average number

of retransmission is associated with the mean of the estimated number of

nodes unable to communicate due to collision in each collision round, as

derived in the following formula:

Avgretransmission =
1

r
[E(retransmission)1 + ... + E(retransmission)r]

=
1

r
[Mp1 + ... + Mpr]

=
M

r

r∑
i=1

pi

=
M

r

r∑
i=1

1∏i−1
j=0 2jCW

(5.6)

where r ≤ M.

Formula 5.6 shows the average number of communications and retrans-

missions associated with the communication of each vote set. Therefore,

the total amount of communication produced to match each input pattern

(Commtotal) is the total amount of communication and retransmissions pro-

duced to communicate all vote sets necessary to match the event patterns.

The value of Commtotal depends on three factors, namely the number of

nodes entering the sleep mode after each communication of each vote set

communication, the number of retransmission rounds, and the number of
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vote sets required to match the input event pattern, as depicted in the

following formula:

Commtotal = Avgretransmission1 + ... + Avgretransmissionv

=
M

r

r∑
i=1

1∏i−1
j=0 2jCW

+ ... +
M − v

r

r∑
i=1

1∏i−1
j=0 2jCW

=
1

r

v∑

k=0

[
(M − k)

r∑
i=1

1∏i−1
j=0 2jCW

]
(5.7)

The number of nodes competing to communicate their vote set reduces

after each vote set communications. The number of nodes entering the

sleep mode after each vote set depends on the similarity amongst patterns

in the VGN approach and the sample size in the VRNS approach. In the

VRNS approach, the nodes are only allowed to enter the sleep mode when

they communicate their own vote set whereas the VGN approach employs

a complex sleep mode strategy which allows nodes of identical vote sets to

enter the sleep mode. The number of nodes entering the sleep mode in the

VGN approach, however, is approximately equal to the VRNS approach

when low similarity patterns are used, e.g. random pattern signatures;

approximately one node enter the sleep mode after each communicated vote

set. Hence the number of nodes, M, contending to communicate is reduced

by v as shown in Formula 5.7.

Moreover, the number of required v and r influences the value of

Commtotal. To transmit each vote set, there is a probability of retransmis-

sion as a result of collision. In each vote set communication, the number of

retransmission rounds and the number of collisions occurring in each round

need to be considered toward the value of Commtotal.
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The AWTtotal is the average time spent by each individual node in the

active mode whilst matching each input pattern. The value AWTtotal is

proportional to the value of Commtotal. When identical vote sets do not oc-

cur, the sensor nodes remain active until communicating their vote sets. All

nodes will have approximately equal AWTtotal value owing to the fairness

resulting from the randomness of the contention-based MAC protocol. As-

sume that the time to transmit one vote set is tvoteset. The average AWTtotal

is a function of the time required to communicate all vote sets, as shown in

the following formula:

AWTtotal =
1

M

commtotal∑
i=1

tvoteseti (5.8)

where M is the size of the network.

Likewise, the response time is associated with the time required to com-

municate all vote sets required to match the input pattern. Therefore, the

response time is the time delay endured whilst communicating all vote sets

including the time of retransmissions, as shown in the following Formula:

timetotal = tvoteset × Commtotal (5.9)

where tvoteset is the average time required to transmit any vote set and

Commtotal is the total amount of communication required to match a pat-

terns.

The formulas in this section showed that the performance of the network

is dependent on the number of communicated vote sets. The number of

nodes, number of vote sets required to match patterns, and number of

rounds required to resolve packet collisions affect the amount of energy
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depleted in communication, wakeup time, and the time required to match

patterns in the network.

5.2.2 Schedule-based MAC Protocol Analysis

One of the merits of utilising schedule-based MAC protocol is associ-

ated with the advantages of having a collision-free communication channel.

The schedule-based MAC protocols attain collision-free communication by

coordinating and synchronising the sensor nodes. The most predominate

schedule-based technique used in sensor networks applies time division mul-

tiple access (TDMA) techniques. TDMA-based protocols control the access

to the wireless channel by dividing the access time into time intervals called

frames and each frame groups a collection of slots which, during individual

sensor nodes may communicate. A schedule that lists each node and the

time slots dedicated for its communication is employed to control the access

to the channel. For instance, the schedule can be created by the cluster-

head [HCB00] or base-station by assigning time intervals to sensor nodes.

The sequence of communication for the sensor nodes can be randomized

to ensure fairness in the performance. When an event occurs in the physi-

cal environment the sensor nodes communicate their vote sets according to

the schedule until the input event pattern is matched. Consequently, since

each node may only communicate during its designated time, a collision-free

communication is achieved.

Schedule-based MAC protocols, however, are prone to problems asso-

ciated with the accuracy of the schedule. Packet collision occurs when

the schedule available in individual nodes is out of synchronisation. More-

over, when nodes enter the sleep mode, their time slots may not be utilised
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by other sensor nodes and as a result causes the wireless channel to be

under-utilised. One of the main challenges in schedule-based protocols is to

synchronise the sensor nodes with the updated schedule, which comprises

all active nodes and to optimise the schedule in a way that time intervals

dedicated to nodes that entered the sleep mode are re-scheduled to active

nodes to avoid idle time.

Consequently, schedule-based MAC protocols incorporate schedule up-

date mechanisms to maintain their schedules. There have been many tech-

niques to update the schedule. For instance, Younis et al. proposed to

discover the changes in the network by updating the schedule periodically

[YYA03]. Moreover, LEACH [HCB00] requests that all nodes that need

to access the channel register their interest by communicating one bit of

information to the clusterhead, and thereby the communication time is di-

vided upon all nodes which have data to communicate. Therefore, the cost

of matching patterns whilst using schedule-based MAC protocol includes

the costs associated with communicating vote sets as well as the cost of

maintaining the schedule.

The schedule-based MAC protocol studied in this chapter is depicted in

algorithm 5.2. The algorithm start by selecting an arbitrator or a cluster

head; the arbitrator role can be rotated amongst sensor nodes to balance

the load. The arbitrator starts by resting the vote set counter, vote nbr,

and creating the schedule. The schedule is created by collecting the com-

munication requests from all sensor nodes in the network. In this instance,

all nodes need to send communication information indicating whether or

not they want to communicate their vote sets. As a result, the schedule
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comprises the node ID and the time interval dedicated for its communica-

tions. Each sensor node communicates its own vote set during its designated

time interval and consequently enters the sleep mode. During the commu-

nication of vote sets, the arbitrator maintains the vote nbr and initiates a

schedule update every time the value of vote nbr reaches the schedule up-

date frequency (SUF) value. Sensor nodes may enter the sleep mode after

the communication of their vote sets or due to receiving identical vote sets

as in the VGN approach. Therefore, when the schedule update is applied,

the arbitrator reallocates the time slots dedicated originally to nodes that

entered the sleep mode to other nodes to reduce the idle time slots. The

protocol continues until the input pattern is matched.

Algorithm 5.2 Schedule-based MAC Protocol

1: select an arbitrator
2: vote nbr=0
3: repeat
4: if (vote nbr mod SUF)==0 then
5: collect request to communicate from all nodes
6: broadcast updated schedule to all nodes
7: end if
8: communicate(vvote nbr)
9: nodevote nbr enter sleep mode

10: vote nbr=vote nbr+1
11: until (input pattern is matched)

The communication cost in the schedule-based MAC protocol include

the costs of communicating vote sets and the communication incurred whilst

updating the schedule, as shown in Formula 5.10. The Commvoteset is the

number of communicated vote sets required to match an event pattern.

The number of communicated vote sets depends on the pattern matching

approach and this consequently depends on the similarity amongst patterns

in the VGN approach and the sample size in the VRNS approach. On the
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other hand, the Commsch equals to the amount of communication required

to update the schedule and depends on the frequency at which the schedule

update is performed. The overhead of Commsch is only incurred when the

schedule update is performed. A significant amount of energy is consumed

when the schedule is updated very frequently. Formula 5.11 depicts the

relationship between the SUF value and the communication cost. When

the schedule update is performed after every k vote set communications,

the value of Commsch to update M nodes is as shown in Formula 5.12.

Commtotal = Commvoteset + Commsch (5.10)

Commtotal = Commvoteset + M ∗ SUF (5.11)

Commtotal = Commvoteset + M ∗ k

= Commvoteset + M

(
bCommvoteset

SUF
c
)

(5.12)

In schedule-based MAC protocols, the sensor nodes need to wait until

their designated time to communicate the vote sets then enters the sleep

mode; assuming that they do not receive any identical vote sets. As a

consequence of randomly designating the time slots to the sensor nodes, all

sensor nodes are expected to have approximately the same AWT estimate.

All sensor nodes are activated during the schedule update and vote set

communication periods; assuming that a schedule is also used during the

node update phase. Therefore in both instances, sensor nodes are only

allowed to communicate during their respective time slots. The AWT of the

schedule update phase is influenced by the number of times the schedule

update is performed, bCommvoteset

SUF
c. During the schedule update all nodes
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are required to register their interest to communicate their own vote sets.

The average time spent by any sensor node during the schedule update is

given as follows:

AWTall nodes =
1

M

M∑
i=1

ti (5.13)

where M is the size of the network and ti is communication time for the ith

sensor node.

The AWTall nodes is incurred every time the schedule is updated. There-

fore the total AWT, AWTtotal, comprises the AWT for communicating the

network’s vote sets and the total AWTall nodes incurred in every schedule

update, as shown in Formula 5.14:

AWTtotal = AWTvoteset + bCommvoteset

SUF
cAWTall nodes (5.14)

= AWTvoteset + bCommvoteset

SUF
c
(

1

M

M∑
i=1

ti

)

In the worst case scenario when all nodes need to communicate their

vote sets, the AWTvotesets will equal the AWTall node. Thereby, the AWTtotal

can be calculated from the following formula:

AWTtotal = AWTall nodes(1 + bCommvoteset

SUF
c) (5.15)

= (
1

M

M∑
i=1

ti)(1 + bCommvoteset

SUF
c)

The response time for the sensor network using the schedule-based MAC

protocol comprises the time required to communicate vote sets and the time

delay incurred in the scheduled update phase. The time delay incurred

during the update phase depends on the number of nodes in the network,

the number of communicated vote sets, and the value of schedule update
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frequency, is given in Formula 5.16.

timetotal = timevoteset + timesch

timetotal =
v∑

i=1

tvoteset i + bCommvoteset

SUF
c
(

M∑
i=1

ti

)
(5.16)

where v is the total number of votes required to match an input event pat-

tern, where as Commvoteset comprises the communication and retransmission

of vote sets.

5.2.3 Discussion

The performance of the pattern matching whilst using contention-based

and schedule-based MAC protocol have been explored. The analysis showed

the impact of the MAC protocol attributes on the pattern matching per-

formance. The analysis has been demonstrated in terms of the energy con-

sumed in the communication and active modes and the time required to

match patterns.

Although schedule-based MAC protocols provide collision-free commu-

nication channels, there is the non-negligible cost of maintaining the com-

munication schedule. To provide collision-free communications, nodes need

to be updated with the latest communication schedule. Moreover, schedule-

based MAC protocols’ scalability is arguable in respect to network dynamics

and in case new nodes are needed to be added to the network. Changes in

the network need to be depicted in the schedule to maintain the collision-free

communication.

The flexibility of adding new nodes and coping with network dynamics is

attained whilst using contention-based MAC protocols. Contention-based

MAC protocols do not depend on any schedule to prevent collision, instead
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they implement collision recovery and avoidance techniques, e.g. back off

technique. The performance in contention-based MAC protocols is propor-

tional to the number of nodes, the number of collision rounds and vote set

transmissions.

5.3 Performance Analysis

This section analyses the influence of MAC protocols on the performance

of patterns matching in sensor networks by simulating the MAC protocols’

parameters which influence the pattern matching operations and the life-

time of the network. The simulations were conducted to study the pattern

matching approach using contention-based and schedule-based MAC pro-

tocols. The MAC protocols were studied under their respective parameters

and while using patterns of various similarities, namely digit patterns of

number 5 from the MNIST pattern database [MNI08] and random pattern

signatures. For each pattern type, the simulations were performed using var-

ious numbers of stored patterns to show the effect of increasing the number

of stored patterns on the performance.

The MAC protocols impact on the VGN and VRNS approaches were

analysed. The chief differences between the two approaches are: i) their

ability to tolerate variability and ii) the way nodes are selected. In Chapters

3 and 4, it was shown that the VGN approach is not designed to tolerate

variability, whereas the VRNS approach is capable of tolerating variability

by using various threshold confidence values, α. The variability impact on

the MAC protocols is beyond the focus of this chapter. Therefore, the MAC

protocols are assumed to operate without the effect of variability.
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The number of nodes utilised to match patterns affect the performance of

the MAC protocols. The VGN approach dynamically select nodes based on

the similarity amongst patterns where nodes of non-redundant vote sets are

utilised and other nodes are switched off. The VGN approach always begins

with activating all sensor nodes. The nodes are switched off later when

they receive identical vote sets. On the other hand, the VRNS approach

utilises a node selection threshold to select a random sample of sensor nodes.

Therefore, the VRNS approach may only start with activating all sensor

nodes when the sample size is equal to the network size.

In Chapter 4, the performance of the VRNS approach whilst using ran-

dom pattern signatures and digit patterns were shown to be approximately

similar. Moreover, unlike the VGN approach the VRNS approach does not

utilise the identical vote set strategy, thus nodes may enter the sleep mode

only after communicating their vote sets. The nodes’ sleep mode behaviour

is similar to node’s behaviour whilst using the VGN approach with random

pattern signatures, where nodes are usually not able to utilise the identical

vote set strategy and enter the sleep mode only after communicating their

vote sets.

In this chapter, therefore, the MAC protocols are simulated with the

VGN approach. The simulations’ results whilst using random pattern sig-

natures may be used to analysed the VRNS and the VGN approach per-

formance, whereas the digit patterns results are specifically used to analyse

the VGN approach performance.

Both approaches depend on the wireless channel to collaborate by ex-

changing vote sets to match patterns. In the simulation results presented

in this chapter, the interconnections amongst nodes are abstracted to form
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a single-hop cluster. In this topology, successfully communicated vote sets

from any node are received by all other sensor nodes. Although other fac-

tors, such as the routing of the network layer may affect the performance of

the network, this abstraction is essential to focus the analysis on the MAC

layer’s influences on the performance of the network.

The MAC protocols are fundamental to manage and control the chan-

nel’s access and communication in the network. Owing to the wireless

channel attributes, sensor nodes cannot simultaneously exchange all their

vote sets and thereby match pattern instantaneously. The scheme utilised

by the MAC protocol to provide channel access, influences the total time

required to match patterns and which node may communicate at any time

interval.

The aim of the simulations of this section is to highlight the inter-

dependency between the MAC protocols and the pattern matching ap-

proaches. The medium access schemes of the MAC protocols influence the

collaboration amongst nodes and thereby the performance of the pattern

matching approaches. The simulation results depict the interaction between

the MAC protocol parameters and various pattern types, evaluate it with

respect to the two main evaluation categories, namely energy consumption

in the network and the pattern matching response delay. The energy in

the network is depleted as a result of vote set communications and having

sensor nodes active instead of being in the sleep mode. The response delay

can be defined as the time required by the network to match a pattern. All

of these factors are dependent on the MAC protocols employed to access

the communication channel.
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Section 5.2 proposed two models that show the interaction between

the pattern matching approaches with contention-based and schedule-based

MAC protocols. The simulation results for pattern matching whilst us-

ing contention-based and schedule-based MAC protocols are presented in

Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, respectively. Finally, Section 5.3.3 compares the

contention-based and schedule-based simulations results.

5.3.1 Contention-based Simulation Results

This section presents the simulation results for contention-based MAC

protocols. In particular, this section focuses on the contention window, CW

value’s influence on the pattern matching performance. In the contention-

based MAC protocols, nodes compete to gain access to the communication

channel and communicate their vote sets. The contention-based MAC pro-

tocols utilises the CW to resolve packet collision by making the sensor nodes

wait for random intervals before communicating their own vote sets.

The simulations in this section were conducted using a range of CW

values to show the influence of the CW value on the pattern matching

performance. Selecting an appropriate CW value is essential in minimising

retransmission, reducing energy consumption, and improving the response

delay. The following simulations provides the communication, sleep mode,

and response time simulation results, and discusses the pattern matching

performance with respect to contention-based MAC protocols.

Communication Results

The average number of communicated vote sets required to match ran-

dom pattern signatures and digit patterns are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2,

respectively. Both of the figures show the average communications required
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to match a range of patterns from 4 to 1024 patterns whilst using a col-

lection of contention window (CW) values from 4 to 64. Due to collisions,

nodes need to attempt to retransmit their vote sets. In typical contention-

based MAC protocol settings, the value of CW is doubled after each packet

collision until reaching the maximum CW (CWmax=255) where beyond the

CW is not doubled and the node is set to the sleep mode until any vote

set is successfully communicated. The vote sets communication presented

in these figures includes the successful and unsuccessful communications

attempts.
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Figure 5.1: Average number of communicated vote sets needed to match
random pattern signatures whilst using CW values of 4, 8, 16, 32, and
64.

Both of the figures show similar trends. The number of communicated

vote sets required to match random pattern signatures and digit patterns

generally increases with the increase in the number of stored patterns. When
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Figure 5.2: Average number of communicated vote sets needed to match
digit patterns whilst using CW values of 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64.

the number of stored patterns increases from 4 to 1024 patterns, the com-

munication increases approximately 2.64 times when random pattern sig-

natures and 3.26 times with digit patterns. Smaller CW values have higher

probability of collision due to having a smaller range of time intervals to

select from. The random pattern signatures and digit patterns attained the

highest amount of communication whilst using a CW of 4. The amount of

communication decreases with the increase in the value of CW. The low-

est amount of communication is attained whilst using CW of 64 for both

random pattern signatures and digit patterns. The network produces ap-

proximately 30 times more communication whilst using CW value of 4 than

CW value of 64.

In general, the amount of communication produced from the network

storing random pattern signatures is less than while using digit patterns.
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Larger numbers of vote sets are required to match digit patterns than ran-

dom patterns owing to the high similarity amongst digit patterns; more vote

sets are required to resolve the interference amongst patterns and match

the input event patterns. For instance, when using CW=32 the amount of

communication required to match 64 patterns is 1487.1 packets whilst using

random pattern signatures and 2552.0 packets when digit patterns are used.

The ANC results for CW of 4 and 64 are presented here to show an

example of the network’s performance. The ANC of the networks using CW

of 4 and 64 while storing random patterns are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4,

and the ANC results for digit patterns are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. The

ANC results measure the communication contribution of each sensor node

to match each input pattern. The ANC simulations were conducted for CW

values for 4 and 64, and each figure shows nine colour maps depicting sensor

nodes of networks storing a range from 4 to 1024 patterns.

Beside the general increase in the ANC values whilst using digit pat-

terns, the ANC results for both the digit patterns and random patterns

signatures are almost identical. The general trend in both of the digit pat-

terns and random pattern signature simulations is having the ANC values

in the network increasing with the increase in the number of stored pat-

terns. The average ANC for CW of 4 increases approximately from 6.0 to

15.0 whilst using random pattern signatures and from 10.5 to 33.0 whilst

using digit patterns when the number of stored patterns is increased from

4 to 1024 patterns, as shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.5. Moreover, all ANC

simulation results for digit patterns and random pattern signatures whilst

using CW value of 4 produced higher ANC results as compared with their
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Figure 5.3: Figure 1-9 show ANC results of sensor networks storing 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 random pattern signatures whilst
using CW of 4.
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Figure 5.4: Figure (1)-(9) show ANC results of sensor networks storing 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 random pattern signatures whilst
using CW of 64.
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Figure 5.5: Figure (1)-(9) show ANC results of sensor networks storing 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 digit patterns whilst using CW of
4.

Figure 5.6: Figure (1)-(9) show ANC results of sensor networks storing 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 digit patterns whilst using CW of
64.
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respective simulation results of CW value of 64 and number of stored pat-

terns. For instance, the increase in the ANC values can be observed when

comparing the simulation results of CW = 4 of Figure 5.3 with the CW =

64 of Figure 5.4. In Figure 5.3, all colour images achieve higher ANC values

than their counterparts in Figure 5.4. For instance, the overall ANC results

whilst storing 1024 random pattern signatures decreases by 37.5 times when

increasing the CW value from 4 to 64.

The ANC contribution of sensor nodes for both random pattern signa-

tures and digit patterns is balanced throughout the network whilst using

various reference pattern set sizes and CW values. The randomness of the

contention-based MAC protocol provides a balanced communication con-

tribution amongst nodes and avoids the occurrence of any hotspots. In all

ANC simulations all sensor nodes have approximately equal significance,

and thereby the ANC load is evenly distributed in the network.

Sleep Mode Results

In each pattern matching cycle the sensor nodes are activated to match

event pattern. The average wake up time (AWT) measures the active time

spent by each individual sensor node from the start of the pattern matching

cycle until the communication of its own vote set or until the input pattern

is matched. In the contention-based MAC protocols the AWT of individual

sensor node is influenced by the ability to access the wireless channel. Larger

AWT durations may result in reducing the lifetime of the sensor network.

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the AWT of network storing random pattern

signatures and digit patterns, respectively. Each figure shows the simulation

results for a range of CW values of 4 to 64. The AWT for digit patterns
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Figure 5.7: Average wakeup time produced for CW values of 4, 8, 16, 32,
and 64 and using random pattern signatures.
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Figure 5.8: Average wakeup time produced for CW values of 4, 8, 16, 32,
and 64 and using digit patterns.
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is double the AWT time for random pattern signatures simulation for re-

spective reference pattern set sizes and various CW values. For both of the

pattern types, the simulation results whilst using CW of 4 show the highest

AWT results. The AWT decreases concurrently with the decrease in the

CW values, and attain the lowest AWT whilst using CW of 64 for random

pattern signatures and digit patterns as shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, re-

spectively. The figures show that when the value of CW is increased from 4

to 64 and whilst using 64 patterns the AWT decreases by 2.5 and 3.3 times

for random pattern signatures and digit patterns, respectively. Moreover,

the AWT results for both pattern types increases with the increase in the

number of stored patterns whilst using various CW values. As shown in

the figures, the AWT increases by 2.5 times for random pattern signatures

and by 3.0 times for digit patterns when the number of stored patterns is

increased from 4 to 1024 patterns and using CW value of 4.

Figures from 5.9 to 5.12 depict the results of the AWT simulations which

have been summarised in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. These Figures, however,

present the AWT of individual sensor nodes whereas Figures 5.7 and 5.8

presented the overall AWT performance of the network. Each figure com-

prises nine colour maps depicting networks of sensor nodes whilst storing

from 4 to 1024 patterns, and the colour scale depicts the AWT values of

the network. These colour maps are particularly beneficial in locating any

hotspots occurring in the network.

Similar to the ANC simulation results, due to the randomness in access-

ing the communication channel, the AWT performances for both random

pattern signatures and digit patterns do not suffer from any hotspots. The

nodes in the network are activated for approximately equal amount of time.
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Figure 5.9: Figure (1)-(9) show AWT results of sensor networks storing 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 random pattern signatures whilst
using CW of 4.
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Figure 5.10: Figure (1)-(9) show AWT results of sensor networks storing 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 random pattern signatures whilst
using CW of 64.
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Figure 5.11: Figure (1)-(9) show AWT results of sensor networks storing 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 digit patterns whilst using CW of
4.

Figure 5.12: Figure (1)-(9) show AWT results of sensor networks storing 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 digit patterns whilst using CW of
64.
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Thereby, the node utilisation does not get to be concentrated in nodes of

higher significance of non-identical vote sets.

Response Time

In contention-based MAC protocols, nodes may gain access to the wire-

less channel after waiting for a random interval. Each node may select

to communicate in any time between [0,(2rCW)-1], where r is the collision

round. This waiting time influences the time spent by the network to match

event patterns. Therefore, the time to match patterns can be defined as the

total time required by the network to communicate all necessary vote sets

to reach a consensus in respect to any input event pattern.

The results in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the response time required to

match random pattern signatures and digit pattern, respectively. Similar

response time simulation trends are observed in random pattern signatures

and digit patterns. Digit patterns have higher response time than random

pattern signatures’ response time as a result of a larger number of vote sets

being required by digit pattern rather than random pattern signatures. The

response time while using CW value of 4 for digit patterns is approximately

double the response time when using random pattern signatures. The re-

sponse time to match random patterns shows that the network incurs the

highest delays whilst using CW of 4 and decreases with the increase in the

CW value. The CW interval is doubled after each collision. Consequently,

as a result of collision and increasing the CW value, using a small CW of 4

produces the highest delays. In contrast, starting with a large CW, e.g. CW

= 64, produces less collisions and enhances the required time. For instance,
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the response time improves when changing from CW=4 to 64 by 80% and

40% for random pattern signatures and digit patterns, respectively.
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Figure 5.13: Average delay endured to match random pattern signatures
whilst using a range of CW values from 4 to 64.
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Figure 5.14: Average delay endured to match digit patterns whilst using
a range of CW values from 4 to 64.
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5.3.2 Schedule-based Simulation Results

The simulation results related to schedule-based MAC protocols’ influ-

ence on the pattern matching performance are presented in this section. To

the contrary of contention-based MAC protocols, the nodes utilise a schedule

to access the communication channel. Any sensor nodes may only commu-

nicate its vote sets during its designated communication time slots. The

schedule-based MAC protocols depend on the synchronisation of the sensor

nodes to ensure that nodes access the communication channel accordingly.

Therefore, maintaining and updating the schedule is an imperative part of

the schedule-based MAC protocols to provide collision-free communication.

In the following simulations, the schedule update was simulated to op-

timise the schedule by reallocating all free slots onto active nodes. Due to

identical vote sets, sensor node may enter the sleep mode, and thus updat-

ing the schedule allows rescheduling the time slot to include active sensor

nodes and remove sleeping nodes from the schedule. Consequently, when

the schedule is updated, the communication schedule does not comprise any

idle time, which improves the overall network’s performance.

The schedules are updated periodically according to the schedule up-

date frequency. The SUF depends on the number of communicated vote

sets. The SUF value depicts the number of communicated vote sets be-

fore a schedule update is required. For instance, an update is required

after each communicated vote set whilst using SUF value of 0 whereas a

schedule update is performed every 20 vote set communications when the

SUF value is equal to 20. Similar to the contention-based simulations, the

schedule-based MAC protocol simulations were studied in terms of the com-

munication, sleep mode, and response time.
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Communication Simulations

Figures 5.15 and 5.16 depict the average vote set communications re-

quired to match event patterns. The Figures show the simulation results

whilst using a range of SUF values from 0 to 100 and a range of refer-

ence patterns from 4 to 1024 patterns. The simulation results show that

the amount of communication required to match digit patterns is approx-

imately double the amount of communication required to match random

pattern signatures. Nonetheless, approximately equal amount of communi-

cation for all SUF values is achieved in random patterns and digit pattern

patterns.

Figures 5.15 and 5.16, however, do not depict the actual communica-

tions. Due to the communication overhead associated with the schedule,

maintenance is not being depicted in the aforementioned figures. Neverthe-

less, with the exception of SUF value of 0, the rest of the SUF values were

never reached as a result of having the average communications less than

their frequency values. Thereby, the communication overhead associated

with schedule frequencies of 20 to 100 is never incurred while storing ran-

dom pattern signatures or digit pattern reference pattern sets of any size.

On the other hand, the schedule update frequency of 0 incurs the overhead

since the schedule maintenance occurs after every vote set communication.

The ANC results for SUF values of 0 and 20 are shown in Figures 5.17

and 5.18 for sensor nodes storing random pattern signatures and Figures

5.19 and 5.20 show the results for digit patterns. Although the simulations

were conducted for SUF values of 0 to 100, schedule update frequencies of 0

and 20 were selected to provide sufficient instances of the ANC performance.
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Figure 5.15: Average number of communicated vote sets needed to match
random pattern signatures for SUF values from 0 to 100.
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Figure 5.16: Average number of communicated vote sets needed to match
digit patterns for SUF values from 0 to 100.
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Figure 5.17: Figure (1)-(9) show ANC results of sensor networks storing 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 random pattern signatures whilst
using SUF = 0.

Figure 5.18: Figure (1)-(9) show ANC results of sensor networks storing 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 random pattern signatures whilst
using SUF = 20
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Figure 5.19: Figure (1)-(9) show ANC results of sensor networks storing 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 digit patterns whilst using SUF =
0.

Figure 5.20: Figure (1)-(9) show ANC results of sensor networks storing 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 digit patterns whilst using SUF =
20.
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The scheduling mechanism randomly assigns communication time for

the sensor nodes resulting in a degree of randomness that can be noticed

in the figures. This randomness causes the network to attain a fair and

balanced ANC performance for network storing random patterns signatures,

as shown in the ANC results of Figures 5.17 and 5.18. Digit patterns still

suffered from hotspots as a result of the sleep mode strategy utilised by the

VGN approach. Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show that the nodes located in the

margins are utilised less frequently than nodes located approximately in the

centre of the pattern. Consequently, nodes with non-redundant vote sets

have higher ANC values. Using random pattern signatures results in having

almost all nodes with non-redundant vote sets and thus the node utilisation

is more random and fairly distributed. The VRNS approach mitigates this

unbalanced utilisation in digit patterns by selecting nodes randomly instead

of selecting nodes according to their significance as in the VGN approach, as

shown in Chapter 4. These figures do not show the communication overhead

associated with schedule maintenance. Nonetheless, besides SUF value of 0

all other frequency values are never reached as a result of having the number

of vote sets required to match the input patterns smaller than the update

threshold, and hence their overheads are not incurred by the network.

Sleep Mode Results

The average AWT of the networks storing random pattern signatures

and digit patterns are shown in Figures 5.21 and 5.22, respectively. These

figures show the overall AWT of the network instead of focusing on indi-

vidual node’s AWT performance. The simulation results show the AWT

results whilst using SUF values of 0 to 100. The results of Figures 5.21 and
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5.22 show that the AWT results for all SUF values increases approximately

by 50% when using digit patterns. Furthermore, the overall AWT in the

network increases with the increase in the number of stored patterns; the

increase is about 3.11 times for random pattern signatures and 4.32 times

for digit patterns with the increase in the number of stored patterns from

4 to 1024 patterns.
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Figure 5.21: Average wakeup time produced in the network for schedule
update frequency values of 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 and using random
pattern signatures.

The actual AWT results can be different from the results shown in Fig-

ures 5.21 and 5.22. During the schedule maintenance nodes need to re-

main active until the synchronisation throughout the network is attained.

Nonetheless, the network only incurs AWT overhead when using SUF value

of 0 as other frequencies are never reached.
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Figure 5.22: Average wakeup time produced in the network for schedule
update frequency values of 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 and using digit pat-
terns.

The AWT simulation results of individual sensor nodes in the network

are shown in Figures 5.23 and 5.24 for random pattern signatures and Fig-

ures 5.25 and 5.26 for digit patterns. Each figure shows nine images depict-

ing the sensor nodes storing reference patterns from 4 to 1024. These figures

are important to detect and locate any hotspots in the network. Although

hotspots are observed in the ANC results, there are not occurring in the

AWT results. Therefore, despite having the nodes being selected repeatedly,

as shown in the ANC results, the time of communication for these nodes

are randomized, and hence fair AWT is attained. The simulation results

provided in this subsection are for SUF values of 0 and 20.

Beside the general observation of having the AWT increasing with the

increase in the number of the stored patterns, it can be clearly observed
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Figure 5.23: Figure (1)-(9) show AWT results of sensor networks storing 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 random pattern signatures whilst
using SUF = 0.

Figure 5.24: Figure (1)-(9) show AWT results of sensor networks storing 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 random pattern signatures whilst
using SUF = 20.
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Figure 5.25: Figure (1)-(9) show AWT results of sensor networks storing 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 digit patterns whilst using SUF =
0.

Figure 5.26: Figure (1)-(9) show AWT results of sensor networks storing 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 digit patterns whilst using SUF =
20.
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that none of the figures have any hotspots. The AWT performance is bal-

anced as the nodes are being activated uniformly throughout the network.

Furthermore, there is an observable increase in the AWT of digit patterns

as compared to the AWT of respective random pattern signature results;

this increase concurs with the results of Figures 5.21 and 5.22. It can be

observed in the AWT results that there is not any significant improvment

when updating the schedule more often, e.g. when using SUF value of 0.

The results show that the AWT for random pattern signatures and digit

patterns is balanced and the node utilisation is approximately equal for all

SUF values in each respective pattern category.

Response Time

The required time to match patterns is shown in Figures 5.27 and 5.28

for random pattern signatures and digit patterns. The results show the

average pattern matching delay for schedule update frequencies from 0 to

100 and whilst storing a range from 4 to 1024 patterns.

The response time whilst using SUF value of 0 improves the results by

at least 2.0 times and upto 7.3 times than all other SUF values when using

4 to 1024 digit patterns. The occurrence of this improvement is a result

of utilising the schedule update to remove all idle time slots. The schedule

update ensure that the effect of idle time is minimised. In particular digit

patterns have many nodes entering the sleep mode as a result of identical

vote sets, thereby updating the schedule results in reducing the idle time

for nodes which entered the sleep mode. Therefore, better response time is

attained whilst using digit patterns. Other schedule update frequencies in

digit pattern simulation are not affective since they are never reached.
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On the other hand, the response time does not enhance significantly

whilst using SUF value of 0 when using random pattern signatures as com-

pared to the improvement whilst using digit patterns. When 4 to 1024

random pattern signatures are used at the response time delays is reduced

by least 1.08 times and upto 3.94 times than other SUF values, which is

less than the enhancement whilst using digit patterns. This is justified by

having limited number of idle time slot as a result of not having many nodes

entering the sleep mode because of identical vote sets in digit patterns.
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Figure 5.27: Average delay endured whilst matching random pattern
signatures whilst using a range of SUF values from 0 to 100.

5.3.3 Contention-based and Schedule-based Perfor-

mance Comparison

This section compares the simulation results for matching event pat-

terns using contention-based and schedule-based MAC protocols. For this
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Figure 5.28: Average delay endured whilst matching digit patterns whilst
using a range of SUF values from 0 to 100.

purpose, the simulation results for schedule-based MAC protocol whilst us-

ing SUF values of 0 and 20 are compared with CW of 4 and 64 of the

contention-based MAC protocol simulation results.

Figures 5.29 and 5.30 respectively show the vote set communication

comparison between schedule-based and contention-based MAC protocols

for random pattern signatures and digit patterns with the increase in the

number of stored patterns. The simulation results show the schedule-based

result with and without the schedule maintenance’s communication over-

head. The communication overhead for the schedule-based MAC protocol

shown in the following simulation results comprises the communication cost

to update the schedules of all nodes in the network and the communication

required to match patterns.
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Figure 5.29: Average communication required to match random pattern
signatures for various contention-based and schedule-based MAC proto-
cols.
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Figure 5.30: Average communication required to match digit patterns for
various contention-based and schedule-based MAC protocols.
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Although the simulation results for digit patterns show a higher amount

of communication than random pattern signatures, similar performance

trends for the MAC protocols and their parameters can be observed in

Figures 5.29 and 5.30. The amount of communication required to match

digit patterns is generally double the amount of communication required to

match random pattern signatures. In the results of both pattern types, the

contention-based MAC protocol whilst using CW value of 4 attains signifi-

cantly higher communication than all other results. For instance, CW value

of 4 requires more communication than when using SUF value of 0 while

considering the schedule update overhead on average by 2.4 and 3.0 times

for random pattern signatures and digit patterns, respectively. Finally, the

SUF value of 20 attains the lowest communication in either while consider-

ing or not considering the schedule maintenance communication overhead.

This result is attained since the schedule update frequency of 20 is almost

never occurred and hence the overhead associated with its schedule main-

tenance is never incurred.

Moreover, in respect of communication, the ANC figures for the

contention-based MAC protocol show that the network generally does

not suffer from hotspots. The randomness of which nodes access the

communication channel in both the MAC protocol ensures that nodes are

not repeatedly selected for communication and thereby hotspots are not

created. The ANC results show that the communication contribution is

approximately evenly distributed over all the nodes in the network, as

can be seen in the ANC results whilst using random pattern signatures

with contention-based and schedule-based protocols and whilst using digit

patterns with contention-based protocols only. Despite the randomness of
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the time slot assignment of the schedule-based MAC protocols the ANC

results show hotspots whilst using digit patterns with schedule-based MAC

protocols. All ANC results increases with the increase in the number of

stored patterns. For instance, the average ANC results increase by 2.5 and

3.14 times when the number of stored patterns is increased from 4 to 1024

patterns for random pattern signatures and digit patterns, respectively.

Moreover, the digit patterns generally produce 2.0 times the ANC values

than random patterns.

The AWT comparisons between the various MAC protocols are depicted

in Figures 5.31 and 5.32 for random pattern signatures and digit patterns,

respectively. The highest AWT results are attained while using schedule-

based MAC protocol with SUF value of 0 and whilst considering the sched-

ule maintenance overhead followed by contention-based MAC protocol using

CW value of 4. However the AWT difference between SUF of 0 with over-

head and CW of 4 decreases by 7.23 to 2.9 times and from 4.0 to 1.3 times

when increasing the number of stored patterns from 4 to 1024 patterns for

random pattern signatures and digit patterns, respectively. Significantly

lower AWT results are attained whilst using schedule-based MAC protocol

with SUF value of 20. The CW of 64 attains the closest AWT to SUF of

20. In both random pattern signatures and digit patterns the difference

between the AWT of SUF value of 20 and CW of 64 reduces from approxi-

mately 30.0 to 13.0 times when the number of stored patterns is increased

from 4 to 1024 patterns. Unlike the ANC results, balanced and fair AWT

results for all pattern types with all MAC protocols.

Updating the schedules causes the pattern matching to endure response

time delays, as depicted in Figures 5.33 and 5.34. The schedule-based MAC
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Figure 5.31: AWT for various MAC protocols whilst using 4 to 1024 ran-
dom pattern signatures.
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Figure 5.32: AWT for various MAC protocols whilst using 4 to 1024 digit
patterns.
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protocol whilst using SUF value of 0 attains the highest response delays;

approximately on average 35.5 and 10.6 times more delay than CW value

of 4 for random pattern signatures and digit patterns, respectively. This

is resulted from the necessity to the update schedules of all the nodes in

the network after each vote set communication. Nonetheless, SUF value

of 0 produces the lowest delays when the schedule update overhead is not

considered. Although the response time difference between SUF = 0 and

SUF = 20 while not considering the schedule update overhead is very small,

approximately 30%, while using random pattern signatures, the difference

increases by about 4.44 times when using digit patterns. This difference in

performance is resulted from having larger number of nodes entering the

sleep mode in digit patterns and hence updating the schedule using SUF

=0 helps remove their idle time, whereas there are fewer nodes entering the

sleep mode while using random pattern signatures and hence updating the

schedule has smaller effect.

5.4 Concluding Remarks

The VGN and VRNS approaches were evaluated for the impact of the

underlying data link layer protocols on their performance. The approaches

were evaluated in terms of the communication, wakeup time, and response

time. The two MAC protocol categories produced different output as a

result of the different channel access techniques employed in each of them.

Contention-based MAC protocols provided high scalability and tolerance to

changes in the network. However nodes needed to compete to communicate

their vote sets which results in packet collision and retransmissions. On

other hand, collision-free communication is achieved when schedule-based
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Figure 5.33: Response delays for various MAC protocols whilst using 4 to
1024 random pattern signatures.

MAC protocols are utilised. Nonetheless, a significant amount of the net-

work resources needs to be dedicated to coordinate and synchronise the

nodes whilst using schedule-based MAC protocols.

The analysis in this chapter explored the interplay between the ap-

proaches and the MAC protocols. The following concluding remarks are

particularly important to be considered when using MAC protocol specif-

ically for performing event recognition using sensor nodes and to adjust

the parameters of these protocols to suit the performance requirements for

sensor networks.

• Contention window (CW): Using large CW values decreases the

probability of collision and help reducing the amount of energy con-

sumed in retransmitting vote sets. The results show that the com-

munication overhead is reduced by approximately 30 times and the
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Figure 5.34: Response delays for various MAC protocols whilst using 4 to
1024 digit patterns.

response time is improved by 80% and 40% when increasing the CW

value from 4 to 64 for random pattern signatures and digit patterns,

respectively. Consequently, these results make the CW value of 64

preferable for sensor network applications.

• Schedule update frequency: Collision-free communication is pro-

vided by utilising a communication schedule which manages the com-

munication interval for each sensor node in the network. Updating

the schedule is attained according to the value of SUF. The analysis

showed that updating the schedule frequently consumes considerable

amount of the network resources and provides minor improvements in

the performance. For instance, the response time is improved by 30%

when the value of SUF value of 0 instead of 20 in the case of random

pattern signatures. With the schedule update overhead, however, the
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response time delay increases by 8 times, the communication over-

head is increased by 558.4 times, and the AWT by 66.83 times when

increasing the SUF value from 0 to 20. Therefore updating the sched-

ule very frequently, such as whilst utilising SUF =0 should be avoided

as it results in consuming large amount of energy.

• Similarity amongst patterns: the MAC protocols require more

resources to match patterns of high similarity than patterns of low

similarity. Table 5.1 summarises the simulation results in this chapter

in terms of the worst case results for random pattern signatures and

digit patterns while being compared to SUF =20. The performance

of SUF value of 20 is selected as a benchmark since it attained the

best results in terms of communication, AWT, and response time.

These results are caused by having a collision-free wireless channel

with the schedule update almost never preformed. The results shows

that CW =4 and SUF =0 produces the worst case performance sce-

narios. The comparison between random pattern signatures and digit

patterns showed that the same MAC protocol attain worst case in

both pattern types.

Table 5.1 shows that the largest amount communication overhead is

attained whilst using CW = 4 and increases on average of 2200 and

2168 times the communication attained whilst using SUF of 20. More-

over, the overhead of updating the schedule after each vote set commu-

nication caused the AWT and response time results of SUF = 0 to be

the worst for both the random pattern signatures and digit patterns.

In respect to the AWT performance, the VGN suffered from hotspots

whilst matching digit patterns. The AWT hotspots are eliminated
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and all nodes approximately have equal AWT values as a result of the

randomness of the way vote sets are communicated onto communica-

tion channel. It can be observed from the table that the difference

between the performance of SUF = 20 and the MAC protocols of the

worst case is less for digit patterns than their correspondent random

patterns.

Table 5.1: The extreme (max) and average worst case performance results
benchmarked to the performance of SUF = 20 for random pattern signatures
and digit patterns.

Random patterns Digit patterns

Communication
Avg CW=4, 2200 times. CW=4, 2168 times.
Max CW=4, 64 patterns, CW =4, 16 patterns,

2400 times. 2869 times.

AWT
Avg SUF=0, 181 times. SUF=0, 130 times.
Max SUF=0, 4 patterns, SUF=0, 4 patterns,

388 times. 263 times.

Response time
Avg SUF=0, 823 times. SUF=0, 20 times.
Max SUF=0, 4 patterns, SUF=0, 4 patterns,

1171 times. 150 times.

• VGN and VRNS approaches: The simulation results in this chap-

ter are provided using the VGN approach. Table 5.2 summarises the

performance characteristics of the VGN and VRNS approaches.

The VRNS approach is beneficial to reduce the amount of commu-

nication overhead in both the contention-based and schedule-based

MAC protocols by using sample sizes less then the network size. The

amount of communication overhead in contention-based MAC proto-

col is proportional to the probability of collision in the network and

it is a function of the number of nodes trying to communicate their

vote sets. In the VGN approach, all nodes, M, are utilised to match
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Table 5.2: Comparing the VGN and VRNS approaches’ performance whilst
using contention-based and schedule-based MAC protocols.

VGN VRNS

Contention-based First round M node trying First round n nodes
to access the chan- trying to access the chan-
nel. Number of nodes nel, where n ≤ M. Numb-
trying to access the er of nodes contending to
channel depends on the access the channel reduces
similarity amongst pat- by one node after each
terns. It reduces by app- communication.
roximately one node whilst
using random patterns.

Schedule-based Need to update M nodes. Need to update n nodes,
overhead where n≤M.
Communication Amount of communication Equal amount of comm-

in digit patterns is higher unication for both digit
than random patterns. patterns and random

pattern signatures regar
-dless of which MAC
protocols is used.

Schedule update Apply schedule update Do not use schedule
with digit patterns only. update during pattern

matching with any pattern
type.

ANC Balanced in random Balanced for all patterns.
patterns and hotspots
in digit patterns.

AWT Balanced for all patterns. Balanced for all patterns.

patterns. The VRNS approach may have an equal amount of commu-

nication when using a sample size of equal to the network size, n=M.

The VRNS approach, however, can minimise the amount of commu-

nication overhead by using a smaller sample size, n<M. Similar over-

head reduction can be attained whilst using the schedule-based MAC

protocols. The VRNS approach is capable of reducing the amount of

communication utilised for the schedule update by updating n nodes

instead of the entire network, when using n<M.
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The simulation results showed that updating the schedule is useful

when there are many nodes entering the sleep mode. Thus, the sched-

ule does not need to be updated whilst using random patterns with

the VGN approach. Moreover, updating the schedule whilst using

the VRNS approach does not attain any gain, since the VRNS ap-

proach does not use the identical vote set strategy to switch off nodes.

Therefore, whilst using random patterns or the VRNS approach, the

schedule should not be updated during the pattern matching cycle.

The ANC results for both MAC protocols are also influenced by the

similarity amongst patterns and the pattern matching approach. The

ANC results for contention-based protocol attained a balanced perfor-

mance for both pattern types. In the schedule-based MAC protocol,

balanced ANC performance is attained for all patterns when using

the VRNS approach and whilst using random pattern signatures for

the VGN approach. Unbalanced ANC performance is observed in the

schedule-based MAC protocol results when using digit patterns with

the VGN approach.

The MAC protocols improve the AWT performance for the VGN ap-

proach. Although nodes of higher significance are utilised more often

then other nodes, the AWT results for digit patterns are balanced as

a result of randomising the communication time. Therefore all nodes

remain active for approximately an equal amount of time for both the

VGN and VRNS approaches.

The analysis shows that a schedule-based protocol with a suitable SUF

value, such as SUF = 20, is preferable. Using a high update frequency

will demand a significant amount of overhead and thereby diminish any
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gain in the performance. With SUF value of 20 event patterns can be

recognised approximately 8 times more rapidly and the network lifetime

can be approximately extended 66.83 times longer than when SUF value of

0 is utilised.

Contention-based MAC protocols are useful for short-term ad hoc de-

ployment in dynamic environment, which continuously results in changing

the topology and number of active nodes, due to their robustness. Small

CW values should not be used since larger CW values provide efficient en-

ergy consumption and effective network performance. Utilising CW =64

extends the lifetime of the network for approximately 30 times the lifetime

of the network whilst utilising CW value of 4.

Twice the number of nodes need to be deployed for digit patterns than

networks recognising random pattern signatures when the VGN approach

is utilised. The deployment of these node is essential to create node redun-

dancy which result in improving the lifetime of the network to be equivalent

to the lifetime of networks storing random pattern signatures. The node

deployment, however, should be carefully planned by scheduling the nodes

to rotate their pattern recognition duties to avoid having to update the

schedules for network twice the size and having twice the number of nodes

attempting to communicate their vote sets in regard to schedule-based and

contention-based protocols, respectively.

In addition to the ability to tolerate variability, the advantage of the

VRNS approach is its ability to yield approximately equivalent performance

regardless of the amount of similarity amongst patterns, number of stored

patterns, or the dimensionality of patterns. Therefore the MAC protocols

can be selected independently regardless of the influence of the patterns.
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For instance, while using the VRNS contention-based protocols need be

used with large CW value and for schedule-based protocols the network

should not be updated during the voting process for all pattern types.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, the influence of MAC protocols on the pattern match-

ing performance and the lifetime of the network have been explored. Co-

designing the MAC protocol with the pattern matching approaches is essen-

tial to prolong the lifetime of the sensor network and improve the pattern

matching performance. The aim of this chapter was to show how the VGN

and VRNS approaches perform whilst using contention-based and schedule-

based MAC protocols. The performance of the network was evaluated under

various parameters of the MAC protocols, namely contention window and

schedule update frequency.

The main contributions of this chapter are listed in following:

• The impact of the MAC protocol is dependent on the sensor network

applications. Different applications have various requirements and

communication patterns. In this chapter the MAC protocols were

analysed for the VGN and VRNS approaches where sensor nodes at-

tempt to access the communication channel simultaneously and enter

the sleep mode as a result of communicating their vote sets, identical

vote sets, or reaching a network consensus.

• The analysis shows that the MAC protocol’s parameters need to be

changed to improve the performance of pattern recognition using sen-

sor nodes. For instance, the results for contention-based protocols
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show that by changing the CW value from 4 to 64 reduces the amount

of communication required to match patterns by 30 times.

• The randomness of the sequence sensor node access the communica-

tion channel improves and balance the node utilisation in the network.

The randomness in the time of communication of vote sets of the sen-

sor nodes results in evenly balanced and approximately equal AWT

amongst all nodes in the network. Consequently, the hotspots in the

AWT performance created by the sequential node selection of the

VGN approach are eliminated by the randomness of the node access

of the MAC protocols.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

Employing networks comprising ten to thousands of battery-powered and

tiny sensor nodes to capture the state of the physical environment is a

promising research yet very challenging. Sensor nodes are envisaged to ex-

tend our accessibility to knowledge deep into the physical world through

monitoring and detection of the occurrence of events of interest in the en-

vironment. Traditionally, the base-station model is used to collect sensory

data from sensor nodes to infer the conditions of the environment, how-

ever, this model suffers from its high communication demand and creates

a processing bottleneck at the base-station. This research proposes energy-

efficient pattern recognition approaches to recognise the occurrence of events

of interest in the environment whilst using resource-constrained wireless sen-

sor nodes. In this final chapter, we present the essential contributions and

research achievements of this thesis and suggest some areas and problems

which have emerged from our work, with a potential for further research

and expansion.
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6.1 Summary of the Research Results

Events are recognised using the collaborative information processing of

sensor nodes while prolonging the lifetime of the network. Recognising

large-scale events is beyond the processing capacity and sensing range of

any individual sensor node, the proposed approaches employ light-weight

distributed template matching algorithms that fit well within the memory

storage and can operate on the low processing power of individual sensor

node. The lifetime of the network is prolonged by utilising energy conserva-

tion techniques, namely in-network information processing, sleep mode, and

node selection techniques. Moreover, an inexact pattern matching technique

is utilised to tolerate the influence of variability on the pattern matching

performance and new MAC protocol configurations are shown to enhance

the energy conservation and response time delay.

In addition to providing distributed and in-network event recognition

approaches for resource-constrained sensor nodes, the achievements of this

research are summarised as follows:

6.1.1 Prolonging Network’s Lifetime

One of the main objectives of this research is to design energy conserva-

tion techniques to perform energy-efficient pattern recognition. The lifetime

of the network is prolonged by using the following energy conservation tech-

niques:

• Sleep mode: As oppose to leaving all sensor nodes in the active mode

during the pattern matching cycle, energy is conserved via the sleep

mode strategy by switching off redundant sensor nodes either when

they have redundant information or when they have communicated
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their local results. The sleep mode technique is particularly beneficial

when patterns that need to be recognised have high similarity. For

instance, when patterns of 80% similarity are being matched using the

VGN approach, at least 25.5% of the nodes enter the sleep mode after

the first vote set communication. In addition, approximately 50% of

the nodes in the network enter the sleep mode after communicating

50% of the vote sets for patterns of any similarity whilst using the

VRNS approach as a result of having sensor nodes only entering the

sleep mode after communicating their own vote sets. We have shown

that the energy conserved as a result of the sleep mode is increased

by upto 3 times and on average of 2 times more than the base-station

model when using the VGN approach with digit patterns and the

VRNS approach with patterns of any similarity, respectively.

• Node selection: The node selection techniques of the VGN and

VRNS approaches reduce the amount of communication by reducing

the number of nodes selected to match event patterns. For instance, as

opposed to the base-station model where all nodes need to communi-

cate their sensory results, the VGN approach requires approximately

1.0% and 5.0% of nodes in the network to communicate their vote sets

whilst matching 1024 random pattern signatures and digit patterns,

respectively. Moreover, the VRNS approach decreases the amount of

communication in the network by M
n

times regardless of the similarity

amongst patterns, where M is the size of the network and n is the

number of selected nodes. The results show that the VRNS approach

is capable of maintaining the pattern matching performance and im-

proving the longevity of the network’s lifetime by 5 times whilst using
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20% of the nodes in the network instead of using all nodes to recognise

event patterns of any similarity.

• MAC protocol parameter adjustment: Significant amount of en-

ergy can be conserved by improving the way vote sets are commu-

nicated in the wireless channel. For instance, the amount of com-

munication is reduced by approximately 30 times when changing the

contention window value of contention-based MAC protocols from 4

to 64.

6.1.2 Scalability

The scalability of the VGN and VRNS approaches have been discussed in

terms of the dimensionality of the patterns, the similarity amongst patterns,

and the number of stored patterns. The scalability results for the approaches

are summarised as follows:

• Similarity amongst patterns: The performance of the VGN ap-

proach is analysed in terms of patterns of high similarity (80% simi-

larity) and low similarity (50% similarity), namely digit patterns and

random patterns signatures, respectively. One of advantages of the

VGN approach is its ability to adapt the network’s performance ac-

cording to the similarity amongst patterns. The VGN approach is

more energy efficient whilst matching low similarity patterns than

patterns of high similarity. For instance, the amount of communi-

cated vote sets decreases by 5.4 times when reducing the similarity

amongst patterns from 80% to 50% whilst storing 1024 patterns.
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• Dimensionality of patterns: The number of nodes in the network is

proportional to the dimensionality of patterns since each sub-pattern

is mapped to a designated sensor node. The results of the VGN ap-

proach shows that the number of communicated vote sets is approxi-

mately identical for patterns of any dimensionality.

• Number of stored patterns: The VGN performance is almost in-

dependent of the number of stored patterns. For instance, the VGN

approach demonstrated that the amount of communication increases

by approximately 2.9 and 11.4 times when increasing the number of

stored patterns 256 times (from 4 to 1024 patterns) for random pat-

tern signatures and digit patterns, respectively.

To the contrary, unlike the VGN approach, the VRNS approach employs

a random selection technique to select nodes. Therefore, the performance

of the VRNS approach is generally unaffected by the similarity amongst

patterns, dimensionality of patterns, or the number of stored patterns.

6.1.3 Variability Tolerance

The VRNS approach tolerates variability by counting votes and utilis-

ing a confidence threshold. Unlike the VGN approach which depends on

absolute agreement amongst all nodes to match patterns, and hence fails

to match patterns affected by variability, the VRNS approach vote count-

ing technique enables matching patterns affected by variability. The results

show that the VRNS approach is capable of matching patterns affected by

upto 50% variability and 20% or more variability when the input patterns

are corresponding to and not corresponding to the set of reference patterns,

respectively.
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6.1.4 MAC Protocol Influence

The inter-play between the MAC protocols with VGN and VRNS ap-

proaches was analysed in Chapter 5. The results show the influence of

the MAC protocols on the operations and performance of the approaches in

terms of the amount of communication, wakeup time, and pattern matching

response time. The results demonstrate that due to the unique communi-

cation and node collaboration characteristics of the proposed approaches,

operating with typical MAC protocols’ settings results in recognising events

in inefficient manners. Adjusting the MAC protocol parameters improves

the energy consumption and the event recognition performance. For in-

stance, in addition to the energy conservation attained whilst changing the

contention window value from 4 to 64, the response time delay is improved

by 0.8 and 0.4 times for patterns of low similarity and high similarity, re-

spectively.

6.2 Future Work

There are several areas of future research that have opened up from the

work described in this thesis. It has been shown in this research that the

complex event recognition can be attained by the collective coordination

of resource-constrained sensor nodes. In addition to the immense research

conducted in the area of pattern recognition, there are many researches

conducted to improve the sensor nodes’ ability to perform complex event

monitoring and detection tasks. Similar work on the VGN and VRNS ap-

proaches needs to be conducted to enhance their advantages.

A very useful extension of this thesis is to improve the utilisation of

nodes of redundant vote sets. Sensor nodes located in shared areas where
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pattern interference intensifies are generally useless to the event recognition.

The AWT and ANC metrics are shown useful in identifying these nodes.

The information provided by the AWT and ANC metrics should be studied

to enhance the performance of the network by either removing these sensor

nodes from the network or dedicating them to relay information instead of

participating in matching patterns.

The proposed distance measurement and voting can also be enhanced

to improve the resource consumption and response time by embedding the

distance measurement or using weights on pattern labels [NP99], [PV06],

[PD05]. Event patterns likely to occur in the physical environment should

have higher vote weights placed on their pattern labels or embedding in-

formation into the sensory data to produce better distance measurement

results for patterns of higher probability of occurrence. The incorporation

of these techniques may help resolve voting ties and produce better pattern

matching results.

This research showed the essence of using patterns to infer the state

of the physical environment. The spatio patterns are assumed unaffected

by rotation, deformation, or shifting due to the association of sensory data

to specific physical locations. However when the patterns of interest are

independent of location, it is necessary to consider all possibilities in regard

to the location of the patterns in the monitored environment. For instance,

the pattern of interest may be rotated, thereby requiring searching for it

the physical environment with various angles of rotation. Similarly, shifts

and deforms need to be considered in the search for patterns of interest.

Therefore, utilising techniques that can attain pattern matching with the
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aforementioned influences using resource-constrained sensor nodes and in a

distributed manner would improve the approach’s capability significantly.

The impact of MAC protocols was explored in this thesis. In sensor

networks, however, all system layers need to be co-designed to attain optimal

performance whilst conserving the network’s resources. Communication is

considered the highest consumer of energy of sensor nodes. Investing in the

improvement of the various aspects of communication would significantly

result in improving the overall performance of the network. Improving the

network layer would potentially enhance the network’s overall performance.

In addition, understanding the various proposed mechanisms employed to

route and process sensory data would enhance the node collaboration and

the event recognition, and prolong the longevity of the network.
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Appendix A

VRNS Simulation Results

A.1 Pattern Matching Simulations

The VRNS approach pattern matching performance was explored using

two tests. The true positive simulations evaluated the VRNS approach

ability to match patterns, and rejection performanc was tested in the true

negative simulations.

A.1.1 True Positive

The true positive simulation results depict the VRNS approach’s ability

to match patterns specified in the reference pattern set when they occur

in the environment. The simulations were performed using low and high

similarity patterns, random pattern signatures and digit patterns, respec-

tively. The simulation results were conducted while storing 4, 512 and 1024

patterns of random pattern signatures are depicted in Figures A.1, A.2, and

A.3, and for digit patterns are depicted in Figures A.4, A.5, and A.6. Each

figure comprises 10 sub-graphs depicting variability range from 0 to 90%,

and each sub-graph represent the simulations results of α values from 0.1

to 1.0.
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The VRNS approach produces almost identical performance in all sim-

ulations. The general trend is to have a decreasing pattern matching per-

formance with the increase in variability. The VRNS approach has high

robustness toward variability whilst using random pattern signatures than

when digit patterns are used due to the low similarity amongst random

pattern signatures. For instance, the sub-graph number 5 in Figures A.1,

A.2, A.3, A.4, A.5, and A.6 show the simulation results of random pattern

signatures and digit patterns affected by 40% variability. It can be ob-

served that in these figures the VRNS approach attains better true positive

performance whilst using random patterns than digit patterns.

A.1.2 True Negative

The true negative simulations were performed using input patterns that

have no match amongst the stored patterns. These simulations show the

VRNS approach ability to reject patterns. The simulations were performed

using random pattern signatures and digit patterns. The results for ran-

dom pattern signatures of reference set sizes 4, 512, and 1024 are depicted

in Figures A.7, A.8, and A.9. Moreover, the simulation results for digit pat-

terns whilst using test patterns of digit 1 are depicted in Figures A.10, A.11,

and A.12, and with digit number 8 are depicted in Figures A.13, A.14, and

A.15. Similar to the true positive simulations each of the figures comprises

10 sub-graphs depicting variability range from 0% till 90%, and simulated

for α values from 0.1 to 1.0.

All figures show approximately identical true negative results in each

pattern type. The simulation results for random pattern signatures show

that the VRNS approach is capable of rejecting approximately all input
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Figure A.1: True positive simulations for a sensor network storing 4 ran-
dom signature patterns while utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
and 1.0. Figures 1 to 10 depict the network true positive performance while
having from 0.0% till 90% of the sensor nodes affected by variability, re-
spectively.
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Figure A.2: True positive simulations for a sensor network storing 512 ran-
dom signature patterns while utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
and 1.0. Figures 1 to 10 depict the network true positive performance while
having from 0.0% till 90% of the sensor nodes affected by variability, re-
spectively.
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Figure A.3: True positive simulations for a sensor network storing 1024
random signature patterns while utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5,
0.75, and 1.0. Figures 1 to 10 depict the network true positive performance
while having from 0.0% till 90% of the sensor nodes affected by variability,
respectively.
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Figure A.4: True positive simulations for a sensor network storing 4 digit
patterns while utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. Figures 1
to 10 depict the network true positive performance while having from 0.0%
till 90% of the sensor nodes affected by variability, respectively.
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Figure A.5: True positive simulations for a sensor network storing 512 digit
patterns while utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. Figures 1
to 10 depict the network true positive performance while having from 0.0%
till 90% of the sensor nodes affected by variability, respectively.
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Figure A.6: True positive simulations for a sensor network storing 1024
digit patterns while utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0.
Figures 1 to 10 depict the network true positive performance while having
from 0.0% till 90% of the sensor nodes affected by variability, respectively.
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pattern with various variability whist using all α values except for α value

of 0.1. On the other hand, the true negative performance while using digit

patterns improves with the increase in the amount of variability whilst using

all α values except for α value of 0.1; the threshold of α value of 0.1 is too

low to reject unknown pattern.

A.2 Energy Consumption Simulations

The energy consumption was simulated using a sensor network of 1024

sensor nodes to accept input patterns of size 32×32 and ANC and AWT

results were collected. The results provide energy consumption level mea-

surements of the network while using various sample sizes and number of

events to be detected. The simulations were repeated for sample sizes of

range from 4 to 1024, i.e. from a very small sample to a sample that includes

all nodes of the network. Additionally, the simulations were performed for

detecting 4, 512, and 1024 events and repeated for a large number of times

to attain a high confidence level.

The results of the simulations are represented using colour maps and

histograms. The colour maps are essential to identifying exact energy con-

sumption of each individual sensor nodes, where as the histograms provide

a holistic energy consumption analysis by categorising the sensor nodes

according to their energy consumption in a bar graph representation. Al-

though these results provide AWT and ANC results for the aforementioned

parameters, similar results were obtained for various settings of network

sizes, sample sizes, and number of events to be detected. Moreover, the

results can be generalised for random pattern signatures as well as pattern

of digits.
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Figure A.7: True negative simulations for a sensor network storing 4 ran-
dom signature patterns while utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
and 1.0. Figures 1 to 10 depict the network true negative performance
while having from 0.0% till 90% of the sensor nodes affected by variability,
respectively.
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Figure A.8: True negative simulations for a sensor network storing 512
random signature patterns while utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5,
0.75, and 1.0. Figures 1 to 10 depict the network true negative performance
while having from 0.0% till 90% of the sensor nodes affected by variability,
respectively.
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Figure A.9: True negative simulations for a sensor network storing 1024
random signature patterns while utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5,
0.75, and 1.0. Figures 1 to 10 depict the network true negative performance
while having from 0.0% till 90% of the sensor nodes affected by variability,
respectively.
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Figure A.10: True negative simulations for a sensor network storing 4 digit
patterns of number 3 and tested with digit patterns of number 1 while
utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. Figures 1 to 10 depict the
network true negative performance while having from 0.0% till 90% of the
sensor nodes affected by variability, respectively.
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Figure A.11: True negative simulations for a sensor network storing 512
digit patterns of number 3 and tested with digit patterns of number 1
while utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. Figures 1 to 10
depict the network true negative performance while having from 0.0% till
90% of the sensor nodes affected by variability, respectively.
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Figure A.12: True negative simulations for a sensor network storing 1024
digit patterns of number 3 and tested with digit patterns of number 1
while utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. Figures 1 to 10
depict the network true negative performance while having from 0.0% till
90% of the sensor nodes affected by variability, respectively.
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Figure A.13: True negative simulations for a sensor network storing 4 digit
patterns of number 3 and tested with digit patterns of number 8 while
utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. Figures 1 to 10 depict the
network true negative performance while having from 0.0% till 90% of the
sensor nodes affected by variability, respectively.
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Figure A.14: True negative simulations for a sensor network storing 512
digit patterns of number 3 and tested with digit patterns of number 8
while utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. Figures 1 to 10
depict the network true negative performance while having from 0.0% till
90% of the sensor nodes affected by variability, respectively.
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Figure A.15: True negative simulations for a sensor network storing 1024
digit patterns of number 3 and tested with digit patterns of number 8
while utilising α values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. Figures 1 to 10
depict the network true negative performance while having from 0.0% till
90% of the sensor nodes affected by variability, respectively.
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A.2.1 ANC

The ANC measures the ratio of the average number of communicated

vote sets per sensor node to recognise a set of unknown patterns. The ANC

simulation results are shown in the colour maps of Figures A.16, A.17, and

A.18 and histograms of Figures A.19, A.20, and A.21. Figures A.16, A.17,

and A.18 show colour maps of the ANC performance while detecting 4, 512,

and 1024 patterns. Each figure show nine colour images depicting the ANC

whilst using sample sizes from 4 to 1024 nodes. The nine histograms shown

in the histogram figures correspond to the various node sample sizes. It can

be observed that due to the randomness of the node selection criterion, the

ANC is evenly distributed throughout the network. Moreover, the ANC

value increases with the increase in the sample size. The histograms show

graphs that fit the normal distribution, depicting the fairness in the ANC

performance.
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Figure A.16: ANC of a network of size 32×32 while storing 4 patterns. The
colour maps depict the ANC performance while using sample sizes of 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 nodes.

Figure A.17: ANC of a network of size 32×32 while storing 512 patterns.
The colour maps depict the ANC performance while using sample sizes of
4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 nodes.
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Figure A.18: ANC of a network of size 32×32 while storing 1024 patterns.
The colour maps depict the ANC performance while using sample sizes of
4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 nodes.

Figure A.19: ANC of a network of size 32×32 while storing 4 patterns. The
histograms depict the ANC performance while using sample sizes of 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 nodes.
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Figure A.20: ANC of a network of size 32×32 while storing 512 patterns.
The histograms depict the ANC performance while using sample sizes of 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 nodes.

Figure A.21: ANC of a network of size 32×32 while storing 1024 patterns.
The histograms depict the ANC performance while using sample sizes of 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 nodes.
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A.2.2 AWT

The AWT measures the average wakeup time for each individual sensor

node. Similar simulation settings as in the ANC simulation were followed

in the AWT simulations. The AWT results are depicted in colour images of

Figure A.22, A.23, and A.24, and histograms of Figure A.25, A.26, and A.27.

The AWT results show an increasing trend with the increase in the sample

size as nodes needs to stay in the active mode for longer period of times.

The colour images and the histograms show that the AWT performance is

fair and evenly distributed in the network.

Figure A.22: AWT of a network of size 32×32 while storing 4 patterns. The
colour maps depict the AWT performance while using sample sizes of 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 nodes.
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Figure A.23: AWT of a network of size 32×32 while storing 512 patterns.
The colour maps depict the AWT performance while using sample sizes of
4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 nodes.

Figure A.24: AWT of a network of size 32×32 while storing 1024 patterns.
The colour maps depict the AWT performance while using sample sizes of
4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 nodes.
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Figure A.25: AWT of a network of size 32×32 while storing 4 patterns. The
histograms depict the AWT performance while using sample sizes of 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 nodes.

Figure A.26: AWT of a network of size 32×32 while storing 512 patterns.
The histograms depict the AWT performance while using sample sizes of 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 nodes.
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Figure A.27: AWT of a network of size 32×32 while storing 1024 patterns.
The histograms depict the AWT performance while using sample sizes of 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 nodes.
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